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COMMAND GUIDANCE 
Protect Your Gun Rights - Vote In The 

NRA Board Of Directors Elections 
by Robert K. Brown 

I am endorsing the following individuals for election to the NRA Board of 
Directors this year: 

Col. Rex Applegate 
Robert K. Brown 
David I. Caplan 
Dr. James W. Carlson 
Col. Jeff Cooper 

Manuel Fernandez 
Gen. Joe Foss 
Max W. Goodwin 
Steve Hprnady 
Phillip 8. Journey 

Neal Knox 
Herbert A. Lanford 
Joseph E. Olson 
Al Rubega 
Thomas L. Washington 

I am supporting these specific 
individuals as I feel they can best 
contribute to directing the National Rifle 
Association in these trying times. By 
the time you read this, we may well 
know how successful Slick Willie has 
been in his insidious 
effort to circumscribe 
our gun rights . 

Unfortunately, too 
many hunters and 
competitive shooters 
cannot see how the 
Feinstein amendment 
- banning a multi
tude of "assault 
weapons" and maga
zines holding more 
than 1 0 rounds each 
-is just the beginning 
of an obvious effort to 
eliminate all guns. Slick Willie has stated 
that the only reason he hasn 't gone 
after a ban on handguns is because 
" ... the public is not yet ready ." 

The anti-gunners and liberal media 
have bamboozled a large portion of the 
American public into believing "assault 
weapons" are responsible for violence in 
America, even though FBI statistics prove 
that said weapons are used in less than 

1 % of crimes committed with guns. 
If, in fact, the anti-gunners were 

sincere in their belief that elimination of 
private ownership of guns would reduce 
crime, then why cjidn 't they have the 
balls to go after handguns? You don't 

have to be a rocket 
scientist to come up 
with the answer: 
political expe
diency. They know, 
as does Slick Willie , 
that the American 
public " isn 't ready." 

But when the 
gun-grabbers think 
they have bra in
washed enough 
sheep, you can bet 
they'll go after all 
handguns - and 

then your hunting rifles, competitive 
guns and shotguns. 

The NRA, buffeted and battered by 
the balderdash served up by the media 
and limp-wristed liberal elite, remains 
the only hope we have. If you truly 
believe in our Second Amendment, if 
you want to keep your guns - even if 
you don't own "assault weapons" -
you 'd best join the NRA - NOW! X 

JOIN THE NRA BEFORE IT'S TOO LATE! 
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BULLETIN BOARI~ 

RUBY RIDGE DEBACLE 
HAUNTS FBI 

The bloody standoff between the 
FBI and Randy Weaver et al has 
resulted in one of the most vvrench
ing internal investigations ever con
ducted by the Justice Department. 
Deputy Attorney General Philip B. 
Heymann characterized it as a top
to-bottom review. 

Investigators from 
the Office of Profes
sional Responsibility, 
internal ethics watch
dogs of ! he Justice De
partment, have warned 
t9P managers, agents, 
prosecutors and former 
officials that they could 
face civil or criminal 
charges, including ob
struction of justice and vi
olations of civil rights law. 

from a U.S. marshal, and his wife 
was killed by an FBI sniper as she 
stood in the door of their home hold
ing their baby daughter. 

CLARIFICATION 
A clarification is in order concern

ing an article on the Church Univer
sal And Triumphant (see "ATF's 

1991, and the Czech defense min
ister says some of the worst prob
lems have been discovered in la
trines, where grenades, mortar 
shells and thousands of rounds of 
belted machine-gun ammo have 
been discovered. The defense min
ister noted that "there are hundreds 
of thousands of cubic meters" of 

debris that must to be 
sorted and disposed of. 
"There was a tremen
dous lack of discipline 
among Russ ian sol
diers," he said. 

MUGGERS HAVE A 
UNION, OR WHAT? 

Current FBI Director 
Louis J. Freeh would 
not permit any bureau 
officials to comment, 
and declined to discuss 
the case because of the 
continuing investigation 
and the fact that "com
plex legal issues should 
not be prejudged." 

Who woulda thunk it. Posing in front of St. Basil's Cathedral in 
Moscow's Red Square are SOF Executive Editor Tom Slizewski 

Seventy-one-year-old 
Jerome Sandusky had 
less than $30 when he 
was mugged and nearly 
choked to death on a New 
York subway station -by 
Bernard McCummings 
- fresh out of jail for a 
previous robbery - and 
an accompl ice. Two 
plain clothes transit po
lice stopped the robbery 
and as McCummings 
ran, one of the cops shot 
him, severing his spinal 

(right), Associate Publisher Lefty Wilson (left) and publisher of SOF's 
Russian-language edition, Sergei Panasenko (center). No, that's not a 
misprint; starting in January 1994, SOF will be distributed (in Russian) 
throughout the republics of the former Soviet Union. 

Some FBI officials 
said they also fear an investigation 
by an Idaho state prosecutor could 
lead to homicide indictments against 
federal agents. 

In a related development, U.S. 
District Judge Edward Lodge has 
levied fines of $1,920 on the FBI for 
its handling of the trial of Randy 
Weaver and friend Kevin Harris. 
Judge Lodge said the FBI repeat
edly ignored his orders to produce 
documents on time, delaying the 
eight-week trial and hampering the 
defense. The FBI had earlier admit
ted it fabricated evidence in the 
case. Harris was found innocent; 
Weaver was acquitted of all but one 
relatively minor charge. 

During the attack on his moun
tain home, Weaver's 14-year-old 
son was killed by a shot in the back 
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Next Big Mistake?" SOF Dec. '93) . 
Due to the placement of a subhead, 
some readers may have inferred 
that a church member, Dr. Barbara 
Looby, is a member of the Cosmic 
Honor Guard, a security team as
signed to church leader Elizabeth 
Clare Prophet. That is not the case. 
Dr. Looby is not a member of Proph
et's Cosmic Honor Guard, and SOF 
regrets any misunderstanding that 
may have arisen. 

LETHAL LATRINES 
Contamination left behind by de

parting former Soviet troops in the 
Czech Republic has proved to be 
so extensive that cleanup crews are 
even tiptoeing around the latrines. 
Tons of unexploded ordnance were 
left behind by departing Sovs in 

cord and paralyzing him 
from the chest down. Awwwww. 
McCummings sued the transit au
thority and was awarded $4.3 mil
lion. The U.S. Extreme Court has 
let it stand - excessive force, don't 
you know. 

REFUGEE RELIEF SAYS 
THANl<S 

Thanks to the following who have 
put their hands where their hearts 
are with the following donations: 
Jonathan A. Blatt (cash), Kevin P. 
Cook (cash), Elliot Justin (cash), 
Shannon Roxborough (medical sup
plies) . Hey guys, follow their lead. 
Contact Col. Alex McColl; phone: 
303-449-3750. Tell him you have 
medical supplies (anything not re
quiring refrigeration or lock-up), and 
he'll take it from there. 
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NAVYSEALs 
The Men Behind the Legend 

When it absolutely, positively must be destroyed overnight, America sends in the U.S ALs. From 
warfare, America has relied on its Naval Special Warfare units for the most vital and dangerous mission 
rare and all-new action footage features the most famous SEAL commanders of all timeeJ, f~o~ur~g~e~ft~: 
shaped the Teams. Legendary UDT Commander Doug Fane tells how he made the fir§J ut of demolttio.. sand 
opened up the world of underwater warfare. L TC Roy Boehm explains how he _\('/,..a.set ea with the top-secret creation of SE 
Team 2, allowing America to enter the theater of guerrilla warfare. Controversial ex-commander of SEAL Team 6 Richard 
into the arena of counterterrorism. Tom Katana, commanding officer of the newest SEAL Team 8, offers an inside look 
where SEALs are headed in the future. If you can see only one film about Navy SEALs , this is the one! Color, approx 
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CREDIT 
SECRETS ..... 

-to Erne Bad Credit 

GET 
EVEN 

FUGITIVE 
How to Run, Hide, and Survive 

by Kenn Abaygo 
II you 're serious about going on the lam, this 
book may just save your life. Learn to build 
an evasion shelter. erect path guards. lose a 
pack of tracking dogs, enter the "Network" of 
people willing to assist evaders. apply 
natural camouflage and utilize primitive first 
aid skills. This unique manual exposes you 
to possibilities you never even considered. 5 
112 x B 112, sottcover, 96 pp. $12.00 

CREDIT SECRETS 
How to Erase Bad Credit 

by Bob Hammond 
Solve your financial problems once and for 
all! These proven methods show how to 
eliminate debts and establish a perfect 
credit rat ing. Discover the inside tricks 
used by lawyers and professional credit 
consultants with th is easy-to-follow pro
gram. 5 1/2 x B 1/2, sottcover, BO pp. 

$14.00 

GET EVEN 
The Complete Book of Dirty T r icks 

by George Hayduke 
A hilarious overview of the methods people 
use to get even with big bus iness, 
government and enemies. These dirty tricks 
range from the simple to the elaborate. 
including more sophisticated schemes 
devised by CIA and Mafia members and 
polit ical dirty tricksters. For entertainment 
only. 5 1/2 x B 112, hardcover. 208 pp.$19.95 

TRUE TALES OF 
AMERICAN VIOLENCE 

by Chris Pfouts 
This book dlronicies the reality of violence in 
America, from what today is ronsidered com
mon place - muggings, brawls , friendly 
arguments gone bad - to the far fringes of 
real-life mayhem - a bombing, a run-in wi1h a 
satanic cult, a prison rape. By reading these 
gripping true stories, you can understand how 
to avoid all types of sudden, random violence. 
5112 x B 1/2, hardcover. 184 pp. $21.95 
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U.S. NAVY SEAL 

COMBAT MANUAL 

QUICK OR DEAD 
by William Cassidy; 

Foreword by Bradley J. Steiner 
Called "one of the most important volumes 
ever written in the field of combat 
handgun~ing ," Quick o r Dead is a 
timeless history and study of combat point 
firing . Learn the practical, effective , 
realistic gunfighting techniques developed 
by combat vets like Fairbairn , Sykes, 
Applegate, Askins, Cooper and Jordan. 5 
1/2 x B 1/2, hardcover, illus., t76 pp. $25.00 

ULTIMATE SNIPER: THE VIDEO 
w/ John Plaster & Carlos Hathcock 

Learn the art of sniping from two masters. Maj. 
John Plaster instructs you in all areas of 
sniping fieldcraft. marksmanship and tactics, 
and famed USMC sniper Carlos Hathcock re
rounts some of the field-tested tactics he used 
to rack up 93 confirmed kills in Vietnam. 
Covers optics, weapons. shooting drills, cam· 
mo. stalking. hides. counlersniping, range and 
wind estimation and more. Color, approx. 90 
min .• VHS only. $59.95 

HOW TO GET ANYTHING 
ON ANYBODY 

by Lee Lapin 
Get the goods on others with this 
encyclopedia of advanced investi-gative 
and surveillance techniques. Here are 
expert ways to secretly bug any target ! Info 
on lock-pick techno-logy, how polygraphs 
and voice lie detectors can be tricked and 
much more , including more than 100 
sources for spy equ ipment. 8 1/2 x 11, 
sottcover, illus., 272 pp. $30.00 

U.S. NAVY SEAL 
COMBAT MANUAL 

One of the rarest FMs in the field of military 
collecting, with special emphas is on 
underwater demolition techniques and 
explos ives . Equipment and tactics 
employed by this elite lighting force are 
covered , as are SEAL weapons , 
communications, diving, infiltration and 
extiltration, survival and more. 8 1/2 x 11 , 
soft-cover, photos, illus., 240 pp. $19.95 
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SEAL COMBAT 
BOARDING MANUAL 

U.S. Navy SEALs are the best in the world 
at secretly boarding, assaulting and secur
ing enemy-occupied ships and oil rigs. This 
exclusive manual outlines their techniques 
and equipment for subsurface, surface and 
airborne ops. Packed with never-before
published photos of frogmen, breachers , 
snipers and assault-team members ready 
for action. B 1 /2 x 11 , softcover, photos, 
illus., 144 pp. $20.00 

THE ULTIMATE SNIPER 
An Advanced Training Manual for 

Military and Police Snipers 
by Maj. John L Plaster, USAR (Ret.J 

This highly readable and extremely valuable 
training book rovers the practical, field-tested 
details of sniping 's three great skill areas -
marksmanship, fieldcraft and tactics. Rifles, 
scopes, ballistics, target detection, stalking. 
hides, came, countersniping, special ops, 
police vs. military and much more. B 112 x t 1, 
sottcover, photos, illus. 464 pp. $39.95 

SEAL SNIPER 
TRAINING PROGRAM 

This highly sought manual - until now avail
able only to this elite cadre of specially trained 
SEALs - contains the complete program by 
which SEAL snipers train, equip and operate. 
Included are precise instructions and ex
clusive, dear photos for target sighting, aim· 
ing, trigger control, aircraft takedown, range 
estimation. helo insertion. ship boarding. stalk
ing. marksmanship and more. B 1/2 x 11, sott
cover. photos, illus. 320 pp. $30.00 

SKINHEAD STREET GANGS 
by Loren Christensen 

This is a crash course in racist violence by 
Loren Christensen , a nationally recognized 
expert on skinhead gangs and police officer 
in Portland, Oregon, a city once dubbed the 
"Skinhead Capital of the U.S." This cop's 
view of skinheads explains who they are, 
why they 're violent, who their targets are, 
how they operate, what weapons they favor 
and what danger they pose to society and 
to police. 5 1/2 x B 1/2. sottcover, photos, 
illus .. 240 pp. $20.00 ----OTHER FASCINATING TITLES PALADIN PRESS ----------, CREDIT CARD ORDERS CALL TOLL FREE 
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C OMPARE ......................... $20.00 

INSTINCT COMBAT 

SHOOTING .................... .... $12.00 

RIGHTEOUS REVENGE .......... $19.95 
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SANDINISTAS' UNSAVORY 
SECRET 

In 1978, members of Italy's Red 
Brigade kidnapped and killed Prime 
Minister Aldo Moro. One Alessio 
Casimirri was sentenced in absen
tia by a Rome court to four life terms 
for his role in the Moro killing. Guess 
where he turned up: Managua. Hav
ing been granted Nicaraguan citi
zenship by the Sandinistas, he 
was running a pizza parlor on em
bassy row under the alias Guido 
Di Giambattista. His partner, one 
Manlio Grillo, also claims to be a 
member of the Red Brigade - and 
he's wanted after having been sen
tenced to 18 years for a bombing 
that killed three children. Leftist sup
porters in Nicaragua are rallying to 
Casimirri's defense. President 
Violeta Chamorro would like to ex-

8 SOLDIER OF FORTUNE 

tradite him to Italy. So far the na
tional police force, still dominated 
by Sandinistas, isn't going along with 
the idea. 

their name, address and the unit 
they invaded with to Lehodey at 
Hotel Sofitel North America, 

WHICM IS A BETTER WAl TO REDUCE CRIME? 
D·DAYVETS 
SOUGHT 

John Lehodey, presi
dent of Hotel Sofitel 
North America, would 
like to be a D-Day host 
for all vets of Operation 
Overlord who live in 
Chicago, Houston, Los 
Angeles, Miami, San 
Francisco and Washing
ton, D.C. to express his 
thanks and the thanks 
of the French people for 
the invasion 50 years ago that be
gan their liberation from Nazi occu
pation. Overlord vets should send 

@ RVE·TO-TEN·'IEAR 
WAmNG PERIOD 

2 Overhill Road, Suite 420, 
Scarsdale, NY 10583. ~ 
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THE MOST POWERFUL. .. THE MOST 
POTENT . . . THE MOST EFFECTIVE 
DEFENSE SPRAY AVAILABLE!!! We' re 
serious about your safety, and nowhere 
is that more evident than in our line of 
Chemica l Defense Spray VENOM . 
VENOM was developed to provide you 
with the highest degree of non-lethal 
protection available. VENOM is formu
lated to give optimum performance 
from each size unit. VENOM is fast act
ing and hard hitting, and is effective 
against even drunks, drug abusers, and 
psychotics. 

• 3 Ounce Home/Auto Unit 
(Maxi-Blasl top)... ................. . ...... $24.95 

• 3/4 Ounce Pocket/Purse Unit ........... $11.95 
• 3/4 Ounce Keyring Unit ........ ............ $15.95 

THE WORLDS FINEST SLIM JIM 

Our premium quality car jimmy tool is made of high quality spring steel, with rounded edges and tex
tured black rubber handle. Comes with instructions. 
~00. .. .. .. .. . ............ ..... . 

COBRA Ill+ 
ELECTRONIC LOCK PICK 

"OPENS 99% OF ALL PIN TUM· 
BLER LOCKS IN 7 SECONDS OR 
LESS" 

TWO 
POSITION 
SWITCH 

• . ~w. SUPER HALOGEN BULB LIGHT 
4lf"'/, UP ENTIRE KEWAY J , .. ,,,,,. 

,; · _.. 
,/' 

. .. ... $12.95 

0100 SAP GLOVES 

Made of sott, pliable deerskin, these gloves 
have 6 ounces of powdered lead inserted 
across the knuckles of each fist. Discreetly 
effective. 
0100 .... . .. .... .. ...... $62.95 
D-50 (Cowhide) .... ........ .......... $37.95 

LEATHER SLAPPER 

The highest quality slappers available. 
Conlructed of smooth lop grain cowhide 
with a leaded striking end. Available with 
or without a wrist loop. Made in U.S.A. 
BBLS20 .... ..$19.95 
BBLS21 (With wrist loop) ......... $19.95 

l-FORCE STUN GUNS 

POCKET PROTECTOR 

Press the pocket clip and a 4 1/2 inch long, 
1/4 diamter spike extends from the body of 
the device, providing 10 1/2 inches of potent 
protection. Rugged, all steel construction. 

GFR ..... ....... ... . . ..... $55.00 

BRASS KNUCKS 
PAPERWEIGHT 

The finest product of its kind available- add 
a beautiful example of the metal worker's 
art to your collection. 

KNB .. . $13.50 ea 
$24.50 pr 

KNA Lightweight Aluminum 
KNA ..... .. ..... . $8.00 ea 

1 • -BLACKJACK 
These law enforce ment weapons, 
once the standard of pol ice officers 
throughout the co untry, are fine ly 
crafted from lead, steel spring, and 
leather. Eight ounces of nostalgic pro
tection. Made in U.S.A. 

HALOGEN BULB 
.,_ \.. ,, 

I 
POP-OUT 
BATIERY 
PACK 

Z-FORCE stun devices are the best we've found! They offer relia
bility, high sustained vollage output and concealability - these 
devices are compact and powertul. 

BJK8 .................... $19.95 

_..,,,,,, . 
. / 

NEW P05J:~~~ VICE 

TACTILE RUBBER 
GRIBS 

HOT SHOT 
RECHARGEABLE 
BATIERY PACKS 

It's a technological dream come truel Finally, lhere·s a fast way to pick open 99% of all pin 
tumbler tocks in use today. All components are manufactured from aerospace aluminum 
alloys for a lifetime of quality. hassle-free service. The new Cobra Ill+ is jam-packed with 
all new features. Our exclusive high-intensity focused halogen key way light source: new 
tactile rubber grip; extra rechargeable "Hot Packs". The Cobra Ill+ is shipped complete with 
rechargeable Hot Pack wall charger. extra picks, tension tools, alien wrench. and shipping 
case. 

Cobra Ill+ .... ..... . ......... S399 .. 00 
Comes complete in die cut shipping case 

ZF-3, 100,000 Valls .. .. .... $44.95 
ZF-4, 120.000 Valls .. ....... .. .......... ..$69.95 
ZF-Ullra. 150,000 Volts ........... ..... ............... .... $99. 95 

"ACE PICK" TUBULAR LOCK PICK 

Opens vending machines, pay telephones, washing machines, 
etc. This precision tool is made of HIGH QUALITY, HEAT TREAT
ED STEEL, and picks tubular locks with mushroom pins. Includes 
a decoder and is available for center or offset locks. 

APC 7 (7-PIN) ..... . 
APC 8 (8-PIN) ...... . 
BOTH PICKS .. ... . 

. .. 574.95 

...$74.95 
. ........ ............... $139.95 

PXS 14 LOCKPICK SET 

(PXS 17 PICTURED) 

This 14 piece set includes everything you 
need to open most locks and doors- an 
assortment of picks and rakes, two ten
sion wrenches, a broken key extractor, 
and cowhide pocket case. Includes the 
book, Easy Pickins. 

PXS14 ......... . $32.95 
PXS17 .... .. . $48.95 

For our Florida customers, and our friends in law enforcement and military - write or call for a listing of our automatic collector's knives. 
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· CLASSIC ITALIAN •
••• INTERNATIONAL 

- U Q COMBAT SWITCH THE SPIKE 

Add $3.50 Shipping Per Order 
CHECK, MONEY ORDER, VISA, OR MASTERCARD 

Full Line Catalog $2.00 

• M-4 

WARNING: Check State & Local laws· reguarding use & lawfull possession of items above. 
Must be 18 years or older to order. 
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4218-9999* $24.95x 1594-9999* $32.95 

dfcy 
2949 $22.00 8029 $20.00 3475 $16.95x 

ONCE·THEY 
MOVED·LIKE 
THE·WIND --00tst~HIMO, 

llHDTIH: 
APRCHfWRIU 

DAVID P.ODE~TS 

2725 $27.50 4457 $35.00 1685 $24.00 

Ones 
boo 

b !. 

4531-9999* 

" ... --. 
Storm I over 

m:c!q 
....irt..WIW.. 

4432 $24.95 

CITADEL 
iil!i:M1illi!l:t11;f@ 

2931 $24.95 

' 
Range, 

ay gets you top-caUber 
rne kind you won't spot in 

tor s. Set your sights on 
e ilitary Book Club~ 

$29.95 3947 $29.95 2113 $24.95 1768+ $18.95 

1776 $22.50 3012 $12.95x 3335 $19.95 4069 $14.95x 1842 $25.00 

2923 $19.95x 3046 $19.95 4085 $18.95 1859 $21.95 1016 $29.95 

3798 $35.00 7153 $29.50 7708 $24.95 4523-9999* $24.95 3186 $29.95 1677 $24.95 3939 $17.95 7716 $22.00 4226 $30.00 

TIN CAN 
MAN 

' E.J.JCRNIGAN 

lkl\< Tol~ICATI.A''""" 
W11ol~011 lb.~llU;>i 

l\T1a:M11.nun 

2121 $29.95 3251++ $19.95 4515 $24.95 1784 $24.95 3426 $25.00 3921 $19.95 3301++ $22.95 7989 $29.95 4259+ $19.95 

• Counts as 2 choices x Special edition exclusively for Club members + Softcover ++Fiction 
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Accuracy ... Use the .98 
with membership! 

0240 $24.95 3905 $29.95 1891 $23.00 3020 $24.95 8052 $27.95 3160-9999* $65.00 6791+ $14.95 5017-9999* $45.00 

ON WAR 

7955 $17.95x 1289 $18.95 1834 $30.00 5652+ $17.50 8375 $21.95 3749 $27.50 3830 $29.95 3483+ $16.95 4093+ $12.00 

8292+ $16.95 8219+ $9.95x 3731 $24.95 4440 $19.95 3897 $22.95 2717 $27.50 3715 $35.00 

HERE'S WHAT YOU GET WHEN YOU JOIN ... 
4 BOOKS FOR 98¢. Send no money now. You'll be billed 98¢, plus 
shipping and handling, when your membership is accepted. 
A GUARANTEE OF SATISFACTION. If you're not 100% satisfied with 
your books, return them within 10 days at our expense. Membership 
will be canceled and you'll owe nothing. 
THE FREE CLUB MAGAZINE. You'll receive up to 16 issues a year. 
Each issue reviews the Featured Book Selection(s) plus a wide variety 
of alternate books from the Club's extensive library. 
SHOPPING MADE SIMPLE. To get the Featured Book Selection(s), do 
nothing-it will be sent automatically. If you prefer another book-or 
none at all-simply return your Member Reply Form by the specified 
date. A shipping and handling charge (and sales tax, where applicable) 
is added to each order. 
HUGE DISCOUNTS ON HARDCOVER BOOKS. Save as much as 30% 
off publishers' edition prices. Club books are sometimes altered in size 
to fit special presses. 
AN EASY-TO-MEET OBLIGATION. Take up to 2 years to buy 4 more 
books at regular low Club prices. Afterwards, you may resign 
membership anytime. 
RISK-FREE RETURN PRIVILEGES. If you get an unwanted book 
because your Club magazine was delayed and you had less than 10 
days to respond, simply return the book at our expense. 
Prices shown are for publishers' hardcover editions. 
Club hardcover editions save you up to 30%. 
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THE 111 l'J1i\Jl'7 -;;,A~TO: Th;;;,ifitary BookClub - Pleas:rit:-;;-00; 1 
... J: • I 6550 East 30th Street numbers here· 

noon: f~I~UH®** i~~i~~~;o~~~;N 
Your #1 Source for Military Books 46206

•
6357 

YES! Please enroll me in The Military Book Club 
according to the risk-free membership plan described 
in this ad. Send me the 4 BOOKS I've indicated. Bill me 
just 98¢, plus shipping and handling. 

SAVE MORE- BUY YOUR FIRST BOOK 
NOW FOR $3.99 
0 Send me the book I've indicated and reduce 
my commitment to only 3 more books. Bill me 
an additional $3.99, plus shipping and handling. 

Mr./Mrs. 

(write book number) 

I I I I I 
48250 41 

825 42 

If you select a book that 
counts as 2 choices, write 

the first 4 digits of the book 
number in one row of boxes 

and 9999 in the next. 

Miss/Ms. _ ________ _ ___________ _ 
(please ptinl) 

Address _ _______________ Apt. ___ _ 

City ____________ state ____ Zip ____ _ 
Members accepted in U.S.A. and Canada only. Canadian members serviced from Canada, where offer is 
slightly different. Sales tax added where applicable. We reserve the right to reject any application. I 

SOF 3/94 

L---------------------~ 
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U.S. KISSES UP TO AIDID 
How is this possible? On 3 Octo

ber 1993, 18 U.S. Army Rangers 
were killed, one was captured and 
more than 70 others were badly 
wounded in a botched operation in 
Mogadishu to "capture Somali war
lord Mohamed Aidid." The country 
was galvanized with outrage as forc
es loyal to Aidid dragged mutilated 
corpses of American servicemen 
through the streets. 

I write this on 3 December 1993 
after reading this item in the Contra 
Costa Times newspaper: 

ADDIS ABABA, Ethiopia - So
mali clan leader Mohamed Farrah 
Aidid arrived in Ethiopia aboard a 
U.S. military plane for talks with his 
rivals ... "The world is changing ev
ery minute," Aidid replied when 
asked why he decided to come to 
Addis Ababa. 

Oh, yeah! Well, it hasn't changed 
that much! And I know one thing, 
those men didn't die so that 60 days 
later we could provide a free air taxi 
to that murdering S.O.B. But I'll re
member this in '96. A plague on 
Clinton and all who agree with him. 

Jim Coyne 
Danville, California 

STILL CAN'T BELIEVE 
COMMIES 

I read Colonel Hackworth's 
thoughts on the Vietnam War with 
great. interest. A couple of points 
are worth noting, however: 
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• I am sick of listen
ing to retired NVANC 
commanders telling us 
they won because their 
men believed their 
cause was just. Think 
about it. You're a retired 
communist officer, pre
sumably getting a check 
from Uncle Ho's suc
cessors. They know 
where you live. Now 
some rich Amari.can 
drifts in for a cup of cof
fee and says, "Nguyen, 
give me the straight 

skinny? What was it really like on 
your side? And by the way I'm go
ing to print everything you say in 
an American magazine." What are 
you going to say for the record? 
Probably the same garbage they've 
been telling you to say for 50 years. 
By now you probably believe it 
anyway. 

• As one who was a stateside 
civilian during the entire war, I would 
hesitate to write off the hostility of 
the various information media as 
being of little account. I'm sure 
Hackworth is making a valid point 
in his assertion that media 
scapegoating on the part of the 
Army is unjust (and self-defeating) 
but the fact remains that the media 
were hostile. Whatever happened 
on the battlefield, much of the Amer
ican press had an anti-war agenda 
that was politically motivated. It was 
real and it was powerful. 

Rev. George E. Rittenhouse 
Pasadena, California 

HACK NOT ON THE MARK 
Though Col. Hackworth makes 

some good points in his December 
1993 SOF article, I hope the read
ership doesn't buy verbatim every
thing he had to say. Despite his 
awards and impressive biography, 
he is not the ultimate guru on na
tional defense, foreign policy or mil
itary strategy. To believe everything 
he puts out you'd have to wonder 
how our country ever won any con-

flict from a squad action to a major 
war in over 200 years. 

His underlying theme is continu
ous bad leadership, and it would 
seem the U.S. military never exist
ed before Hackworth or survived 
after he left active duty. If he had 
been in charge of U.S. forces in
stead of Westmoreland, the end re
sult would have been the same, as 
the civilian leadership dictated strat
egy. I wonder how Hackworth would 
have handled LBJ, McNamara, the 
South Vietnamese politicians, safe 
sanctuaries in North Vietnam, Laos 
and Cambodia and the myriad 
other entanglements that plagued 
U.S. forces. 

Robert F. Singer 
Sgt. Maj. U.S. Marine Corps 

The mail ran hot and heavy on 
Hack's "Why We Lost In 'Nam" arti
cle. The preceding are representa
tive samples of the views sent in. 

NOT JUST ABOUT MEDALS 
A letter in the "FLAK" column of 

the November '93 SOF irritated the 
hell out of me. It was written by 
Major Edward T. Martin from Bowl
ing Green, Kentucky. The tone of 
his letter was degrading to those of 
us deserving proper recognition for 
serving our country's armed forces. 

I would like to remind 'Martin that 
a Good Conduct Medal won't get 
you so much as a beer at the local 
VFW. Our awards not only help us 
advance in the military but also help 
us after we leave. 

It wasn't long ago that a certain 
U.S. president gave amnesty to all 
those who dodged the draft during 
the Vietnam era. To us that served, 
it was like pinning a medal on them 
and saying to hell with those of you 
who answered the call. 

The major states that he's never 
heard a Marine cry for recognition; 
well I have, and I would say to the 
major that I would never turn my 
back on a fellow veteran. 

Kenneth G. Buck 
Johnstown, Pennsylvania 
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Professional Locksmithing Tools 

LDCKAJD ~Jr Speciflcally designed to pick -· 
tumbler locks. Designed OW9I' lhlr\y 
)V8l1I ago to aid law enbcement agencies. Consisls of 
18nSlon wrench, llmle needlesand LDclalld "Gun:' Prices 
Include a copy of the book "Lac:k Plclclng Slmpllfled:' 

l..oclalid $69.95 

PIX MODEL 13 
This delwae yet compact 
kit lealu18$ 11 of the most 
commonly used 1Dofs. Cornes In a slim cowhide lealher 
case for dlscnlel undaRxMlr opendMls. PB a .~ 

111J8C1a1 bonus, a s piece 11111 or wmded pleb "' 11 lncludlld. A 16 piece set tolal. Also lncll.lded, 
a copy of "Loclcplcldng Slmpllllllcl." ReceMt 
all this at a Law price of: 

PIK 13 $42.95 

Lockpicking Simplified $8.50 
Complete Guide to Lockpicking $15.00 
Improvised Lock Picks $9.95 
Tubular Locks $8.95 
Lockout and forced entry $8.95 
Involuntary Repression $10.95 

-

\\~MMrot: 
~13< - ""' 
This handy mw pick se1 Is the most popular set among 
pides&Jar1aJ locksmiths today. This kit conslsfs ol 12 differ. 
llllDlls hex.aid i1 a hahdaame black lealheramdllslgned 
for a ahfrt poclGll Included Jn the price, you rec:eiWI a 
I piece ~Irey aet 11111 a capr of "Laclcplcldng 
Slmpllfled." 17 piece 11111 1111111. 
ESP-13 $45.95 

PXP 10 
• Shirt Alcklll Size. 
• 10p Grain Cowhide Leather. 
• Has 13 Picks, Tension Wrenchs and Broken Key 
Extrador. 
• All Picks with Metal Handles. 
• Copy of Loclcpk:klng Simplified. 

PXP 10 $34.95 

Safe & Vault manipulation 
How to Pick Pins & Wafers 
Combination Locks 
Keys by lmpressioning 
Key Casting Manual 
Locks, Picks, Clicks 

$9.95 
$9.95 
$8.50 
$7.00 
$8.95 
$10.00 

KEY RING PICK SET 

@ ....__._.----, 
This unique. design Is ldesl when low profile is required 
or to keep on your lc8yring for eme1ge11cies. Conlalns 
a tension wrench, llmle picks and the "Key Pick." 
l<Bv Ring Pick Set $27.95 

DOUBLE SIDED DISK TUMBLER PICKS 
Setol 4 picks designed to be used on the most popular doubilHlded 
disc tumbler, shcrM:ase, cam and padlocks. · 

$27.95 

MINI PICK TUBULAR 
The most ellecllve tubular pick on the marhet, unlll8 the laJger picks with long 
handles or scniwdrlwr handles. The longer the IDol, the more preseure 1--*1 
which causes 88f1f brealcage. The advantage ol the Mini Pick is .ft Is so short, $69.95 
you only use your thumb and Indal finget With a 111118 practice this IDol will open a tubular lock In less than a mlnu18. 
A. '\bur Choice: (1) Qlntar (2) Offset left (3) Offset right; B. "Segal" 8 pin tubular; C. 5-pln Tubular; D. &pin Tubular; E. &Pin ks. 

SESAMEE DECODER 
This IDOi was designed to decode the -:i combinallon 
of a sasamee padlock without damaging the Jock. Datalled 
inStructlon included. 

Orders over $100 
Free Shipping 
Catalog $2.00 
Free with order. 

$17.95 

Sorry, no credit card orders 

SCHLAGE WAFER 
Therilo&tfantastlctoolyouwlll
use. This sel consislB ol two basll 
keys and pick. Complete lnstruo
tlonS Included. 

$27.95 

PIX·EZ 
AH-In-One 
Pick-Set 
100% American Madel 
PB convenient to cany 
and use as a pocket knlfel 
Only 4 inches long, haH Inch squant, weighs under fiw 
ounces, works last and opens pin and water tumbler 
locks quickly, with very llttle elfolt. Six tempered spring 
steel picks, tension vminch. $34.95 

WKS PICKS 
Made of the finest blue tempered 
spring steel this 5 pi- padlock 
pick-ilel Is a must In every Jock. 
smiths' tool box. This set will pick open most every 
warded padlock made today. $9.95 

NEW MONTHL V SPECIAL 
RECEIVE A COMBINATION SET 
INCLUDES - 5 ITEMS 
1-MD-16 DELUXE SET ........................................ 559.95 
1-SCHALGE WAFER SET ................................... 527.95 
1-SESAMEE DECODER ..................................... S17.95 
1-WKS PICKS .................................. ----·-·------······· S 9.95 
1 ·DOUBLE SIDED TUMBLER PICKS ................. S27.95 

. A VALUE OF $143.75 
AT A LOW PRICE OF $89.95 

MD32 
Hip Foclcet Size, 
10p Grain 
Cowhide Lea1her. 
Zlpperad Case. 
has 32 picks, 
Tension Wnlltchs. 
Broken Key 
ExtraclDr. 
$69.95 

MD16 
Shirt Alcklll Size, 10p Grain 

Cowhide Lsather, Zlppel8d 
Case, has 18 Picks, 1imsion 

Wrenchs and Brolc8n Key 
ExtraclDr. 
$59.95 

MD&O 
llJp Grain Cowhide Leather, Zlppel8d Case. has 60 picks, 
lilnlllon Wrenchs, Brolcen Key Exbactor and Wardall MaalBr 
Keys. $89.95 

Thelawrequ1resa11 Send to 
purchasee be Id 
made 1n good faith, Steve Arno s 
without make Gun Room 
believe or fraud by postage & han$4dling 
genuine penions .00 
within this Industry Overseas Surface 

$6.00 
Add 20% of total 

P.O. Box 68, Dept. SF03, Dexter, OR 97431; (503) 726-6360 
for overseas mail. 
Must be 18 years 

of age. 
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RANGERS STAND ON THEIR 
OWN MERIT 

I'm a former 82nd Airborne para
trooper and want to take issue with 
Tony lcamen's cheap cracks about 
the Rangers and his slur on their 
valor. lcamen says they're not that 
"elite" if they're getting their asses 
kicked by the Somalis. Yeah, well 
maybe the Marines aren't all that 
"elite" if 240 of them get snuffed at 
one time by a single lousy terrorist 
in Beirut. 

The Rangers in Somalia proba
bly gave a lot better than they got, 
even though they didn't have ade
quate backup (which isn't their fault) . 
As far as Ranger units having to 
"prove" themselves, their combat 
record in North Africa, Sicily, 
Salerno, Normandy, Korea, Viet
nam, Grenada and Panama speaks 
for itself. 

I've seen other letters written by 
lcamen to other military periodicals 
that were basically the same song 
and dance as this one. He's just 
another Marine Corps loud-mouth 
who makes a career out of bad
mouthing the U.S. Army. 

David Geosits 
Whitehall , Pennsylvania 

RANGERS ARE SPECOPS 
In reference to R.B. Anderson 's 

statement concerning the Rangers 
and spec ops ("Gurus of Guerrilla 
Warfare" SOF Nov. '93): Saying that 
"Rangers are the finest convention
al light infantry in the world, but 
they are not really a special opera
tions force" is grossly inaccurate. 
As a former NCO with C Company 
3/75th Rangers, I can tell you that 
our yearly training cycle included 
extensive training in special opera
tions. We trained for airfield seizure, 
runway clearing, building and room 
clearing, hostage rescue, as well 
as recovery of sensitive munitions. 
We worked with Delta, SF, Task 
Force 160, Spectre, etc. 

We secured Desert One, spear
headed Urgent Fury, seized Torillos
Tecumen, and executed a fast rope 
prisoner snatch of 25 Somalis with 
the boys from Bragg (yeah, it wasn't 
perfect but we took out 300 of 'em) . 

Sure Delta, Seal Six and Red 
Cell are at the top of the SF food 
chain and SF A-Teams can train 
the hell out of indigenous assets, 
and SEAL teams have the ocean 
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covered, but as far as Rangers not 
being specops, come on. We all 
train together and go to the same 
schools. Rangers lead the way! 

Ron Polverari 
Macon, Georgia 

DOESN'T UNDERSTAND 
NATHAN 

Here we go again with another 
politically correct attempt by anoth
er self-appointed guardian of decen
cy and righteousness. Thank you 
Nathan Schecter! 

How in the hell could a man read 
"Facist Freak 
Show" (SOF Oct. 
'93), come up with 
the illusions Mr. 
Schecter did and 
demand an apolo
gy ("FLAK" Dec. 
'93)? I read SOF 
because of its will
ingness to report 
on subjects that 
are deemed too 
hot to handle by 
the controlled 
press. I don't al
ways agree with 
you, but the day 
SOF stops reporting controversial 
subject under the pressure of mi
nority interests I will be done with 
the magazine. 

"Shocked, sickened and ap
palled," Mr. Schecter? Where are 
your loyalties when you speak of 
"your people?" Myself, I am an 
American first and always. 

Daniel Lee Caywood 
Hoopa Indian Reservation 

NAZI ARTICLE IMPORTANT 
As "one of Mr. Schecter's peo

ple," I was in total disagreement with 
his viewpoint on the article "Fascist 
Freak Show." I think it is important 
to have articles like this appear in 
the major print media so everyone 
can see the types of people that 
are out there. In no way was this a 
complimentary article, but an at
tempt by Mr. Krott to show them for 
what they are. It is important for 
everyone to see that threats of this 
type still exist. And lest we forget, 
one of Hitler's first acts was to dis
arm the people. Does this sound 
familiar? 

MAK 
San Diego, California 

FREEDOM FIGHTERS 
BLUNDER ON 

Just a note to respond to your 
article (see "Mere Scam In The Mak
ing" SOF Dec.'93) regarding our or
ganization, Freedom Fighters. 

It would seem that your aim was 
quite a bit off the target. We have 
conducted our operation with the 
highest set of moral values possi
ble; nobody has been "scammed or 
defrauded" as you implied. In most 
instances we are unable to return 
more than 30% of the telephone 
inquiries because of the thousands 

of calls received. In fact, our 60-
minute tape was filled every sever
al hours and had to be erased. 

I can't at this time give you the 
definitive information you would like 
to have. However, rest assured that 
we have been and will continue to 
indulge in fair play to all - that 
includes gays too! 

Our planned news conferences 
and parades in Washington and 
New York have been postponed 
until early 1994 due to the continu
ing action in Serbia. 

Ron Pettiford, 
Managing Director, 
Freedom Fighters 
P.O. Box 3822 
Captitol Hts., MD 20791 

This letter came with the photo
copied print featured on this page. 
Apparently the "Freedom Fighters ' " 
idea of operating behind Serbian 
lines requires each member of the 
team to wear varying bits of camou
flage (so if captured they can all 
pretend they don't know each oth
er) and sport non-ammunition com
patible weapons. It also helps if you 
look like you're 15 years old. '9: 
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CAPTURE THE SPIRIT 

Keepsake" 
P.O. Box 149079, Austin, TX 78714 

Yes, send me The Golden Eagle Ring in 24 karat gold on 
solid sterling silver. I need send no money now. Bill me 
in five monthly installments of $25. *each, with the first 
payment due prior to shipment. A custom ring sizer will 
be sent before shipment to assure my correct fit. And 
my satisfaction is completely guaranteed. 
*Plus $3.95 per ring for S & H, and Texas sales tax where applicable. 

Dynamic jewelry for today's man
in 24 kt gold and sterling silver. 

He reaches for the top. Striving to be the 
best. Taking chances - and winning! 

Now, capture the spirit of today's man 
in a boldly dramatic new ring by the 

artists of Keepsake. Richly sculptured 
with a portrait of the American Eagle

symbol of pride, strength and 
independence. 

Each ring is meticulously detailed 
and very skillfully handcrafted 

in a striking combination of 
pure 24 karat gold on solid 
sterling silver. For today's 
ventures-and tomorrow's 

triumphs. Just $125. 
Available only from 

Keepsake, master 
American jewelers 

since 1892. 

Please mail by M arch 31, 1994 

Address _ ______________ _ 

City ________ State_ Zip ___ _ 
2800 

THE GOLDEN EAGLE RING 



WORLD SITREP-

·---------UNITED STATES 
Pentagon announces no proof exists that minute traces of chemical 
weapons (released when stockpiles were bombed) harmed U.S. Gulf 
War vets, but expert panel appointed to further examine concern .. . 

Army creates maritime pre-positioned stockpile of seven cargo ships 
filled with equipment withdrawn from Europe, including 123 tanks, 
154 Bradleys, 25 M 109 howitzers, nine MLRS vehicles, a 300-bed 
hospital and 344 mixed vehicles (enough to field a heavy four-battalion 
brigade) . Vessels will be kept loaded and ready to ferry brigade to any 
crisis area .. . 

U.S. Navy CVN Dwight D. Eisenhowerwill take first women crewmen to 
sea in June, followed by CVN Abraham Lincoln in Sept. and the CVN 
John C. Stennis in Dec. Each will carry about 150 women aboard .. . 

SLOVAKIA 
Country to receive $1 .5 bill ion in 
weapons from Russia as partial 
payment for Moscow's debts ... 

m--L 

EGYPT 
Islamic terrorism 
persists - militants 
kill two policemen 
accused of torture; 
terrorists attack cir
cus in Sohag for 
"sinful entertain
ment." Gunmen fire 
into crowded theater 
showing foreign 
films with sex scenes, 
wounding six ... 

·-----COLOMBIA 
Government will send 3,000-man 
brigade to Uraba gulf region for 
crackdown on guerrilla activity ... 

Since drug lord Pablo Escobar' s 
death in massive ambush, authori
ties expect leaders of less-violent 
Cali drug cartel will surrender ... 

ANGOLA 
Under shaky cease-fire, government 
accuses Unita of attacks in seven 
provinces, yet death toll notably light. 
MPLA (holding only 20% of Angola) 
refuses to abandon offensive posi
tions until Unita disarms, while rebels 
demand simultaneous withdrawal for 
both sides - Unita refuses to 
disarm without positive guarantee 
MPLA will not attack. Both sides 
agree to future national army with 
equal components from each of their 
forces . Savimbi narrowly escapes 
death from MPLA air strike on Kuito; 
government denies Unita leader was 
deliberately targeted .. . 

IRAO 

,, 

SOUTH AFRICA 
ANC wins national control 
under new constitution and 
centralized government; white 
and black conservative 
groups' demands for autono
mous regions are ignored. 
ANC says it might use force 
against black homelands that 
refuse reintegration with South 
Africa, but Mandela holds 
talks with white radicals to 
avert civil war - military 
leaves canceled, troops put 
on alert ... 

TURKEY 
Government says it will intervene if Balkans warfare spreads 
to Macedonia ... 

Shi'ite dissidents say Iraq using 
poison gas against civil ia ns in 
country's southern marsh areas 
- Iraq calls these reports "a 
cheap lie by Iran" ... 

Turkey will buy 32 Harpoon anti-ship missiles, 
64 of the Mk 46 torpedo, 40 anti-sub rockets, thousands of 
heavy-ordnance rounds and other equipment from U.S. for 
$170 million to use on four leased Knox-class frigates .. . 

RUSSIA 

Iranians claims Iraqis still hold
ing 8,000 POWs from Iran-Iraq 
war; Hussein's government 
denies this ... 

Foreign Minister Kozyrev says country reserves right to defend any of 20 million ethnic Russians 
living in other former-Soviet republics if they are oppressed by local governments ... 

Civil defense organization separated from military and now heavily recruiting women ( 18% of recent 
recruit classes) ... 

Russia will keep 1994 defense spending at ' 93 levels, but plans to boost weapons exports .. . 



·-------GREAT BRITAIN 
a----..___ ·----Police seize 300 assault riRes and 2 tons of 

explosives from Polish freighter en route to 
Protestant guerrillas in Northern Ireland ... 

New Trident nuclear submarines will carry 
96 warheads on 16 missiles (six warheads 
per missile) rather than eight per missile as 
once planned - Britain rolls out SSN Victori
ous, the second Trident sub ... 

SWITZERLAND 
New l 55mm "Bison" gun being tested in Israel 
as there is no room in Switzerland. Designed 
for fortress-mounting, gun has maximum range 
of 40km, fitted with Rick-hammer that can fire 
five-shell burst in auto-mode in only 25 
seconds. Country plans to use Bisons (and 
l 20mm mortars) to replace close air support, 
using Mirages and F- l 8s only for air defense ... 

11------L... MALAWI 
Two soldiers killed by Paramilitary Young Pioneers (7,000 political 
militia used by President Banda as thought police) who barricade 
themselves in their Lilongwe camp; heavily armed troops sent by 
ruling council to disarm them. Troops rampage, destroy camp in 
two-hour battle, leaving 22 dead and 78 wounded. Army attacks 
other camps, searching house-to-house for Pioneers. Banda 
(dictator since 1964) dissolves ruling council, while army disarms 
all Pioneers, seizing records of informants and dissidents .. . 

m 
AFGHANISTAN 

Massoud' s planes bomb city of Sarobi, killing 50 civilians and 60 of Prime 
Minister Hekmatyar's troops. Days later, Massoud and Hekmatyar agree to 
cease-fire, resume fighting next day .. . 

Hekmatyar's HQ hit by President Rabbani's air strike. Hekmatyar delegates his 
powers as PM to a deputy, while mobilizing forces to attack Rabbani .. . 

Guerrilla leader Salam vows to continue raids into Pakistan until that nation 
returns his Stinger missiles and pays ransom for hostages .. . 

.l 

CHINA 
Major program under way 
to build more long-range 
missiles able to strike U.S. 
- to achieve this, Chinese 
buying technology from 
Russia .. . 

m-...-..___ 
NORTH KOREA 

Government officially admits 
USSR' s collapse ruined national 
economy, but media broadcasts 
vow country will face war rather 
than submit to outside inspec
tion of two facilities suspected 
capable of producing nuclear 
weapons ... 

ITA LY 
Police confiscate eight 

11 steam condensers en 
route to Iran - these 
could be used for 
nuclear weapons pro
duction ... 

MOZAMBIQUE 
Government agrees to form new 
army employing 15,000 of its 
own troops with 15,000 Rename 
rebels from U.N. demobilization 
camps, but Rename fighters slow 
to enter camps and give up 

First 540 officers and sergeants 
complete l 0-week British-run 
course on running unified army .. . 

m----
G EORGIA 

U.N. approves deployment of 
Russian troops to p rotect 
Georgian ports and railroads. 
Russian Spetsnaz and OMON 
troops patrol in Zugdidi. 
Government troops skirmish 

.... with Abkhazian rebels, whose 
leader Gamsa khurdia de
clares struggle will continue 
for control of Georgia ... 

World SitRep is excerpt
ed from the biweekly 
newsletter For Your Eyes 
Only: An Open Intelli
gence Summary of Cur-
rent Military Affairs. Pub- 21 
lished by Tiger Publica-
tions, P.O. Box 8759, Am-
arillo, Texas, 79114-8759; ;:J 
subscriptions o re $65 per 
year (26 issues). Sample 
issue a vailable for $3. 
Those interested in reli-
able, up-to-dote world 
intel ore encouraged to 
subscribe. 
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1994 SOF CONVENTION PRE-REGISTRATION FORM 

O Yesl I want to be a part of the 1994 Convention 

; 

D Check or money o rder enclosed . $135 must be 
received by Aug . 31, 1994. $160 a fter August 31, 
1994· Full refund by 7/1/94 ~ 

I Half refund by 8/15/94 r:;;;i 
No refund after 8/15/94 / ' 

~ D Charge $ to my 0 MasterCard 0 Visa 

Card# Ex . 

Signature. ____________ _ 

Name _____________ _ 

I Address ________ __;,A=t.#'----

I I City State __ Zip I 
I Phone I 
1 T-Shirt Size S M L XL XXL (circle one) I 
' Mail with Payment to: 

I
' SOF ' 94 Convention Pre-Registration I 

PO Box 693, Boulder, CO 80306 j 
Tel. 1-800-800-7630 Fax (303) 444-5617 --------------

SEPT. 14-18, 1994 
SANDS HOTEL, 
LAS VEGAS, NEVADA 

You work hard and you deserve 
to play hard, too. Especially when 
having a good time also builds your skills and knowledge. 
Come enjoy five action-packed days and nights at this 
year's SOLDIER OF FORTUNE Convention. We promise non
stop activities, including: 

An awesome display of firepower 
caps off an action-packed day at the range: team shoot
offs, manufacturers' new-product demos, skydiving, big guns 
& explosives. All day Saturday - free to conventioneers. 

BANQUET - Saturday night Awards ceremony fea tures 
insightful speakers and savory cuisine. Dress is casual. 



Of The 
Second Amendment. 



Violent criminals murder 
16,000 people each year, 
triggering 10,000 anti-gun 
proposals each year. So 
as America's criminal jus
tice system surrenders to 
violent criminals, we don't 
just lose innocent lives. 
We lose firearm freedoms. 

Tr I E 
R 

STAND UP. FIGHT BACK. DON'T LET FREEDOM DIE. 
Support CrimeStrike by joining NRA now. 

CRIME ST 
A Division of the National Rifl,e Association 

1-800-887-4NRA 



To Face The Threat, 
Face The Facts. 

..,_ 70% of all violent crimes 
are committed by just 6% 
of all criminals. 

~ 35 states and 128 locali
ties are under court order to 
release criminals to our 
streets. 

..,_ 2 out of 3 released 
criminals will be arrested 

I 

D 11 S • 
again within 36 months. 

..,_ More than half are 
released awaiting trial. Of 
those, 20% escape and 
16% commit another crime 
while released. 

..,_ 4 of 5 state prison inmates 
are repeat offenders. 

..,_ For every 100 serious 
crimes committed only 5 
criminals go to prison, 
where they serve an 

average of a third of 
their sentences. 

..,_ The result: 5 out of 6 
Americans will be victims 
of violent crime or attempt
ed violent crime, while 
honest gun owners like 
you are turned into crimi
nals by more and more 
anti-gun Jaws. 
Sources: U.S. Department of Justice, 
Bureau of Justice Statistics; National 
Institute of Justice Victimization Study 



,, 
you join a team of 
tough law enforce
ment veterans fight
ing to put justice 
back in the criminal 
justice system. It's 
called CrimeStrike. 
You ' ll help victims, 
volunteers, prosecu
tors and police work 
together to put vio
lent repeat predators 
behind bars and 
keep them there. 
CrimeStrike has 
already helped save 
lives with: 

WAYNE R. LAPIERRE 
Chief Executive Officer 

National Rifle Association 

DON' l COUN ~ ON TiHE CtlNTiONS. 

• A "truth-in
sentencing" law in 
Arizona, abolishing 
parole and early 
release for violent 
offenders. 

• A law in Texas 
doubling prison 
time for violent 
felons before 
parole eligibility. 

The Clinton Administration has already cut federal 
prison construction by $550 million in favor of "com
munity placement" and "criminal rehabilitation pro
grams." Meanwhile, they're supporting nationwide 
gun bans as "health care reform," plus a new 25% 
"sin tax" on lawful firearm purchasers like you to pay 
the hospital tab for big-city criminals' gunshot victims. 
Only law-abiding gun owners can save their lawful gun 
rights by joining the NRA now. 

• A "three-strikes
you 're-out" law in 
Washington, that 
requires life impris
onment for a third 
felony conviction. 

• Flooding parole 
boards with letters 
and calls from 
CrimeStrike volun-

teers to stop the 
release of danger
ous convicted 
felons. 

• New victims' 
rights laws in 
Colorado, Illinois, 
Kansas, Michigan, 
Missouri and New 
Mexico. 

"What the politicians don't take away, the criminals will. And that 
may be more than you can live with. Call now - together we 
won't let politicians punish you for what criminals do." 

©1994 National Rifle Association of America. Contributions, payments and dues paid to the NRA are not deductible as charitable contributions for federal income tax purposes. 



I WAS THERE Wings Of Silver - The Hard Way 

by Curtis Cm Scott 

The installation was Fort 
Benning, Georgia, early in 1972. 
My job there was to successfully 
complete the Airborne Course
jump school, in other words. This 
challenge became a dominant 
personal goal. All I had left to do 
was make my fifth and final jump. 
By so doing , I would win the 
coveted silver wings of a U.S. 
Army paratrooper. 

As I arrived at the airfield on 
the appointed day for my crucial 
showing , the pulsating propeller 
roar from all four engines on a 
C-130 Hercules was not my 
favorite sound . Seventy other 
nervous souls joined me to slowly 
walk up the aircraft's vibrating 
rear ramp . Moments later it 
hoisted, sealing us all in the big 
transport's belly . A smell of stale 
hydraulic fluid drifted through the 
interior. 

Sitting down, I noticed my 
palms had started to sweat; no 
surprise. We were all stoic and 
silent now, as we faced each 
other across hard bench seats. 
Any sounds emanating through 
the plane were mechanical in origin. 
Our C-130 lumbered down the 
runway, then rose gracefully into a 
cloudless sky. 

All too soon we approached our 
huge, flat drop zone. Jumpmasters 
now stood on either side of the 
fuselage interior, screaming orders. 

"Get ready!" 
"Stand up!" 
"Hook up!" 
"Sound off for equipment check!" 
People were up and moving. 

Jumpers attached their static lines 
to overhead steel cables running 
the length of the aircraft. 
Jumpmasters scurried everywhere 
trying to inspect each man's 
equipment. Jump doors opened 
both sides of the plane, so wind 
turbulence and noise intensified 
noticeably. If you stood close 
enough, you could look straight 
down at the ground below. 
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My exit could best be 
described as loose and 
sloppy. Propeller turbulence 
rocked me when clearing the 
aircraft. There was a gentle 
tug on my harness as 
the parachute deployed . 
Reaching up with both 
hands, I spread my risers 
wide to get a glimpse of the 
canopy underside. 

An ugly sight greeted me 
- it was a malfunction , a 
rather serious one . As 
happens sometimes during 
deployment, the shroud lines 
had crossed above and over 
the main canopy , then 
tangled. As a result, three 
small nylon nipples fluttered 
overhead instead of one 
large, acceptable canopy. 
The main canopy's surface 
area was thus greatly 
reduced , increasing my rate 
of descent. In all probability 
I was dropping fast. 

No brush with death could ground this paratrooper 
- the author in 1973 as a PFC, 8th Infantry 
Division, Bad Kreuznach, Germany, before 
commission as a second lieutenant. 

I snapped back into a tight 
body position and pulled the 
0-ring on my reserve 

parachute as hard as I could. White 
nylon sped past my face racing 
skyward. I looked up a second time 
to evaluate my efforts - more bad 
news. The reserve had managed 
to tangle with the main 'chute. Both 
were now intertwined. 

Photo: courtesy author 

Short minutes elapsed before the 
next order came: "Stand in the door!" 

On either side, the lead jumper 
appeared in his open doorway, 
grabbing its sides tightly. The pair 
stared into nothingness and waited. 
They would hold these positions 
until a red light above them blinked 
off and an adjacent green light came 
on . This would initiate the final 
command. 

When the green light popped on, 
it instantly triggered the last order 
- "Got Go! Got" 

Men simultaneously spilled out 
from both sides of the aircraft. Their 
large, green half-sphere canopies 
dotted the sky in single-file array. 
As I shuffled toward the open door, 
my rifle case wouldn 't seat correctly 
under my arm; I was stumbling like 
a drunk. Still trying to adjust it at 
1,250 feet straight up, I waltzed out 
into thin air to plummet at 135 mph . 

Violently I started shaking the 
lines connecting me to the reserve 
canopy; there was nothing else left 
to do. It didn't help. Out of the 
corner of one eye, I spotted another 
jumper. He was a good 600 feet 
above me. Our difference in altitude 
made me wonder where I was in 
relation to the ground. 

For the first time I took a serious 
look down. It should have scared 
me, but things were happening so 
fast it didn't. The ground was rushing 
up to meet me with incredible speed. 
Maybe two seconds were left. I 
tried to relax - less bones would 
break this way. 
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I 0,000 FIREARMS BARGAINS 
Are you a gun trader? Gun collector? 
Or are you just plain interested in guns? 
If you are, you'll profit from reading the 
bargain-filled columns of SHOTGUN 
NEWS, published 3 times each month. It's 
the leading publication for the sale, pur
chase and trade of firearms and acces
sories of all types. Established in 1946, 
THE SHOTGUN NEWS has aided thou-

Sh[®t'dun 
news 

THE TRADING POST 
sands of gun enthusiasts locate firearms, 
both modern and antique -- rifles, shot
guns, pistols, revolvers, scopes, mounts .. . 
all at money-saving prices. The money you 
save on the purchase of any one of the 
more than 10,000 listings 3 times a month 
more than pays your subscription cost. 
You can't afford to be without this unique 
publication. As it says on the cover, it's 

FOR ANYTHING THAT SHOOTS 

'1BE TRADING PmT FOR ANYTHING THAT SHOOTS". 
Minimum Advertising Rates - Maximum Results 

Write for Media Kit 36 ISSUES (1 Year, ONLY $20.00! 
THE SHOTGUN NEWS 

P.O. BOX 669, HASTINGS, NEBRASKA 68902 
PHONE 1-402-463-4589 FAX 1-402-463-3893 

• 

MASTERCARD & VISA = 
SUBSCRIPTIONS ONL y I VISA 

CALL 1-800-345-6923 
Please Charge My Order to: D MasterCard D VISA 
Card Number ______________ Exp. Date __ _ 

Enclosed find remittance for S __ .Kindly sent! me THE SHOTGUN NEWS for _year(sl 

108 Issues $58.00 72 Issues $39.00 36 Issues $20.00 
(3 Years) (2 Years) (I Year) 

Canada . Mexlca, and all ather farelgn cauntrles, $100.00 · SAMPLE COPY $3.00 

(Please Print) 

NAME ---------------------

ADDRESS--------------------

CITY----------------------
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Sh~tcaun ::.:.::::.::::: ::::~.::--=- I ··.:~~.:.:~ 
nf;~~·~,~~-~ll•w. ... 
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BODY ARMOR 
THAT STOPS 

.44MAGNUMS 
and weighs only 3-lbs! 

SOFT, COMFORTABLE, CONCEALABLE BODY 
ARMOR MADE WITH 18 LAYERS OF DUPONT 

KEVLAR (U.S. ARMORS llA VEST HAS 14 
LAYERS, ARMO-TECH HAS 15 LAYERS) 

MED: $149.99 LRG: $189.99 XLRG: $259.99 
Adjustable ballistic panel carriers available 

in white, navy, OD and brown. 
5-YEAR WARRANTY ON BALLISTICS 

Prepaid orders include shipping. $10 charge for 
CODs. One week shipping for stock sizes. State 
height and weight when ordering. Money orders 
and cert ified checks accepted. CODs cash only. 

MICHl&Al\I BODY ARMOR 
P.O. BOX 243 LATHRUP VILLAGE, Ml 48076 313-788-2234 

NIGHT VISION SCOPES 
Nm·v is the time to buy your own Star Light Night 
Vision System. Prices m ay never be lower. 

We are proud to be the exclusive im porter of the 
Orion II advanced Russian military head mounted 
night vision scope unava ilabe in the U.S., until 
today. 

• Tube g.:1 in 30,000 min. 
• High resolution ;..¥" ,. 
• Wide field of view ' ' 
• Lightweight 
• Infrared avai lable 
• 2 AA batteries 

Ask about our complete li ne of rifle scopes priced 
at 1/3 the cost of a comparable U.S. model. Units 
include: 

• Automatic brightness control 
• U.S. adaptable mounts 
• Flash protector 

and much 
more!! 

NSX Sn 2nd Gen U.S. 
Don't be fooled by oth er ads, we offer you the 
lowest prices and most complete li ne of Russian 
night vision, includi ng head mounted, rifle and 
spott ing scopes start ing as low as $399 .00. 
Each unit is new, not refurbished and carries a fu ll 
one-year guara ntee backed by our ex tensive 
service department. We are committed to selli ng 
quality products while providing exceptional 
service after the sa le. V\le will not be 111ulersold! 

Call Today (800) 70RUSSIA 
SATISFAC l'ION GUARANTEED 

Al.I.. lllJSSIA (~ 0. 
~ 582 lvlarkct Street, Suite 909 !lllJ 

San Francisco, CA 94104 
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Still , the expected impact was 
ferocious. I slammed into the soft 
dirt like a ton-and-a-half of dropped 
steel. Everything stopped. My mind 
seemed disconnected from my 
body. I lay where I landed on my 
back, dazed and still. It surprised 
me to be conscious . Actually, it 
surprised me to be alive. 

Carefully, I tried moving each 
arm and leg. It was quite a shock to 
discover they functioned, as did my 
hands and feet. I was positive 
something must have broken on 
landing, but glad to be wrong. 

A jeep moving rapidly across the 
drop zone headed straight toward 
me. A young corpsman drove while 
his passenger, a captain, stood 
yell ing. His words sounded faint 
at first. 

"Don't move! Don 't try to get up! 
We're coming, we're coming!" 

By the time they arrived , I was 
more or less standing . It was 
important to me to know whether or 
not I could still walk. Finding that I 
could, I concluded my injuries, if 
any, weren't major. It was a relief. 

The captain and I examined my 
parachute, now a twisted heap of 
nylon. He said my main and reserve 
canopies appeared to separate just 
prior to my landing. Jumpers who 
witnessed my drop disagreed. They 
claimed both canopies were tangled 
all the way down. ltdidn't matter who 
was right. I must have dropped onto 
a soft patch of freshly plowed dirt, my 
legs and ankles flexed just right. 

It was over - I'd done it. Wings 
of silver were finally mine. Later I 
went on to make many military 
jumps, some halfway around the 
world. I earned foreign jump wings 
and made tactical jumps carrying 
so much equipment I could barely 
step out of the aircraft. I jumped 
from helicopters and parachuted 
into swamps . I dropped into a 
snowstorm and made night drops 
without benefit of either moonlight 
or stars. 

But eternally etched in my mind 
was the memory of Fort Benning on 
a particular sunny afternoon-that 
fifth and "final" jump; those nine or 
1 0 seconds of maximum midair 
titillation as I scrambled feverishly 
just to stay alive. I had earned my 
wings of silver, the hard way. x 

STUN1 80KV, Curved Grip ....... .... $49.95 
STUN2 100,000 Vol ts ....... ...... .... . $59.50 
STUN3 120,000 Vol ts .. .. .... .......... $69.50 
STUN4 150,000 Volts ...... ......... ... $89.50 

Local 
i Laws ,__ ___ _ 

Long Range Voice & Telephone 
Transmitters Combo ~I 
Easy to Assemble Kits ~---~ ~ \, 
#XFM/XTL300 (Specia l 2 in 1 ) .......... ...... ... ........ $34.50 

CRIMESTOPPER! 
Self Defense Weapon 
- Stops an attacker up to 8', also dogs 

- Contains identification dye markin gs 
BL TZ1 Multi-shot, key ri ng all . .... . $9.50 

Complete Brochure FREE Wi t h Any Order! 
PLUS Explosive Paint Plans! 2 part mix, labeled dangerous, $5.00 value! 

A MAZING CONCEPTS 
ORDERS: 800-221-1705 - FAX 603-672-5406 

Send Check, Cash, Money Order, COD, MC, Vlsa to: 
De t SF2 PO Box 719 Amherst NH 03031 
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COMBAT WEAPONCRAFT 
by Col. David Haclcworth 

The following monograph is 
extracted from the Vietnam Primer, 
co-authored at the height of the war 
by then-Lt. Col. David H. Hackworth. 
Though a solid collection of "lessons 
learned, " the information in this book 
may be too esoteric for many 
readers. If you'd like to see further 
extracts from this volume in "Combat 
Weaponcraft, " drop a postcard to 
the editorial department at P. 0. Box 
693, Boulder, CO 80306. 

According to the data basis, the 
U.S. infantry line in Vietnam required 
no stimulation whatever to its 
employment of organic weapons 
when engaged . Thefire rate among 
patrols in heavy, if brief, contact 
was not infrequently 100%. Within 
the rifle company , during 
engagement prolonged for several 
hours, the rate would run 80% or 
more and the only nonfirers were 
the rearward administrative element 
or the more critical cases among 
the early wounded. It was not 
unusual for one man to engage with 
three or more weapons during the 
course of a two-hour fight. 

Except du ring the first five 
minutes of unexpected engagement, 
which almost impels an automatic 
rate, fire control was generally good. 
The men themselves, even in 
unseasoned units, quickly raised 
the cry: "Hold your ammo! Fire 
semiautomatic! " No U.S. infantry 
unit, operating in independence, 
was forced to withdraw or extract, 
or made to suffer a critical tactical 
embarrassment, as a result of 
ammunition shortage. Gunners on 
the M60 went lighter than in other 
wars; the average carry was 1 ,000 
rounds, with 1,200 being the outside 
limit. But in no single instance did 
the machine guns cease fire during 
a fight because the position had run 
out of machine-gun ammunition. 

When suddenly confronted by 
small numbers of the enemy, the 
Americans firing their M 16s would, 
in the overwhelming majority of 
cases, miss a target fully in view 
and not yet turning . Whether the 
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firing was done by a moving point 
or by a rifleman sitting steady in an 
ambush, the results were about 
the same - five total misses out of 
six tries - and the data basis 
includes several hundred such 
incidents. 

This inaccuracy prevailed 
although the usual such contact 
was at 15 meters or less, and some 
of the firing was at less than 1 O 
feet. An outright kill was most 
unusual. Most of the waste came 
from unaimed fire , done hurriedly. 
The fault much of the time was that 
out of excitement the fi rer pointed 
high, rather than that the M 16 bullet 
lacked knockdown power - a 
criticism of it often heard from 
combat-experienced NCOs. The 

Fire Control - Vietn am 

Pfc. George Barber USMC opens up 
on VC in thick bushes dur ing 
Operation Meade River, southeast of 
Da Nang. After-action studies in 
Vietnam War showed everyone w ith 
weapons used them: During lengt hy 
engagements many troops would use 
three different weapons. Photo: DoD 

VC winged but only wounded by an 
M 16 bullet, then diving into the bush, 
made a getaway three times out of 
four, leaving only his pack and a 
blood trail. 

As to effectiveness over distance, 
the early data basis deriving from 
six major and approximately 50 
minor operations contained not one 
incident of VC or NVA being killed 
by aimed fire from one or more 
M16s at ranges in excess of 60 
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meters. Then , out of Operation 
Cedar Falls in January 1967, there 
developed six examples of such 
killings at ranges upwards of 200 
meters. The difference can be 
explained by the nature of the 
terrain: Most of the kills during this 
operation were made in the open 
rice paddy. 

The M16 proved itself an ideal 
weapon for jungle warfare. Its high 
rate of fire , light weight, and easy
to-pack ammunition made it 
popular with its carrier. -But it could 
not take the abuse or receive the 
neglect its older brother, the M1, 
cou ld sustain . It must be cleaned 
and checked out whenever the 
opportunity affords . Commanders 
needed to assign top billing to the 
maintenance of the weapon to 
prevent inord inate battlefield 
stoppages. The new field cleaning
kit assisted that task. 

The fragmentation hand 
grenade , a workhorse in the 
infantryman's arsenal of weapons 
in Korea, was of limited value in 
jungle fighting . The record shows 
that all infantry fights in the jungle 

are characterized by close infighting 
at ranges from 12 to 20 meters and 
that the fragmentation grenade 
could not be accurately delivered 
because of the dense , thickly 
intertwined and knotted jungle 
undergrowth that blocked its 
unrestricted flight. In numerous 
cases , it was reported that the 
grenade striking a vine and being 
deflected would then rebound on its 
thrower, causing friendly casualties. 

The soldier entered battle with 
an average of four hand grenades 
strapped to his already overloaded 
equ ipment. He was taught in 
training that the grenade is the 
weapon for close infighting: He 
learned empirically about the 
di fficulty attendant on using a 
grenade in the bush. Many times 
the record shows that he had to 
learn this lesson the hard way. 
The data basis shows that fewer 
than 10% - 6% percent being the 
usage factor of World War II - of 
the grenades carried into battle 
are ever used. The configuration 
of the grenade itself makes it 
cumbersome and therefore 

AT LAST! 

dangerous , as it is carried on the 
outside of the sold ier's equipment 
and is susceptible to any vine and 
snag that tugs at the safety pin. 

Out of th is research, then, it may 
be reckoned that the sold ier's load 
could be lightened by two hand 
grenades and that all commanders 
should closely analyze their unit's 
techniques for the employment of 
this weapon. 

Procedures must be developed 
and then practiced by troops on 
specially prepared jungle hand
grenade courses . The t rainer 
should bear in mind during th is 
instruction that post -ope rat ion 
analysis of World War 11 and Korea 
showed that the sold ier who had 
training in sports always excelled 
with the grenade. The information 
collected in Vietnam fully supports 
that conclusion . An d, to help 
preclude friendly casualties , the 
old byword once synonymous with 
the art of grenade throwing , "Fi re 
in the Hole," shou ld be brought 
back in use to warn all that a 
grenade has been dispatched and 
cover must be soug ht.9:! 

The SOF Classic Collection! 

Rhodesian #1003 

Available for a limited time! 
Sizes: M,L,XL,XXL 

SOF Logo 
W#1002 

T-shirts: Only $12.95 
Polo Shirts: Only $18.95 

r::-------------------- ~ 
I 
I 
I 
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Name _ ____________ _ 

I Address ___ _________ _ 
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Boulder, CO 80303 

QTY ITEM N O. SIZE PRlCE EA. TOTAL 

*Add $3.00 for first shirt S&H Sub Total 
*Add $1.00 ea. additional sh irts S&H S&H* 
*Add $1.00 for XXL S&H 3% Sales Tax 

(Colorado Residents Onlrl 

I Foreign orders add $10.00 for Shipping ..J I 
.._ ____________________ .... 
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ADVENTURE QUARTERMASTE 

TITANIUM - THE COMPETITIVE EDGE 

Medical grade titanium is 40% lighter 
than steel, is stronger than stainless steel 
and has superior resistance to corro
sion (resistance to seawater corrosion 
is equivalent to platinum). These supe
rior properties lend themselves to air
frame and turbine engine parts, rocket 
motor cases, surgical appliances, or
thopedic implants ... and top-notch firearms components. When reliability is 
the critical factor, titanium's high strength and light weight are important, as 
is continued reliability through corrosion resistance. Additional benefits are 
the reduced risk of slam fires and quicker lock times due to titanium's lighter 
weight. Firing pins for M 1911 pistols (.45 top, .38 super bottom) and the 
AR-15/M 16-type rifles (center) are available from Quality Machining Inc., 
Dept. SOF, Box 129, Sherwood, OR 97140; phone 503-590-3636; 
fax: 503-590-3637. 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

BLACK HILLS HEAVY MATCH 

Black Hills Ammunition Inc. now 
offers a 68-grain "Heavy Match" hol
low point load in .223 Remington. 
This load is specifically designed for 
firearms with the newer, faster twist, 
such as the AR-15A2, M16A2, and 
the Mini-14. This load offers superb 
accuracy at ranges to 600 yards. 
Dealer, law enforcement agencies 
welcome. Contact Black Hills Am
munition Inc., Dept. SOF, Box 3090, 
Rapid City, SD 57709; phone: 605-
348-5150; fax 605-348-9827. 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

' VIETNAM TOMAHAWK 

Drop forged and fully heat treated, with a 
straight-grain American hickory handle, Cold 
Steel 's new replica of the Vietnam Tomahawk is 
a pound of cure for sure. A wickedly efficient no
frills combat weapon, the tomahawk is a work
ing/fighting tool that has served for centuries -
and Cold Steel's new edition is about as good as 
it gets: $49.95 at dealers everywhere. Contact 
Cold Steel , Dept. SOF, 2128-D Knoll Drive, 
Ventu ra, CA 93003; phone: 800-650-8481; fax: 
805-642-9727, for a catalog or the name of the 
dealer nearest you. 
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SECURE VOICE 

Afraid of an open line? Secure 
Voice can turn your PC into the 
most powerful voice encryption sys
tem available - affordably. Secure 
Voice is a software-based voice en
cryption system: You talk into your 
computer, the computer digitizes 
your voice, encrypts it, transmits it 
through a high-speed modem over 
the open phone line to the other 
end, where it is decrypted and can 
be heard. Anyone attempting to tap 
your line hears only noise from the 
modem. Program and modifi ed 
handset only $299 per end. Uses 
DES encryption algorithm - in use 
for decades and never cracked . 
Unbeatable encryption and price. 
Contact SVC, Dept. SOF, Box 9512, 
College Station, TX 77842; phone: 
409-764-7461. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 0 

TURKEY SHOOT 

Just in time for 
April Fool's Day is 
this dubious award 
for your favorite 
turkey. You know, 
he who - by reason 
of what family you mar
ried into or your unfortunate choice 
of employment or place of dwelling 
- makes your life miserable. We 
are, of course, purely delighted with 
our in-laws, business associates and 
neighbors - but in case you aren't, 
for $14.95 and $3 shipping you can 
anonymously enroll your target in 
the club (they get a T-shirt and mem
bership card) . Or for $19.95 and $3 
shipping they get a sweatshi rt. 
Sizes S, M, L, XL. California residents 
add 8.25% tax. For orders or addition
al info; phone : 800-434-CLUB; 
fax: 310-823-5232. Or write to: The 
Assholes Club of America, Dept. 
SOF, 8121 Manchester Ave., Suite 
373, Playa del Rey, CA 90293. X 
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Ultimate Sniper 
The Video 

With, For The First 
Time On Film, 

Carlos Hathcock 
Now you can receive the master 
instruction of the best selling book 
The Ultimate Sniper in video form. 
But this new release includes, in his 
first appear~:mce on film. famed 
sniper Carlos Hathcock recounts 
some of the combat tested tac
tics he used to rack up 93 con
firmed kills in Vietnam. This exclu-

Sf~fi~~a~~e~~~~~~~~2;~~~1 :::;,9~::1~t~l·.ll%i!ll'· 
countersniping duels with Viet 
Cong and NVA snipers and his longest recorded sniper shot, 2.500 
yards. plus his thoughts on maintaining focus. the importance of 
patience and his personal philosophy on the art of sniping. Color 
appx. 90 minutes. VHS® Format. 

Item No. VT-081 ... ........ ... ............. .... $59. 95 

ONE SHOT. 
!Ol't!J 1Ji4foMe .. . 

1=:. lbilll 
• it«UA Dul"'°" 

One Shot. One Kill. ~ucA 40,,..,,,., 
3 Color on Tan 

T-Shirt Item No. T-39 (S.M.L.XL) ................... $9.95 
T-Shirt Item No. T-39XXL ............................ S 11.95 

3 Color on Yellow 
Sweat Shirt Item No. SW-39 (S.M.L.XL) ...... S 19.95 
Sweat Shirt Item No. SW-39 (XXL) ............. $21.95 

Long Distance .. . 
O.D. on Khaki 

T-Shirt Item No. T-16 (S,M.L.XL). .. . . .. $9.95 
T-Shirt ltemNo.T-16XXL .......... .................. Sll.95 

0.D. on Grey 
Sweat Shirt Item No. SW-16 (S.M.L,XL) ...... S 19.95 
Sweat Shirt Item No. SW- l 6XXL ................. $21.95 

All New Bronze 
Military Sniper Challenge Coin 

Item No. BC-153 .......... $9.95 
Appx. 11/

2
" diameter 

Credit Card Orders Only call our 
Toll-Free Order Line 

1-800-852-4445 

The Book 
An Advanced Training 

Manual for 
Military and Police 

Snipers 
This may be the only military/ 
police sniping and long-dis
tance shooting guide you will 
ever need. It is not a dry, tech
nical military manual but rather 
a highly readable and ex
tremely valuable training book 
written by a U.S. Army Special 
Forces/M ACV-SOG veteran 
with a decade's experience 
training military and police snip-

ers. Covers modern sniper riftes. scopes. bullets & ballistics. basic 
& advanced marksmanship, range & wind estimation. and much. 
much more. 81/2''x l l ",soft cover, photos, illus., 464 pages. 

Item No. C-9087 .............. $39.95 

Books 

C-9108 Sniping in France ................... ........... ... $24.95 
Hard cover, illustrations. 224 pages. 

C-9096 U.S.M.C. Scout-Sniper WW2 & Korea .. $39.95 
81/2'x7 7 ", hard cover, illus .. , 240 pages. 

C-9051 SEAL Sniper Training Program .............. $30.00 
81/2"x 7 7 •• soft cover. illustrations, 320 pages. 

C-528 With British Snipers To The Reich .......... $25.00 
Hard cover, 30 photos. 4 7 0 pages. 

C-165 U.S.M.C. Sniping ................................... $13.95 
51/2''x8 1/ 2 ". soft cover. 90 illustrations, 270 pages. 

C-513 The Complete Book of U.S. Sniping ..... $39.95 
81/2"x7 7", hard cover. 365 photos. 288 pages. 

C-459 The German Sniper 1914-1945 ............ $60.00 
81/2"x7 7 ", hard cover, cloth bound. 660 photos, 468 pages. 

C-571 U.S.M.C. Sniper/Scout Manual ............ $14.95 
81/2'x 7 7', soft cover, 776 pages. 

C-519 Modem Sniper Rifles ............................ $16.95 
81/2"x7 7 ' , soft cover. photos, illustrations, 7 20 pages. 

Add $4.95 S&H to all orders plus an 
additional $3 .00 for orders to Canada. 
Other foreign add $12.00 for first item & $2.00 for 
each additional Item. 

Send Check or Mone Order to: 
Customer Service DEL TA PRESS 

1-501-862-4984 P.O. Box 1625 Dept.-SF52 
Fax Number 1-501-862-9671 DELTA El Dorado, AR. 71731 

Allow 2 weeks for delivery_ So N c 0 D' Send $4 for a 80 rage color 
rry o · · · s catalog (Free with order) 



COMBAT RACEGUNS 
The World's Best Custom Pistols 

by f.M. Ramos 
Combat "raceguns" - customized pistols for competition and carry - shoot faster, stay on target longer, hold more ammunition and are far more 
accurate than their out-of-the-box counterparts. The custom pistols available to shooters today are true masterpieces in firearm development 
and design, and this book is a professional description and analysis of their formidable capabilities. Weapons expert J.M. Ramos takes a hard 
look at the best candidates from Colt, Para-Ordnance, Caspian Arms, Heckler & Koch, Glock, Sig/Sauer and other major companies, as well as 
the remarkable creations currently coming out of the shops of such top pistolsmiths as Les Pittman, Mike Guigliano, King's Gun Works, Austin 
Behlert, Greg Ferris, Reg Garland, Peter Stahl, Oglesby & Oglesby·and many others. Learn how to put together your own precision racegun 
with the best cui;tom compensators and accessories available. 8 1/2 x 11 , softcover, photos, illus., 168 pp. $25.00 

HOME WORKSHOP 
GUNS FOR DEFENSE 

AND RESISTANCE 

-111-+MijiiW 

HOW TO GET ANYTHiNQ' 
ON AtNBOOY 

HOME WORKSHOP GUNS FOR 
DEFENSE AND RESISTANCE 

The Submachine Gun 
by Bill Holmes 

Learn how to make a submachine gun easily 
with a minimum of tools and material, from 
building the receiver, breech block, barrel, 
trigger assembly, stock, grip, sights and 
magazine to heat treatment and finishing. 
Nontechnical. For information purposes only. 
5 1/2 x 8 1/2, soltcover, photos, machine 
dra>Mngs, 152 pp. $15.00 

COMPLETE BOOK OF 
KNIFE FIGHTING 
by William C•ssidy 

This is the classic book on knife fighting 
from one of the world's foremost experts. 
From it, you will learn all the facets of the 
art: assassination methods, history and 
development of knife design and in-depth 
reviews of the techniques perfected by 
Fairbairn, Biddle, Applegate and others. 
Rare photos and never-before-published 
info on Oriental techniques. 5 1/2 x 8 1/2, 
hardcover, photos, 136 pp. $25.00 

THE CREDIT REPAIR RIP-OFF 
How to A void the Scams 

and Do It Yourself 
by Bob H•mmond 

Many people in financial distress have been 
lured by advertisements implying that bad 
credit can be magically erased, only to end 
up deeper in debt than ever. This expose is 
Bob Hammond's attempt to put an end to 
that by revealing the truth about the credit 
repair scams and empowering consumers to 
help themselves. 5 1/2 x 8 1/2, softcover. 
208 pp. $16.00 

BOOK II - HOW TO GET 
ANYTHING ON ANYBODY 

The EncycJopedia of 
Personal Surveillance 

by Lee L•pin 
This long-awaited follow-up to the best
selling first volume is a gold mine at the 
latest techniques and tricks of intelligence 
collection. Learn how to bypass computer 
passwords, look or listen through solid 
walls, gather personal data on anyone and 
much more! 8 1/2 x 11, softcover, photos, 
illus., 232 pp. $35.00 

A BOUNCER'S GUIDE TO 
BARROOM BRAWLING 

Dealing with the Sucker Puncher, 
Streetfighter, and Ambusher 

by Peyton Quinn 
As a bouncer in a biker bar and a participant 
in dozens of fights, Peyton Quinn knows the 
difference between fighting fact and fantasy. 
The result is a unique guide to self-defense 
that can save your ass in places where 
brawling is quick, dirty and very violent. 5 112 
x 8 1/2, sottcover, photos, illus .. 264 pp. 

$17.95 
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HARDCORE HAYDUKE 
More Down-and-Dirty 
Revenge Techniques 
by George Hnyd11ke 

Just when you thought bullies were once 
again getting the upper hand in this mean 
old world , George Hayduke and his 
legions of fans return with more clever, 
devious and downright nasty tricks, pranks 
and campaigns to turn "marks~ into snivel
ing fear freaks! For entertainment purpos
es only! 5 1/2 x 8 1/2, hardcover, 240 pp. 

$19.95 

LICENSE TO STEAL 
Traveling Con Artists: Their Game, Their 

Rules - Your Money 
by Dennis Madock & John Dowling 

This is an in-depth study of the Gypsy Mafia, 
the criminal element of the Romani 
population. Through police files. newspapers, 
historical data and inteiviews with victims, the 
authors expose the truth about this highly 
organized multibillion dollar business and tell 
you how to protect your money from con 
anists of all kinds. 5 1/2 x 8 1/2, hardcover, 
304 pp. $30.00 

JUST SAY NO TO DRUG TESTS 
How to Beat the Whiz Quiz 

by Ed C•rson 
Urinalysis is a blatant violation of human 
freedom and dignity, and now you can fight 
back! Ed Carson, who handled drug 
testing for a large U.S. military base . 
reveals how the tests are done and how to 
beat them. He did it successfully for eight 
years using the exact methods outlined in 
this book. Find out how to preserve your 
life-style and keep your job. 5 1/2 x 8 1/2, 
sottcover, 48 pp. $12.00 

SOE SECRET OPERA TIO NS MANUAL 
Never before released to the public, this is 
the original manual used to train special 
agents dropped behind enemy lines in Nazi
occupied Europe. Used by the British SOE 
and its American counterpart, the OSS, it is 
an authentic reproduction of extraordinary 
historical significance obtained from a former 
clandestine services operative. The 
forerunner of all government guides to dirty 
tricks. 5 112 x 8 1/2, sottcover, 272 pp.$20.00 

HOW TO FIND ANYONE 
ANYWHERE 

Expanded and Revised 4th Edition 
by R•lph D. Thomas 

Here is a virtual encyclopedia on hard
core skip tracing techniques. completely 
updated and expanded. Learn how to 
make national sweeps tor data quickly, 
design and execute pretexts that work, 
get the latest equipment and much more. 
This is the material that can make or 
break your investigations. 8 1 /2 x 11 , soft
cover. 112 pp. $35.00 
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STREETE& E 
Evading, Escaping, and 

Other Ways to Save Your 
Ass When Things Get Ugly 

by Marc "Animal" Mac Young 
Here Animal tells you how to suivive when 
you're outflanked and outgunned. Rather 
than clashing head-on with every problem 
that comes along , you need to learn to 
apply hit-and-run tactics, utilize the environ
ment and use your enemies' weaknesses 
against them. 5 1/2 x 8 1/2, sottcover, illus .. 
192 pp. $16.00 

BLACK MEDIONE: THE VIDEO 
Vital Targets, Maximum Punishment 

A graphic demonstration of how to exploit the 
vulnerable vital points of the human anatomy. 
The instructors - bouncers in some of the 
most violent bars and roadhouses in the 
country - focus on strikes that they know 
from experience will put a man down. Some 
of the techniques in this video are only 
appropriate for life-or-death situations. 
Therefore. this film is for information purposes 
only. Color, approx. 50 min., VHS only.$29.95 

SCREW UNTO OTHERS 
Revenge Tactics for All Occasions 

by George Haydukc 
Watch out! The tv1aster Trickster is back with 
over 140 mischievous tac-tics custom
designed for that special someone who has 
made your life miserable. This revenge 
manual shows how to use technology, ma
nure, newspapers ard more to help you savor 
your vengeance! For entertainment only!5 1/2 
x 8 1/2, hardcover, 252 pp. $19.95 

KGB ALPHA TEAM 
TRAINING MANUAL 

How the Soviets Trained for Personal 
Combat, Assassination, and Subversion 

Preface by Jim Shortt 
A rare glimpse into how Soviet Spetsnaz and 
KGB units protected and defended their 
country from perceived enemies - inside and 
outside its borders. lndudes special sections 
for Alpha Teams on assassination, sabotage 
and kidnapping. 5 1/2 x 8 1/2, softcover, 
photos, illus., 320 pp. $20.00 

NEW I.D. IN AMERICA 
by Anonymous 

Want one more chance at life with a "clean 
slate"? Trade in your old identity for a new 
start. Here is a step-by-step guide to creat· 
ing a totally new you - with a birth certifi
cate, passport, driver's l icense, Social 
Security number - all you need for break
ing with your past. 5 t /2 x 8 1/2, sottcover, 
illus., 120 pp. $17.00 

ORIGINAL MANUSCRIPTS ON WEAPONRY, MILITARY SCI ENCE, SELF-DEFENSE, PERSONAL FREEDOM AND RELATED SUBJECTS. SEND A COPY OF THE MANUSCRIPTTO: 
PALADIN PRESS, P.O. BOX 1307, BOULDER, COLORADO 80306. 

(Videotapes are nonreturnable. Dwnaged tapes will be replaced.) 

MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE • DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED • RESONSE CODE: 4CS 
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REVENGE & HUMOR 
Make 'em Pay! Ultimate Revenge Techniques 

from the Master Trickster ................................ $ 19.95 
Your Revenge Is in the Mail ...................................... 9.95 
Revenge Book: The Chilling Sequel ......................... 10.00 
Forgive? Forget It!. .................................................... 19.95 
The Joy of Cold Revenge .......................................... 10.00 
Get Even: The Video of Dirty Tricks (video) .............. 19.95 
The Power of Positive Revenge ................................ 19.95 
Make My Day! Hayduke's Best Revenge 

Techniques for the Punks in Your Life ............... 19.95 
Techniques of Harassment... ..................................... 19.95 
Sweet Revenge: A Serious Guide to Retribution ...... 19.95 
Care & Feeding of Tenants ....................................... 8.95 
Up Yours! Guide to Advanced Revenge Techniques 19.95 
Mad as Hell: A Master Tome of Revengemanship .... 19.95 
The Revenge Book ................................................... 10.00 
Tenant's Revenge: How to Tame Your Landlord ....... 9.95 
Payback! Advanced Backstabbing and 

Mudslinging Techniques .................................... 19.95 

PERSONAL FREEDOM & MONEY 

Preemployment Integrity Testing ............................... 12.00 
The Outlaw Reports .................................................. 25.00 
DEA Stash and Hideout Handbook ........................... 10.00 
Modern Weapons Caching ........................................ 14.00 
Street-Smart Survival ................................................ 15.00 
Financial Investment Expertise: The Complete Guide 

to Terms, Definitions, and Winning Strategies ... 21.95 
Flimflam Man: How Con Games Work ...................... 19.95 
Electronic Fund Transfer Systems Fraud .................. 15.00 
Save Your License .................................................... 14.95 
The Armchair Millionaire ........................................... 10.00 
Disguise Techniques: Fool All of the People 

Some of the Time.............................................. 8.00 
Credit Mechanic ........................................................ 10.00 
How to Beat the Credit Bureaus ................................ 12.00 

ESPIONAGE & INVESTIGATIONS 

Don't Bug Me: The Latest High-Tech 
Spy Methods .................................................. $19.95 

How to Avoid Electronic Eavesdropping 
and Privacy Invasion ......................................... 12.95 

Find 'em Fast: A Private Investigator's Workbook .... 12.00 
Undercover Operations: A Manual for the 

Private Investigator ............................................ 10.00 
Detective's Private Investigation Training Manual ..... 14.95 
Obtaining Your Private Investigator's License ........... 10.00 
Practical Guide for Private Investigators ................... 12.00 
How to Investigate by Computer ............................... 35.00 
SpyGame .................................................................. 35.00 
CIA Flaps and Seals Manual..................................... 6.95 

WEAPONS 

AR-15/M16 Super Systems .................................... $19.95 
AR-7 Super Systems ................................................... 15.00 
The Gatling Gun: 19th Century Machine Gun to 

21st Century Vulcan ............................................ 29.95 
The AR-15/M16: A Practical Guide ........................... 16.95 
The Ruger .22 Automatic Pistol: 

Standard/Mark I/Mark II Series .......................... 12.00 
The Combat Shotgun and Submachine Gun: 

A Special Weapons Analysis ............................. 19.95 
Assault Pistols, Rifles and Submachine Guns .......... 21.95 
The Shotgun in Combat ............................................ 10.00 
Shooting to Live ........................................................ 10.00 
Home Workshop Guns for Defense and Resistance: 

Vol. II, The Handgun .......................................... 14.00 
The Complete Book of Combat Handgunning .......... 16.95 
Gun in the House (video) .......................................... 19.95 
Blowguns: The Breath of Death ................................ 14.00 
Streetsweepers: The Complete Book of 

Combat Shotguns .............................................. 17.95 
Sturm, Ruger 10/22 Rifle and .44 

Magnum Carbine ............................................... 12.00 
The Fighting Rifle ...................................................... 20.00 
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ACTION CAREERS 

Unrepentant Sinner ................................................ $17.95 
Keep 'em Alive .......................................................... 12.00 
Manual of the Mercenary Soldier: A Guide to 

Mercenary War, Money and Adventure ............. 24.95 
Dead Clients Don't Pay ............................................. 12.00 
Expatriate's Employment Handbook ................................ 15.00 
Stuntman: A Freelancer's Guide to Learning the Craft 

and Landing the Jobs .............................................. 20.00 

MILITARY SCIENCE 

Night Fighter's Handbook ........................................ $10.00 
Long-Range Patrol Operations: Reconnaissance, 

Combat, and Special Operations ...................... 19.95 
Communications Equipment 

ofthe German Army: 1933-1945 ...................... 30.00 
Radio Equipment ofthe Third Reich: 1933-1945 ...... 25.00 
SEALs: UDT/SEAL Operations in Vietnam ............... 26.95 
Long-Range Surveillance Unit Operations ................ 14.00 
Improvised Radio Jamming Techniques ................... 19.95 
The Scout .................................................................. 10.00 
Project Delta: 

Special Forces Vietnam Recon Manual ............ 8.00 
Special Forces Handbook ......................................... 10.00 
Special Forces Air Operations .................................. 15.00 
Special Forces Waterborne Operations .................... 15.00 
Special Forces Operational Techniques ......................... 22.00 
Soldiers on Skis: 

A Pictorial Memoir of the 10th Mountain Division ... 50,00 

SURVIVAL 

Ragnar's Ten Best Traps: And a Few Others that Are 
Damn Good, Too ............................................ $10.00 

Never Say Die: The Canadian Air Force 
Survival Manual ................................................. 15.00 

Survivalist's Medicine Chest... ................................... 10.00 
Survival: A Manual That Could Save Your Life ......... 18.00 
The Trapper's Bible: 

Traps, Snares, and Pathguards ........................ 8.00 
Live Off the Land in the City and Country ................. 29.95 
Combat Survival ........................................................ 18.95 
The Good Booze Recipe and Cookbook................... 8.00 
Pocket Medic............................................................. 9.00 
The Survival Retreat: A Total 

Plan for Retreat Defense................................... 8.00 

SNIPING 

KNIVES & KNIFE FIGHTING 

The Complete Bladesmith: Forging Your 
Way to Perfection ........................................... $ 30.00 

Knives, Knife Fighting, & Related Hassles ................ 12.00 
Slash and Thrust....................................................... 8.00 
Cold Steel .................................................................. 17 .95 
Randall Made Knives: The History of 

the Man and the Blades ..................................... 50.00 
Survival/Fighting Knives ............................................ 18.00 
Switchblade: The Ace of Blades ............................... 12.00 

SELF-DEFENSE 

Commando Fighting Techniques ............................ $12.00 
The Death Dealer's Manual ...................................... 12.00 
Principles of Personal Defense ................................. 10.00 
Get Tough .................................................................. 19.95 
No Second Chance! Disarming 

the Armed Assailant .......................................... 14.00 
Violence, Blunders, and Fractured Jaws: Advanced 

Awareness Techniques and Street Etiquette ..... 22.95 
Fight for Your Life! The Secrets of 

Street Fighting ................................................... 10.00 
101 Sucker Punches ................................................. 10.00 
Pool Cues, Beer Bottles, and Baseball Bats ............. 12.00 

GUERRILLA WARFARE 

150 Questions for a Guerrilla ................................. $10.00 
Ambush and Counter Ambush.................................. 6.00 
Handbook for Volunteers of the 

Irish Republican Army ....................................... 8.00 

POLICE SCIENCE 

SWAT Training and Employment ........................... $14.00 
Streetwork: The Way to Police Officer 

Safety and Survival ........................................... 19.95 
D.E.A. Narcotics Investigator's Manual. .................... 50.00 
Crime Scene Search and Physical 

Evidence Handbook .......................................... 16.00 
The S.W.A.T. Team Manual... .................................... 20.00 
S.W.A.T. Tactics ........................................................ 12.00 
Mug Shots ................................................................. 16.00 
Deep Cover: Police Intelligence Operations ............. 14.00 
Decoy Ops: Fighting Street Crime Undercover ......... 15.95 
They Write Their Own Sentences: The FBI 

Handwriting Analysis Manual ............................ 8.00 
Kill or Get Killed ......................................................... 29.95 
Hot Cars! An Inside Look at the 

The Complete Book of U.S. Sniping ...................... $ 39.95 Auto Theft Industry ............................................ 14.00 
The German Sniper: 1914-1945 ............................... 60.00 Riot Control: Materiel and Techniques ...................... 29.95 
Modern Sniper Rifles ................................................. 16.95 Police Crowd Control ................................................ 16.00 
U.S. Army Sniper Training Manual. ........................... 19.95 Never Say Lie: How to Beat the Machines, 
U.S. Marine Corps Sniping ........................................ 14.95 the Interviews, the Chemical Tests .................... 19.95 
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SWITCHBLADE KEYRING r")~1 THE SLIM JIM Universal Lockout Tool 
It's real and it works. Ful ly functional legal ,,. This unique door unlocking lool is used when lhe door key is unavailable and only 
switchblade, knife with key chain. C~rry it wilh lhe vehicle owner's knowledge and consent Comes with instructions. 

with you always for quick blade .r·, -- ·-- ~ 
access. 2 3/4" opened. ' 
ORDER NO. BK-1 
Reg. $9.95 
Bud K. Price $7.95 

A truly superior product for weightlifting, cycling, 
and many other activities. Made of sott cowhide 
leather. Available in solid leather or ventilated mesh 
and leather. Black. Available in 4 sizes: SM, MED, 
LG, X-LG. (Please Specify) 

All Leather - ORDER NO. G-1 20 
Mesh Design - ORDER NO. G-130 

Retail $18.00 

Bud K. Price $5.99 ea. 
or 2 for $10.00 

BLACK JACKS & SLAPPERS 
For personal defense. Each made with quality black 
leather and handles. Available in 3 popular styles! 

A. 0-100 Slapper 11 " long. 11 oz. 

Bud K. Price $11.95 
B. 0-300 Billy Club 9" long 14 oz. 

Bud K. Price $11.95 
C. 0-200 Billy Club 9" long 8 oz. 

Bud K. Price $9.95 

EXECUTIVE INK PEN KNIFE 

Looks and works like an ordinary ink pen and pulls apart reveal
ing a 2-5/8' blade. Available in eilher black or silver. 

ORDER NO. UC111 Silver/ORDER NO. UC110 Black 

Bud K. Price $4.99 

1918 TRENCH KNIFE 
Overall Length, 11 ", 6 1/2" blade. Solid brass handle. 
Replica of the famed trench knives of WW I. 

ORDER NO. UC60 Bud K. Price $14.75 

This new 
Narrow· 518" x 22" - ORDER NO. SJ1 Bud K. Price $5.95 
Wide-1-114" x 22" . ORDER NO. SJ2 Bud K. Price $6.95 

weapon is ready 1 

to strike two ways. Use the 10 
terrible 3/4" long steel spikes 

CROCODILE 
FOLDERS 

CHROME- ORDER NO. D-2009 
BLACK· ORDER NO. D·2009B 

Bud K. Price $6.95 each 

Defense Key Chains 
Used for restraint or control. A defense 
tool that can be attached to a keyring, 
bag or belt loop. You must be 18 years 
of age or older to purchase. Black. 
A. Kubotan, 6" overall 
ORDER NO. D-3102 
B. Ninja Key Chain, 5-1/4" overall 
ORDER NO. D-3101 

Bud K. Price $5.95 
( ' '-.._./ 

BUTTERFLY KNIFE Limited 
Quantities! 

Balisongs can no longer be imported into the U.S. , but 
through a special buyout Bud K. offers this knife at 
a fraction of the normal selling price. 5" 
closed. 9" overall. Available in Black or 
Chrome. Order No. F5 

Retail $19.95 

Bud K. Price $15.95 

COBRA IMPACT BATON 

Ejects with the snap of the wrist. 17 inches of 30-guage 
steel. Re-sheaths instantly. Only 7" closed. 

ORDER NO. 127 
Bud K. Price $13.95 

CONVERT-A-CHUCK , 
A simple twist converts this 24" steel police 
baton into a dynamic 12' nunchucka ready 
for action. 

ORDER NO. D-701 

Bud K. Price $14.95 -The Best Defense 
Semi-Folder locks in at a fully-opened or push type mode. Blade is 

440 stainless steel. Handle molds lo your hand and 
·' · ' L ,.., features hard rubber on gold plated steel. 

. ·--' -··-... ---/' Vinyl sheath has snap-closed salety strap 

that screw in and·out for safety or 
the curved 5", 440 stainless steel 
blade with its deadly edge. Each cobra 
comes fitted in its own customized black leather sheath. 
Never before has such a vicious weapon been ottered at 
such earth shattering prices! Call today · and we will smug
gle to you fhis wicked weapon! 9" long, overall. WI. - 16 oz. 

ORDER NO. BK-100 Bud K. Price $69.95 

NEW! KING COBRA 
Over 11 " overall, Wt. - 30 oz. 

ORDER NO. BK-200 Bud K. Price $79.95 

Super Tear Gas 
CHEMICAL DEFENSE WEAPON 
Sabre is lhe mosl advanced chemi
cal self-defense weapon on the 
market today • CS Mililary Tear 
Gas • Fast. Simple, easy to use 
• No marksmanship necessary. 
Fires a sholgun stream pattern rather lhan a pin 
slream •Safe to use, will not attecl user. Safety collar protects against 
accidental misfires • With Red Pepper pepper gas• 3 Popular Sizes ... 
ORDER NO. TG·L Police Magnum, 11 0 gms Bud K. Price $9.95 
ORDER NO. TG-S Pocket Unit, 20 gms Bud K. Price $6.95 
ORDER NO. TG-SK Key Ring, 13 gms Bud K. Price $5.95 

BLOWGUN BLOWOUT! 
BLOWGUN Authentic, full size. 5'7" overall 
when assembled. THIS IS NOT A TOY! 
Coated camouflage finish. Disassembles into 
three sections for storage. Comes with parts 
to make 12 darts. 

ORDER NO. UC163 
RETAIL $24.00 
Bud K. Price $13.50 ea. 

EXTRA AMMO PACK 
Parts to make 25 extra darts. 

ORDER NO.UC177 
RETAIL $2.59 
Bud K. Price $1.50 ea. 

SWORD CANES 
For Swift Self-Defense 
35" overall. Walking cane with a hidden 17 1/2" 
mirror polished blade. Features brushed brass 
fittings and 0-ring type seals that keep the han
dle and cane locked in position when being used 
as a walking cane. Available in 4 new styles! 
A. ORDER NO. UC694 

"HORSEHEAD" 
B. ORDER NO. UC692 

"TREE LIMB" 
C. ORDER NO. UC693 

"COBRA" 

METAL BLADE COVER SHEATH 
Now available. 

and 3· t/2" belt loop. Overall 9-
314", blade 5". ~,, 

-~-v-i-

1 ORDER NO. XL-67 Bud K. Price $12.95 

D. ORDER NO. UC695 
"ART NOUVEAU" 

Retail $36.99 

Bud K. Price $19.99 ORDER NO. UC60S Bud K. Price $2.75 

Void in States where I 
prohibited by law. 
Check local laws 
before ordering. 

Send Check or Money Order to: 

BUD K WORLDWIDE 
P.O. Box 565 Dept. SF 

Moultrie, GA 31776 
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ORDERING INFORMATION 
MasterCard & VISA Accepted 

Ma"••Ca •O I VISA ' I I 

Shipping & Handling 54.00 I CALL I 
Minimum or 5% of Total Order. 
FreeShlpping& Handlingon TOLL 1 •800•543•5061 
orders of $300.00 or more. FREE 

DEALER 
INQUIRIES 
INVITED 
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Second Amendment OP 
by Jeff Nelson 

Speak Now Or Forever 
Hide Your Piece 

The legislative bodies of these then forgetting them. Anything that group will defend. 
50 United States have begun their we say will be remembered and This spokesperson must be the 
1994 sessions. Some will be for the read back to us. To avoid this group's leader and should hold a 
entire year, full time, emulating the requires organization: organi- position of infl uence in the 
U.S. Congress. Some will be short zation around a state rifle and community: This will be the person 
- 60-day budget sessions. Others pistol association, a coalition of the media regard as the "go to" guy 
will be in between. All will affect our gun clubs, or a separate group when there is a public controversy 
lives and our freedoms long after formed for the purpose of involvingthegunissue.Thisperson 
the sessions are over. influencing legislation . should be articulate and personable. 

For those of us committed to In any case, the group must Thisactivityisofutmost importance, 
stopping the erosion of our Second insure that discussions within the and group positions cannot afford 
Amendment rights, now is the time group to reach a consensus are to be "second guessed" in the media 
to get to work. conducted in private. Solutions to by others of the group. 

The observation portion of this any internal problems are best found Vo Nguyen Giap and Ho Chi 
phase ofour campaign should have behind closed doors. The antis know Minh showed us that wars are won 
begun in the fall , when this sitting well the art of divide-and-conquer. with public opinion, as well as on 
group of legislators was elected, by The best way for a group to show the battlefield. Even more are 
examining their platforms and a united effort and present a united political battles won with public 
campaign comments. And the front is to designate a "press opinion, as well as within the halls 

con:ments and acti~ns """'E tMi>ORTANCEOf'G\E~ECCNDAMeNOMENT of the state 
of incumbents during legislatures. 
the last session of the Once the pos-
legislature should be ition of the group 
compared to their has been defined , 
reelection statements. public comment 

Many a legislator must be couched in 
says (and thinks) that the terms one would 
he or she is on the side use speaking to a 
of the gun owner or group of juveniles 
hunter, yet is willing to who have never 
register handguns or read , much less 
handgun owners, and studied , the U.S. 
res tr ict or ban the Constitution , The 
undefinable "assault Federalist Papers, 
weapon." Even though the local state 
we may feel their heart constitution, or any 
is in the right place , this FBI crime reports. 
shows a need for No, I'm not referring 
education.Sometimesthisissimple, person. " This will be a person who to the uninformed public here, I 
sometimes it necessitates what is knowledgeable in all aspects of speak of the members of the press 
could be called "getting a few things the group's goals, who can and our elected representatives . 
straight." represent the group in public A wise man once qu ipped that 

When dealing with legislators it's discussions , bind the group to the public should not view the 
generally good to apply Clausewitz's courses of action (within the group's making of laws or sausages. Once 
fourth principle of war: unity of effort. goals) and be able to defend these you watch laws being passed , you 
It is also the time to remember to actions to the group. This person too will subscribe to this - but if 
speak to a person in a language should be mature enough to have we get organized and get involved, 
that they understand . credibility with the press, the public, we can at least help decide if it will 

Unity of effort helps to insure and the elected officials. His title be meat or offal that gets stuffed in 
that the legislature or legislators should be impressive : "Chair, " the sausage we will have to 
understand exactly where the pro- "Executive VP," or something along swallow. 
gun forces stand. We do not enjoy this line. The public must come to 
the luxury that electees have of know that what this person says 
making campaign promises and will, in fact, be the position that your 
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Jeff Nelson is a Special Forces 
vet and gun-rights activist. x 
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Tried, and as true as it gets, Gurkhas 
RIF'ed from Her Majesty's service now 
find work in the field of security, where 
attributes such as courage, skill and 
loyalty still count. 

Tired of those pimply-
faced, pubescent punks terrorizing 
your neighborhood? Afraid that "law 
and order" have gone the way of the 
dodo? Take heart, or rather take mea
sures. In six short weeks you could 
have a batta lion of Gurkhas, kukris 
included, on the ground kicking ass . 
(A kukri, for new SOF readers, is the 
"curved knife or short sword with a 
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Crown's finest 
fighters for Hire 
by S. W. MacKenzie 
Photos courtesy author 

broad blade," used with such exquisite skill by the Gurkhas.) 
Interested? Contact GSG Ltd., a privately owned British company with its 

head office in St. Helier, Jersey, the Channel Islands, and branch offices in 
Kathmandu, Durban and Nairobi. Formed in 1990, GSG is co-owned by 
Anthony Husher, a former officer in the British Green Jackets and Rhodesian 
African Rifles; Jon Titley, an ex-British army Gurkha officer with additional 
service in the Oman; and Mike Borlace, who flew (and crashed) fighters for 
the Royal Navy and helicopters for the Rhodesian Air Force, then spent time 
as a "brown-job" captain in the Rhodesian Selous Scouts. 

All three found themselves doing contract security work following their 
official military careers, and decided to team up and form their own company . 
GSG's two aims of providing cost-effective and competent security services, 
and explosive ordnance disposal, are achieved by utilizing the expertise of 
some of the thousands of veteran Gurkhas now out of work due to British 
army down-sizing. 

GSG employees are mostly Gurkha retirees in their early 40s. W ith coop
eration from the British Brigade of Gurkhas, GSG is able to identify Gurkhas 
with particular skills, such as foreign language ability, instructor experience, 
or engineer/demolition training for mine-lifting jobs. The company's first big 
job was to provide a security force in Mozambique for a huge Bri tish con
glomerate called Lonrho, one of a few foreign enterprises operating in that 
war-torn country. Before the current cease-fire went into effect, the "securi ty 
situation" in Mozambique discouraged most foreign investment because rebel 
Renamo guerrillas regularly ambushed convoys, attacked private and govern
ment targets, and terrorized civilian workers at will. 

Hire The Best 

In an attempt to protect their profits, Lonrho executives hired several 
foreign security companies, none of which had much success until GSG 's 
Gurkhas changed the picture. Thereafter, Lonrho farms and factorie'S became 
some of the safest places in the country. Concurrently guarding installations 
and training local protection units, the Gurkhas provided Lonrho with a full 
measure of service for their salaries. 

Working conditions in a war zone are often hazardous, however, and the 
Gurkhas definitely earned their pay ($60 per day in Mozambique, plus all 
expenses). Although none have been killed by enemy action in Mozambique , 
a few have been wounded in firefights. One of them was Warrant Officer 
Tulse Thapa who was detailed to help secure a Lonrho farm's water supply. 
Setting off for the water source in a Land-Rover, with an anglo farm manc:ger 
driving, Thapa rode in front with three militiamen in the back. All of them , 
the driver included, were armed with AK-47s, and Thapa also carried a 
Makarov pistol and a couple of frag grenades. 
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Twenty minutes away from base, they were bouncing 
along a narrow dirt road edged on both sides by 10-foot
high elephant grass. Suddenly a burst of AK fire hit the 
Land-Rover as a Renamo rifleman opened up from the 
elephant grass. Tulse returned fire as more shots from other 
ambushers struck the vehicle. His Gurkha slouch hat was 
shot off his head and fell between him and the driver. 
Blood from a head wound began to stream into one eye, 
and he tried closing it to aim better with the other eye. That 
didn't work, and he found he could see best if he kept both 
eyes open. 

Wiping the blood from his face, he changed magazines 
and continued firing into the grass at the still unseen guer
rillas. As the driver tried to accelerate out of the killing 
ground, Thapa used up most of his third magazine before 
he realized the enemy firing had stopped. Finally clear of 
the ambush, they stopped the vehicle to take stock of dam
age and bandage wounds. 

Thapa was certainly lucky that day; although he had a 
serious wound to his thigh, his hat had four bullet holes in 
the crown and another through the brim. His head wound, 
although bloody, was relatively minor. One of the militia
men was also badly hit, with a shattered thigh, so they 
spent some time on first aid and radioed for help. 

As mentioned, GSG was established by former officers 
with a good deal of rifle time. Knowing the importance of 
medical care, GSG contracts always incorporate the best avail
able casevac and treatment for their personnel. In Thapa 's 

Most farms don 't have mortar pits and Gurkhas , but this farm 
is in Mozambique, where renegade Renamo forces make 
agribusiness - indeed any business - hazardous. 
Doorshakers need not apply. 
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En route to farm 's water works, GSG 
operative Tulse Thapa (center holding 
radio) took four AK rounds through his 
hat and a couple elsewhere, and still 
repulsed attack. 

case, by the time the ambushed group 
drove to the nearest airstrip, a medical 
team and aircraft were already waiting. 
Immediately flown to a hospital in the 
city ofNampula, Thapa was found to have 
shrapnel in his head and a AK round 
lodged in his left leg, resting against his 
femur. Since his wounds exceeded the 

capabilities of local doctors and equipment, he was flown to 
another hospital, this one in Mozambique's capital city, Maputo, 
and then to an even better facility in Zimbabwe. After five 
days there, he flew back to Mozambique to recuperate before 
resuming his duties. 

GSG pays a lot of attention to casevac procedures. Fixed
wing aircraft are always on standby during the course of 
their contracts. In their current mine-clearing operations in 
Mozambique, 
each five-man 
team has two ve
hicles, one sole
ly dedicated to 
medical emer
gencies. In addi
tion , at least one 
member of each 
team has exten
sive first-aid 
training. As soon 
as a casualty 
is reported , the 
standby aircraft Finding the needle in the hayfield: 
is alerted, and GSG 's Gurkhas have cleared some 400 
the casualty is kilometers of overgrown Mozambican 

roads of mines, mostly combloc (inset) . usually en route 
to a hospital within hours. Recently , the company's casevac 
expertise was used to evacuate an employee with a critical 
case of malaria, from the Mozambican bush to a hospital in 
England in 36 hours, undoubtedly saving his life. 

Aware that loyalty is a quality essential for the success 
of the type of business that GSG conducts, the company 
helps to develop it by providing benefits such as health care 
for their Gurkhas and their families and by assisting with 
the education of their children. Further, a percentage of 
corporate profits are put into two trust funds in Nepal , 
which pay for a variety of aid projects in that country. For 
example, those funds have recently made several donations 
to assist disaster relief operations being conducted in Nepal 
in the aftermath of severe floods . In addition, being former 
military officers themselves, Borlace, Husher and Titley 
know the importance of being in the field with their men , 
and thus spend a great deal of time away from home. 

Gurkha mine-clearing teams, hired by Lonrho and paid 
largely with money donated by the EEC, have cleared over 
400 kilometers of road in Mozambique since they started 
work in January I 993. They work six hours a day, six days 
a week, and are taken out of country every six months for 

Continued on page 81 
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As the first flare ig
nited over the camp, 
Sergeant Pat Watkins 
made out an NV A sol
dier standing in the 
door of the BOQ. "He 
was wearing a breech
cloth and bandana," re
calls Watkins, and was 
holding an AK-47. The 

NVA didn't see Watkins, who crawled 
backwards down the hall. 

Passing one room, Watkins saw a 
young officer dead in his bed, impaled 
by a jagged piece of two-by-four that 
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a satchel charge blew through his chest, 
literally nailing him to the bed. 

Crawling outside, Watkins saw 
NV A at the TOC (Tactical Operations 
Center) pouring heavy gunfire onto 
the Special Forces troops trying to 
awake and counterattack. As he headed 
toward another BOQ, an NV A sapper 
spotted him and "for some reason ... 
he threw a satchel charge at me in
stead of shooting me with his AK." 

Watkins rolled out of harm's way 
as the sand absorbed much of the blast. 
When the NV A saw Watkins still 
alive, "he threw a grenade at me; again, 

I was amazed that he simply didn ' t 
shoot me. He must have been high on 
drugs or something, that ' s the only 
thing which explains it." 

Several survivors of the attack felt 
many of the NV A soldie rs were 
drugged to enhance their fearlessness . 

OJT Pistol Practice 

After the grenade exploded, 
Watkins pulled his .45. "Hell , I had 
never hit anything with a pistol be
fore. I remember the instructors tell
ing us to shoot low, so I aimed, fired 
several rounds and finally lucked out 
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and hit him. Talk about miracle hits! " 
Still another NVA threw a grenade 

at Watkins. This time, Watkins was 
so close to the sapper that he rushed 
the NV A, knocking him down and tak
ing his AK-47 before sending him to 

the big rice paddy in the sky. 
"After awhile, it all started to run 

together in my mind. I remember a ra
dio operator named Hoffman, who stood 
up to go help one of our guys who was 
crying for help. He only made a few 
steps before he was hit. At one point, 
we had a guy hit real bad who was 
screaming for help. But, the NV A were 
using him for bait. Anyone who went to 
help him was shot or shot at pronto." 

SF medic Bob Scully, "was hit real 
bad, there was gray matter lying 
around ... we had to get him to the 
dispensary ASAP." But the dispen
sary was on the south side of camp, 
the BOQs were on the northern side 
of camp, and the NV A controlled the 
TOC which lay in between. A medic 
named Henderson gave Scully an l.V. 
"I had to put my hand over his mouth 
to keep him quiet, because there were 
so many NVA," he recalls. Later, 
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Henderson carried Scully to the dis
pensary. 

"I'll tell you one thing, the SF med
ics were their usual outstanding selves. 
One medic got a DSC for driving 
around camp, picking up the wounded 
and getting them back to the dispen
sary under heavy constant fire," 
Watson said. 

This tragic story of the most Green 
Berets killed on a single day during 
the Vietnam War has remained 
shrouded in secrecy for 25 years until 
this exclusive SOF report. 

Seventeen U.S. Special Forces sol
diers were killed 23 August 1968 in 
the top secret Command and Control 
North (CCN) outpost in Da Nang when 
three North Vietnamese Army (NV A) 
sapper companies executed a well
planned night attack, featuring a dar
ing infiltration into the camp. 

Top Secret CCN 

The veil of secrecy has remained 
over this strike for two reasons: It oc
curred inside the top secret CCN com
pound, and there were embarrassing 
breaches in security, without which 
the attack would not have been so 
deadly. During a lengthy guerrilla war, 
even the best of troops and their com
manders can become lax, an error the 
NVA dramatically exploited at CCN. 

Only the outstanding heroics of in
dividual Green Berets and some of 
the indigenous troops assigned to the 
Recon Company prevented the casu
alties from exceeding 17. 

CCN was under the auspices of the 
Military Assistance Command Viet
nam - Studies and Observation 
Group (MACV-SOG), which oversaw 
classified missions run by multiple
service unconventional warfare troops 
throughout Southwest Asia, including 
Laos, Cambodia and North Vietnam. 

In Green Berets at War, former 
Special Forces Captain Shelby L. 
Stanton notes those special operations 
also extended into Burma and "Yunan, 
Kwangsi, Kwangtung and Hainan Dao 
Island in China." The majority of the 
personnel running the missions were 
Green Berets who were funnel ed 
through the 5th Special Forces Group 
in Nha Trang - the command head
quarters for all conventional Green 
Beret assignments such as A camps 
along the border, to the top-secret 
Phoenix project. As men arrived at 
CCN they signed formal agreements 
to not write or speak of these top se-

cret operations for 20 years. 
By August 1968, there were five For

ward Operation Bases (FOBs): FOB 1 
in Phu Bai, between Hue and Da Nang; 
FOB 2 in Kontum; FOB 4 in Da Nang; 
FOB 5 in Ban Me Thuot; and FOB 6 in 
Ho Ngoc Tao, north of Saigon. FOB 3 
in Khe Sahn was being shut down at 
that time and was no longer operational. 

In 1968 six-man or eight-man Spike 
Teams and Hatchet Forces (company
sized elements of 
Green Berets and 
indigenous merce
naries) were 
la unching fro m 
the FOBs or their 

respective launch 
sites on classified 
missions, missions 
that varied from 
area and point re
connaissance to 
POW snatches, 
wiretapping, instal
lation of trail sen-
sors, destruction of 

First light showed 
enemy dead amid 
plywood hooches, 
with snipers from 
Marble Mountain 
and NVA within 
camp continuing 
the fight. 

Heavily armed 
NVA infiltrated 
with small arms, 
grenades, 
satchel charges, 
and had 
ordnance 
already 
smuggled into 
camp and 
cached. 

NV A fuel lines and attempts to locate 
American POW camps. 

Arch Enemies 

By that year, the NV A knew well 
of MACV-SOG troops . In Laos alone, 
intelligence estimates were of 40,000 
NV A and Pathet Lao soldiers and at
tached personnel who worked on and 
guarded the Ho Chi Minh Trail com
plex. Part of their job was to attack 
the MACV-SOG teams. 
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As far back as 1966 - when mass 
media in the United States were still 
reporting it as a civil war - the NV A 
massed a battalion attack against the 
final Special Forces A camp in the A 
Shau Valley, thus clearing the most 
significant supply and troop infiltra
tion route into I Corp, in the northern 
sector of South Vietnam. Without that 
route, the NV A could not have 
launched the massive Tet Offensive 
in 1968. 

Because of the strategic importance 
of the A Shau Valley, MACV-SOG 
placed a premium on targets run in 
that AO. For Spike Teams assigned to 
those missions out of FOB 1, they 

Well-planned 
and rehearsed 
nighttime raid 
was daring, 
effective - but 
cost NVA heavily. 

were the most diffi
cult and risky of tar
gets: The NV A con
trolled the area, there 
was no friendly ar
tillery support, and 

the triple-canopy jungle covered 
steep, mountainous terrain which soared 
above 5,000 feet in rain forests often 
cloaked with clouds, thus curtailing or 
precluding the use of air power. 

The menace of the A Shau Valley 
targets was dramatized in May 1968, 
when an entire Spike Team disap
peared and another team was devas
tated by heavy NV A firepower while 
searching for the first team. 

Whenever the NV A tangled with a 
MACV-SOG team, they suffered 
heavy casualties. Thus, the NV A knew 
the MACV-SOG teams and the C&C 
teams knew and respected the abili
ties of the NV A. Clearly, the NV A 
wanted to hurt these elite teams -
and hitting them at home would be 
hitting them where it hurt. 

Unbeknownst to SF personnel at 
FOB 4, shortly after Tet in 1968, the 
NV A built a sand table of FOB 4 in 
the Marble Mountain caves to orga
nize the 23 August attack. Marble 
Mountain was on the south side of 
FOB 4. Highway 1 bordered the west
ern perimeter; an NV A POW camp 
was situated to the north of FOB 
4/CCN, while the China Sea lapped 
lazily onto the white sandy beaches 
on the compound's eastern front. 

The Enemy Next Door 

Marble Mountain was honey
combed with caves and trails. South 
along the China Sea, the beaches were 
flat. Abruptly , the two rugged peaks · 
of Marble Mountain j utted up, and 
cradled between them was a pagoda, 
complete with monks who protested 
whenever U.S. troops got too close to 
their holy temple - but apparently 
didn't seem to mind having NV A or 
Viet Cong cadre around. 

In support of the conclusion that 
the NV A had infiltrated agents inside 
the camp is the fact that the NV A 
launched this attack when the number 
of soldiers within FOB 4 had swelled 
well beyond normal: There was an 
enlisted promotion board held the pre
vious day; all of the FOB command
ers, executive officers and their re
spective S-3 and S-2 officers held their 
monthly meeting earlier in the day; 
that, in addition to the fact the popula
tion had grown when the CCN head
quarters was recently moved from 
downtown Da Nang to FOB 4, thus 
making it FOB 4/CCN. 

"By the time the NV A sappers hit 
the camp, there had to be at least twice, 
maybe three times as many Special 
Forces troops in camp as were nor
mally assigned there," recalls Watkins, 
who was in his second tour with 
MACV-SOG, at that time out of FOB 
1, and had appeared before the pro
motion earlier in the day . 

The spirit earlier that fateful day 
was "typical of any promotion board 
gathering," Watkins said. "There was 
a lot of drinking, a lot of partying and 
general hell-raising" by the Special 
Forces troops. With any promotion 

board, the drinking was usually heavy 
because many soldiers hadn ' t seen 
each other for extended periods of 
time, and at these gatherings, they 
tended to make up for the months apart 
during one day's heavy drinking. 

Inside Without A Shot 

As America's elite partied into the 
night, NV A sappers quietly prepared 
for their attack. One company dressed 
in white loincloths, with white 
headbands and a piece of white mate
rial attached to their AK-47s. Another 
wore green loincloths, with matching 
green headbands and pieces of mate
rial attached to their AKs. The last 
company wore red. 

The NV A troops began infiltrating 
through the thin wire in the southeast 
corner of the camp. For months, lo
cals who worked at FOB 4 returned 
home through 
the wire. On that 
night, the NV A 
marched right 
into camp, 

Rallying indig 
troops, SF and 
Spectre returned 
havoc on 
attacking NVA 
sappers. 

heavily armed and carrying satchel 
charges. 

Sometime after 0100 "all hell broke 
loose," said former Green Beret "Red" 
Podlaski. "At first, I thought we were 
taking incoming." What many 
thought were incoming rounds were 
satchel charges exploding through
out the compound. 

One company attacked the Ameri
can recon huts which sat in three north-

~-"'~~~4 
"By the time the NVA sappers hit the camp, there had to be at 
least twice, maybe three times as many Special Forces troops 

in camp as were normally assigned there ... " 
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south rows, on the eastern side of the 
camp. Another company of NV A hit 
the TOC, destroying it and damaging 
the comma center. Other sappers hit 
the officers ' quarters and transient bar
racks at the northwestern quadrant. 

Podlaski was a team leader in the 
recon company at FOB 4/CCN. The 
NYA sappers with satchel charges 
went up to the front door and threw 
charges into each plywood hut, which 
housed two to six Gis. 

A medic who was staying with 

Lightly clothed 
but heavily 
armed NVA 
sappers carried 
prodigious 
amounts of 
explosives, 
appeared to have 
been on drugs. 

Podlaski that night 
l a te r recounted : 
" We were lucky. 
The front door on 
our hootch had an 
extra-strong spring 
on it, so that the 

door was hard to open ... When the 
sappers came to our hootch, they 
pulled open the door and threw the 
satchel charge. But the spring was so 
strong, the door closed so quickly that 
the charges bounced off the door and 
blew up the front step." 

There was so much confusion and 
pandem~nium the medic and Podlaski 
didn ' t realize what had happened out
side. " Hell, when we ran outside we 
didn ' t realize the steps had been blown 
away so we fell ass over head ," 
Podlaski recalls. 

As Podlaski and the medic fell, an 
NV A sapper opened fire on full auto
matic, shooting high: "He fired where 
he thought we were going to be run
ning. If we hadn ' t 
fallen, he probably 
would have gotten 
us ... Running re
con in CCN we 
had plenty of close 
calls in the field," 
said Podlaski, who 
ran more than a 
dozen targets in 
Laos and Cambo
dia during his tour 
with MACV-SOG, 

Compact and 
lying between 
China Sea and 
Highway 1, top 
secret 
FOB 4/CNN was 
only as secure as 
its security 
procedures: 
Taking advantage 
of lax security, 
NVA dealt a 
deadly blow 
shortly after Tet 
Offensive in 1968. 
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"but I remember hitting the sand and 
disbelieving that the closest call of all 
for me was right there in camp, in 
CCN, when that sapper opened up on 
us. Unbelievable!" 

A South Vietnamese CCN recon 
team member killed the sapper, as the 
indigenous troops rallied from their 
quarters. 

Watkins was asleep in the BOQ 
along the northern quadrant of the 
camp because the transient billets were 
packed with people who had gone be
fore the promotion board earlier in 
the day. 

Like Podlaski, Watkins and sev
eral of the officers "were awakened 
by the explosions," Watkins said. " I 
thought we were taking incoming at 
first. Then, I realized we weren ' t tak
ing incoming and simultaneously, I 
regretted having given my Swedish K 
[to a friend] that night. 

"All I had was my o ld Colt .45, 
which was in my flight survival vest 
... the NY A had knocked the air con
ditioners out of the wall and pushed 
several satchel charges into the build
ing through the holes ... " 

Continued on page 79 
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by Galen Geer 

Late last May, Soldier Of Fortune 
sponsored its second annual big-game safari, held at 
Caskett's Ranch, our host Rocco Gioia 's 180,000-acre 
game reserve near Hoedspruit, South Africa. Once again 
we hunted a variety of animals, with a party consisting of 
Dennis Martin, Robert Gordon, Hugo Hartenstein, Florida
based outdoor writer Carolee Boyles-Sprenkel and SOF' s 
Editor/Publisher Robert K. Brown, along with the 
magazine's Special Projects Director Alex McColl and 
myself. 

This time, after trying regularly for more than 20 
years, Brown finally took a cape buffalo with a single 
shot, using a Winchester M-70 Custom Express .375 H&H 
Magnum. On numerous African safaris he has routinely 
been frustrated hunting cape.buffalo. This year Brown got 
another opportunity; after checking his rifle's zero at the 
ranch range, our group went out with Gioia and Lexon, 
our tracker. 

Sometimes a pe(Son spends so much time trying to 
achieve something that when things finally come together 
and the goal is realized, it seems too easy, as if something 
is missing. That's how this buffalo hunt went for Brown. 

After cutting the spoor of a small buffalo herd around 
1430 one afternoon, Lexon conferred with Gioia. The 
decision was made to let these buffalo continue to lay in 
the shade another half-hour before going into the bush 
after them. There was nothing to do but wait, so everyone 
found some comfortable rocks or grass and stretched out 
- except Lexon. He circled to make sure the herd didn't 
leave the atea, then returned around 15QO to begin 
the stalk. 

MGving int0 .the bush, Brown set his.stoewatch to see how 
long the stalk took. Following the increasingly fresh spoor, 
Lexon led the group, brought tip at qur rea by Gioia and 
Brown. It seemed like only 'a {ew minutes had passed 
when Lexqn pointed ahead and dropped back, letting Gioia 
take ovef for the f\nal stalk. These buffalo were still becl
ded down, with np idea they were being hunted. Gioia and 
iBrown worked fheir way toward the herd, drawing as 
close as they dared, then Gioia picked ,out a bull for Brown 
to shoot~ ' . 
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Is Truth The First Casualty 
· In War Books? 

In the exclusive world of 
special operations, the U.S . Navy 
SEALs are at the pinnacle. As their 
name implies, they are trained to per
form missions in all environments -
SEa, Air and Land - missions they 
have performed well since their 
program's inception in 1962. And of 
all the highly trained men that make 
up the SEALs, one has become almost 
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by Dale Andrade 

a household word: the "Rogue Warrior," 
Richard Marcinko. His book (Rogue 
Warrior, Pocket Books, New York, 
1992) is the first SEAL memoir to make 
The New York Times' best-seller list and, 
for better or worse, it has shaped the 
public's perception of SEALs. 

But how accurate is Marcinko's ac
count? Simply put, it's mostly fiction. 
Couched in endless profanity, shame-

Above: The Rogue Warrior on 1967 
SEAL publicity tour with scuba gear 
and M16A 1 mounting 40mm XM-148 
grenade launcher. Th is photo 
appeared with a Male magazine 
interview at the time touting Marcinko 
as "Shark Man of the Delta." 
Photo: New York Daily News 
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less self-promotion and petty dema
goguery, Marcinko's memoirs take 
aim at other SEALs who, for one rea
son or another, did not agree with all 
he said and did. But as the SEALs' 
self-appointed spokesman, Marcinko 
has an obligation to recount events as 
they really happened - he has not 
done so. 

Some of Marcinko's most egre
gious lies come from his days in Viet
nam. His vicious pen and total disre
gard for the facts wrongly malign the 
reputation of a fellow SEAL officer 
and desecrate the memory of an en-
1 is ted man killed while under 
Marcinko ' s command. Fortunately for 
posterity, both incidents can be accu
rately reconstructed from documents 
and from the memories of SEALs who 
were there. Marcinko has had his say; 
now it is time for others to speak. 

Coalfield Commando 

Richard Marcinko joined the Navy 
to escape the poverty of Pennsy 1-
vania 's coal country. When he enlisted 
in 1958, Underwater Demolition 
Teams (UDTs) were the closest thing 
to a special operations capability the 
Navy had. The UDTs ' history of he
roics went back to World War II, when 
small teams of frogmen - as they 
were affectionately known - led al
most every amphibious landing of the 
Pacific war, clearing away obstacles 
so landing craft filled with Marines 
could make it to the beaches. Marcinko 
liked what he saw in these unortho
dox warriors and envisioned a future 
for himself in a UDT. 

In 1961 Marcinko joined UDT-21 
in Little Creek, Virginia, but there was 
already something new on the hori
zon. John F. Kennedy's military policy 
of flexible response and the growing 
specter of war in Southeast Asia 
moved the Navy to form a new kind 
of special operations team - the 
SEALs . In 1965 Marcinko went 
through Officer Candidate School and 
was commissioned as an ensign. At 
about the same time, the two fledg
ling SEAL teams were expanding to 
meet the coming commitment in Viet
nam; Marcinko joined up. 

Vietnam was a crucible that shaped 
the SEALs. It was their baptism by fire, 
a christening that would justify the faith 
placed in them by President Kennedy 
when he mandated creation of special 
operations forces to counter the burgeon
ing tide of Third World revolution. 
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The first SEALs went to Vietnam 
in 1962 as part of the covert opera
tions program against North Vietnam. 
They advised South Vietnamese boat 
crews running raids along North 
Vietnam's coast and helped develop a 
training program for what would be
come the Provincial Reconnaissance 
Units (PR Us), indigenous paramilitary 
forces aimed at seeking out and de
stroying the Viet Cong's underground 
political infrastructure. 

Not until 1966 were SEALs sent as 
organic units to Vietnam. They went 
to the country ' s heavily populated 
southern region, the Mekong Delta, 
considered by military planners as an 
inappropriate place for large Ameri
can units with overwhelming fire
power. In February of that year a de-

SEAL on shoreline op cleaning out 
Viet Cong enclave along the languid, 
yet perilous Bassac River, September 
1967, some 70 miles southwest of 
Saigon. Photo: DoD 

tachment from SEAL Team One was 
sent to the Rung Sat Special Zone, a 
tangled swamp known as a haven for 
Viet Cong units. 

Elements of SEAL Team Two first 
arrived in-country on 31 January 1967. 
After orientation in Nha Be, south of 
Saigon, the SEALs moved to their 
new area of operations - the Bassac 
River and its tributaries, a major net
work of waterways running parallel to 
the great Mekong River. SEAL 
Team Two's deployment was part of an 
attempt to expand the U. S. military's 
counterinsurgency capability, while still 
keeping the level of combat low enough 

to avoid civilian casualties. For the next 
five years, the SEALs remained in the 
Mekong Delta, hon ing their 
counterguerrilla skills and generally 
making life difficult for the Viet Cong. 

While Vietnam was a test for the 
SEAL institution, it was also a test for 
each and every individual. Much is 
made of a warrior's first taste of com
bat. There is a mystical quality to that 
moment when the bullets fly and men 
die. When all the barroom bravado is 
over and a patrol sets out for the bush, 
each man must meet himself and 
gather the will to fight. Some will suc
ceed, others will fail, but in the end 
all combat is reduced to one man 
against himself. 

The SEALs confronted their devils 
- those personal and real - in the 

Mekong Delta's maze of waterways 
and swamps. From the air, the delta ' s 
tributaries sparkled like strands of jew
els on a verdant velvet carpet of rice 
paddies and forests. Seen from the 
ground, the delta was a quagmire laced 
with canals, rivers and bogs. The 
Mekong Delta was heaven for Viet 
Cong guerrillas, hell for Americans 
and their South Vietnamese allies -
a perfect killing ground for the SEALs. 

On 13 March 1967, Ensign 
Marcinko got his first taste of combat, 
though it was quite different from what 
he had expected. Far from being a 
flawless extension of his SEAL train
ing, Marcinko found that in combat 
he was subject to the same uncertainty, 
doubt and fallibility as was any other 
combat officer - whether elite SEAL 
or straight-leg infantryman. Missions 
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go wrong, communications fail, the 
enemy doesn't do what intelligence 
predicted he would; in short, the much
heralded fog of war usually rules the 
battlefield. Most men came to under
stand this, but Marcinko chose to re
member Vietnam in a different way, 
ignoring reality for the sake of his 
own ego. In the process he maligned 
some of his fellow SEALs, men who 
were fighting the same devils 
of doubt. 

Marcinko gave the briefing for that 
first mission. According to the plan, 
two squads would deploy to different 
areas along the Bassac River and set 
up ambush positions. Marcinko's unit, 
designated Squad Two Bravo, would 
insert on the southern tip of Tan Dinh 
Island at night, then set up an ambush 
and wait for contact. 

Tan Dinh Island, an 1 lkm-long spit 
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SEALs halting fishermen's sampan for search in Rung Sat Special Zone, a 
tangled region of Mekong Delta swamps and waterways known as a haven for the 
Viet Cong. Photo: DoD 

of mud and marsh set in the languid 
Bassac, was one of Charlie ' s favorite 
playgrounds. The rules of engagement 
maintained that the entire area was a 
free-fire zone after dark, meaning any
thing moving on the river was fair 
game. Mobile Support Team Two 
(MST-2), a detachment from Boat Sup
port Unit One (BSU-1), had been de
tailed to work with SEAL Team Two's 
2nd and 3rd platoons; for this mission it 
would support Marcinko's Squad Two 
Bravo. Overall command of the mis
sion went to Lieutenant Larry Bailey, 
commander of 3rd Platoon. 

Lieutenant Sam Braly, commander 
of MST-2, outlined the responsibili
ties of his boat support unit, which 
included backing Two Bravo and pro
viding for its extraction. Two armored 
boats would block the narrow river 
channel northeast of Tan Dinh Island 
and prevent any Viet Cong boats from 
escaping. An LCM (Landing Craft, 
Medium, also called a "Mike boat'') 
carried the supporting SEALs and was 
on the west side of the island. 

Bailey would man a SEAL Tacti
cal Assault Boat (STAB), a small fi
berglass craft powered by two 85-
horsepower Mercury outboard en
gines. Armed with two M60 7.62mm 

Marcinko's account is the first U.S. 
Navy SEAL memoir to make The New 
York Times ' best-seller list; for better 
or worse, Rogue Warrior has shaped 
the general public 's current perception 
of SEALs. 

machine guns on either side, the ST AB 
was a fast way to get a SEAL squad 
into action. The boat ' s primary mis
sion was to watch the river for signs 
of unfriendly craft; its secondary mis
sion was to support Marcinko 's team. 

At about 2100, Two Bravo went 
in. The six men climbed silently over 
the side of a second ST AB and swam 
across the narrow stretch of the dark
ened Bassac to Tan Dinh Island. Each 
SEAL knew his job instinctively; 
months of intense training had seen to 
this. Without a word from Marcinko, 
the patrol melted into the brush and 
took up positions some 50 yards from 
the island shore. Then they waited. 

For more than an hour nothing 
moved. Green and black paint cov
ered the SEALs' faces; every loose 
piece of equipment was taped down 
to avert noise. It was so quiet even the 
insects forgot they we re there. 
Marcinko had given word he would 
trigger the ambush only after a clear 
target came into view. Concerned that 
any noise might compromise his posi
tion, Marcinko turned off the radio, 
cutting off all communication with the 
support boats. Unknown to him at the 
time, this move would set off a con
troversy after the mission that would 
last a lifetime. 

Chief Petty Officer Robert 
Gallagher was the last man on the 
ambush line. A true warrior, Gallagher 
ended his three tours in Vietnam with 
a Navy Cross and two Silver Stars. 
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But on this mission Gallagher was a 
rookie like the rest of his team . He 
strained his eyes into the darkness, 
but there was little to see save the 
glistening river water. 

When the firing opened up , 
Gallagher was surprised. Not only had 
he seen nothing, there had been no 
sound, either. But true to his SEAL 
training, Gallagher raked his area of 
the ki ll zone with fire from his 
AR-15. Thirty seconds later the shoot
ing tapered off. The SEALs began 
talking excitedly; discipline and cau
tion went out the window. Two Bravo 
had killed its first communists. 

But Gallagher was not sure even 
about this. At least he was unclear 
about what they had shot at. What
ever it was hadn't shot back. As other 
SEALs whooped in victory like Indi
ans on the warpath, Gallagher spied a 
rickety sampan floating aimlessly into 
shallow water near the bank. 

"I walked out to the sampan. It was 
empty except for some cigarettes and 
a watch," Gallagher said. Where were 
the Viet Cong they had supposedly 
killed? Where were their weapons? 

Gallagher had only a second to pon
der these questions before more firing 
erupted from the bank. As Gallagher 
dove for cover, a grenade thrown by 
one of the SEALs exploded in a deadly 
geyser less than 10 yards away. Once 
again there was no enemy fire. As 
Gallagher dove back for shore he 
looked around and, he later recalled, 
"observed several members of the 
squad firing wildly." 

The SEALs' lack of fire discipline 
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put their entire squad in danger. 
Marcinko could not know if the sam
pan was merely the lead element of a 
much stronger enemy force. If it had 
been, Two Bravo would have been in 
deep trouble because, in the excite
ment, the SEALs had failed to main
tain a tight defensive position. But for
tunately the Viet Cong did not attack. 
According to after-action reports, the 

SEALs insert to clean out Viet Cong 
base via assault support patrol boat 
along canal system in Kien Hoa 
province 50 miles southwest of Saigon, 
January 1968. Here they destroyed 
some 45 bunkers, including a 
propaganda center and two tax 
collection stations, detaining 51 VC 
suspects for interrogation. Photo: DoD 

only hostile fire came from more than 
1,500 meters away on the riverbank 
southeast of Two Bravo, though it is 
likely that this fire came in response 
to sounds from the STAB and the Mike 
boat moving in the river just south of 
Marcinko. 

Gallagher and Marcinko tried to 
get the squad calmed down, but 
adrenaline kept them pumped up. 
Shadows became Viet Cong; the river 

seemed filled with ghostly sampans. 
According to Gallagher, "several 
members of the squad continued to 
fire out of control" at any sound or 
movement. It took several minutes to 
end the confusion and form the squad 
into a secure perimeter. 

Marcinko imagined the worst. In 
his book he claims they were about to 
be surrounded by a superior force of 
Viet Cong coming from the island's 
interior to his squad's rear. "We took 
fire for eight or 10 minutes - an eter
nity - while I called and called for 
the PBR [Patrol Boat, River] or Mike 
boat," Marcinko wrote. "We moved 
down the bank shouting for covering 
fire as we slithered, ducked and rolled 
our way through the brush, as VC 
bullets sliced the leaves just over our 
heads .. . " 

But no one else heard any firing 
nor saw any sign of the enemy. In 
fact, everyone on the river was won
dering why there was so much fire 
from the SEALs and none from the 
enemy. American assault rifles make 
a distinctly different sound than do 
Soviet-designed AK-47s used by the 
Viet Cong, noises all men in combat 
come to know very well. But no one 
recalls hearing the sharp crack of any 
AKs. Such a harrowing experience 
would certainly be remembered by 
other members of the squad, yet 
Gallagher recalled how he "did not 
detect any incoming fire ... " 

Another member of Marcinko ' s 
squad confirms Gallagher's account. 
According to Petty Officer Ron 
Rodger, there was no close-quarters 
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firefight. "I remember that there were 
a couple of tracer rounds that flew 
over our heads from some unknown 
source," he said, "but I don ' t believe 
that anyone ever fired at us. " 

From the river, Bailey was startled 
by the wild firing. His ST AB was 
headed up the waterway about a half
mile away, chasing an unidentified 
blip reported on the Mike boat's radar 
screen. It turned out to be a South 
Vietnamese navy patrol boat heading 
upstream. When Bailey broke contact, 
he was less than 500 yards directly 
west of Marcinko ' s position. Ironi
cally, he was closer to Two Bravo 's 
ambush position after chasing the 
South Vietnamese boat than he would 
have been had he remained near the 
Mike boat. Yet Marcinko later claimed 
that by "chasing shadows" up the river, 
Bailey had left Two Bravo isolated 
and in danger of annihilation . 

cided he had to act. Radioing Lt. Braly 
aboard the Mike boat, Bailey said he 
was going in. Extraction of SEALs in 
trouble always took precedence over 
other considerations, though Braly 
questioned Bailey 's decision to race 
to shore and support Marcinko. 

"I was concerned and apprehensive 
about Lieutenant Bailey's decision to 
approach the ambush site on foot with 
absolutely no information regarding 
conditions at that site," Braly said. But 
his Mike boat was also unable to con
tact Marcinko, so extraction was the 
logical next move. Braly's boat eased 
up the river to act as backup for Bailey, 
remaining about a half-mile be
hind to "avoid congestion in the extrac
tion area." 

Bailey's ST AB raced straight for 
Two Bravo's position. He didn't know 
for certain that the Viet Cong were 
not already there in force - even if 

SEAL armed with Stoner system watches for any movement in thick wooded area 
along a jungle stream, South Vietnam , 1968. Photo: DoD 

Although Marcinko claims to have 
radioed repeatedly for help (he makes 
no mention of having earlier turned 
off the radio), neither the Mike boat 
nor the STAB heard any such call. 
Bailey himself tried time after time to 
raise the squad on the radio, but each 
time there was no reply. Bailey's mind 
raced - was the squad in trouble? Was 
their radioman dead? If they ran into 
danger, Two Bravo was supposed to 
launch a flare to signal for extraction, 
but instead there was only total silence. 

After several minutes, Bailey de-
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they weren't, he stood a good chance 
of being shot by Marcinko's men, who 
were clearly already on edge. Bailey 
and another SEAL, William 
Bruhmuller, dashed onto the shore (a 
third man, Ron Fox, remained in the 
STAB) and almost immediately ran 
into members of Marcinko's squad. 

According to Bailey, these were not 
men running for their lives. "They had 
lost any semblance of patrol discipline 
or security procedures," he recalled. 
"They were rather loudly celebrating 
the drawing of their first blood. " 

Bruhmuller remembers it the same 
way. After he and Bailey came ashore, 
"we heard Two Bravo moving in our 
direction, laughing and cutting up," 
he said. None of Marcinko's squad 
talked about any firefight. "Usually 
after a hot ambush, the guys are 
pumped up and it's awhile before they 
settle down. This was not the case 
with Two Bravo. Therefore, I deter
mined it to be a ho-hum operation ." 

Three Kills? 

It was 2310 when the gleeful 
SEALs left Tan Dinh Island in the 
STAB and headed for the Mike boat. 
To lend credence to his claim that 
Bailey had left him alone, Marcinko 
claims it was a 15-minute ride back to 
the Mike boat. But the coordinates 
given by Braly place the Mike boat 
about lkm due south of Two Bravo 's 
ambush position - about a two
minute ride. 

Where were the dead Viet Cong? 
Two bodies were found; a third was 
listed as a "probable kill." But despite 
Marcinko's later claims that the dead 
men had been part of the Viet Cong 
political infrastructure, there was little 
doubt that these were just a few fish
ermen out after dark. Bailey certainly 
believed this version. "I was not 
greatly disturbed, since the area was a 
free-fire zone," he said. "This meant 
that after curfew hours anyone caught 
in the area could be shot. But 1 don ' t 
think these were hard-core Viet Cong." 

And this seemed to be what some 
in Marcinko's squad believed, even at 
the time. According to Bailey, when 
Two Bravo's radioman Jim Watson 
was asked about the victims, he re
plied that "The fishermen just were in 
the wrong place at the wrong time." 
Yet Marcinko was sure he had zapped 
some important communist couriers . 
Despite the fact that only cigarettes 
and a watch were found near the dead 
- no documents - the official spot 
report filed after the "firefight" re
corded three probable kills , 
"evaluate[ ed] as com mo-liaison per
sonnel along route known to be used 
nightly ." 

Whatever Marcinko really believed 
happened out on the river that night, 
the experience seemed to alter his 
sense of reality. His book recollects 
Bailey as remaining on the Mike boat 
during the ambush, not in the STAB 
that raced to his aid; he accuses Bailey 
of abandoning Two Bravo in favor of 
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Marcinko as a U.S. Navy attache in 
Cambodia, 1974, on Mekong River 
dock with MNK (Maritime Nationale 
Khmer) crew aboard PBR. MNK boats 
worked to flush out Khmer Rouge 
riverside ambush sites before 1975 
communist victory. Photo: U.S. Navy 

chasing shadows upriver. 
Despite Marcinko's impression that 

Bailey "left me hanging out there to 
dry," no one else who was there re
calls it this way. Braly clearly remem
bers Bailey beaching the ST AB in a 
frantic effort to help Marcinko. In fact, 
Braly had to use the Mike boat's radar 
to vector Bailey 's STAB to 
Marcinko's position in the darkness. 

"Today, in retrospect," Braly ob
served, "I think he [Bailey] must have 
been ei ther completely insane or pos
sessed by an absolutely irresistible 
death wish." 

But Marcinko maintains he was 
abandoned by Bailey. "I wanted to 
kill someone," he wrote of the first 
minutes after Two Bravo 's extraction 
from the island . "If Charlie ' d fielded 
a sizable contingent, Bravo Squad 
would be hamburger by now, thanks 
to Larry Bailey." His rage was fueled , 
he claims, by orders that the Mike 
boat was headed to aid a South Viet
namese garrison under attack in a small 
fort several kilometers upriver. 

Again, Marcinko's memory fails him. 
As the small flotilla pushed off follow
ing the ambush, Marcinko made no men
tion of any antipathy toward Bailey. In 
fac t, according to Braly and others, 
Marcinko was joking along with the 
other SEALs. The fort referred to was a 
tiny earthen outpost manned by local 
South Vietnamese militia; it was also 
on the SEALs' way home. 

The Mike boat 's appearance must 
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have come as quite a surprise to the 
Viet Cong. After launching flares to 
light the predawn sky, the SEALs 
made three or four firing runs in sup
port of the outpost, pouring 81mm 
mortar rounds, .50-caliber rounds , 
40mm grenades and small -arms fire 
into the clearing around the outpost. 
Marcinko and his squad took full part 
in the firing. As Braly later recalled , 
"I believe that they were completely 
out of ammunition when the action 
was over. " 

But according to Marcinko, his men 
wanted no part of the fight. He be
lieved Squad Two Bravo was now 
above the other SEALs who had not, 
as he saw it, been baptized by fire. 
"We 'd been transformed from war
riors into spectators, " observed 
Marcinko. He claims his squad got 
back in the ST AB while the Mike boat 
added its firepower to the besieged 
South Vietnamese defense. Marcinko 
describes gunning the boat 's engines 

Operating in Phoeni x program, SEAL 
returns captured Viet Cong suspect to 
Navy landing craft for interrogation, 
1967. Photo: DoD 

and racing downriver, twisting "easily 
through the waterspouts of enemy fire. " 
Actually, the Viet Cong never had a 
chance to fire back at the SEALs - nor 
did Marcinko leave during the fight. 

According to Bailey, Marcinko did 
not leave until the Mike boat was sev
eral kilometers past the South Viet
namese outpost, and even then it was 
with the full blessings of other SEAL 
officers. But in his book, Marcinko 

proudly proclaims how he assaulted a 
superior officer and then deserted the 
battlefield : " I grabbed two handfuls 
of Larry's [Bailey's] shirt and brought 
us nose to nose ... " he recalls, adding 
that he accused Bailey of cowardice 
- " I shoved him up against the cock
pit bulkhead .. . I felt like breaking the 
son of a bitch 's neck." 

Such an encounter, if it occurred, 
would certainly result in a court-mar
tial. But it didn ' t happen, as every 
SEAL who was on the Mike boat can 
confirm, including Bruhmuller, who 
went to the island with Bailey to pick 
up Marcinko 's squad. "I never encoun
tered an ensign slamming a lieutenant 
around. It ' s just not a good career 
move," he said. 

As commander of the Mike boat, 
Braly would have been aware of any 
fighting on deck. "To my knowledge, 
there was no confrontation between 
Ensign Marcinko and Lieutenant 
Bailey, certainly not in the vicinity of 
the pilot house," he recalled. "Had a 
confrontation .. . occurred elsewhere 
on the boat, my crew would certainly 
have informed me." 

Why invent the story about a con
frontation with Bailey? Marcinko 
claims Bailey was jealous of Two 
Bravo's martial prowess: "Now he was 
trying to get himself a kill , but he was 
doing it at the expense of my men, 
and I didn't like that one bit." 

Despite Marcinko 's belated objec
tions, the outpost was in dire need of 
help and the SEALs performed a valu
able service. The South Vietnamese 
were so grateful that two days later 
the sergeant in charge of the outpost 
looked Bailey up to give him a cap
tured Viet Cong flag in appreciation 
of the extra firepower. But most damn
ing to Marcinko 's version of events is 
the fact that the outpost was actually 
on the SEALs' way home. Marcinko 
claims to have headed downriver for 
home, but the SEAL base at Tre Noc, 
a small village just outside Can Tho, 
was upriver. 

The incident is vintage Marcinko. 
Throughout his career, it was not 
enough to simply construct an image 
of himself as a warrior; he also felt it 
necessary to tear down the reputations 
of other SEAL officers, as if by doing 
so he would somehow make himself 
seem greater still. For in Marcinko's 
eyes there could be only one true war
rior. Th is same philosophy was foisted 
onto his enlisted men . Marcinko ap-
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parently believed his war stories bol
stered the reputations of those men, 
along with his own, but the reality was 
he only brought them down to his level. 

Squad Two Bravo 's men are trans
formed by Marcinko 's fictions from a 
group of professional and highly dis
ciplined operators into a gang of ren
egades who willingly left their com
rades during an engagement, simply 
because their commander was angry 
at one of his fellow officers. This is 
hardly a compliment to Marcinko's 
men - fortunately, it isn't true. 

Backstabbing SEAL 

Just one day after the Bassac River 
incident, Marcinko spread rumors 
around the base club at Tre Noc that 
Bailey had deserted Two Bravo dur
ing a fight. Outraged by the accusa
tion, Bailey went to the SEAL detach
ment commander, Lt. Jake Rhinebolt, 
to ask for an investigation. 

After interviewing Marcinko's 
squad members and the Mike boat 
crew, Rhinebolt concluded "there was 
no lack of proper support" from either 
lieutenants Braly or Bailey, noting the 
accusations were "more likely a case 
of first-operation jitters on Ensign 
Marcinko's part." The bottom line, 
according to Rhinebolt, was that 
"Lieutenant Bailey acted properly in 
all he undertook that night." 

Perhaps Lt. Robert Gormly, another 
SEAL Team Two squad leader, best 
summed up this incident. Although he 
did not play a direct role in the events of 
13 March 1967, he was well-aware of 
Marcinko's backstabbing of Bailey. 
Gormly laughed at the entire episode, 
saying, "It was early in our deployment 
and none of us were combat-hardened 
- some were seeing VC behind every 
mangrove tree." But Marcinko could 
never be so circumspect. 

Upon leaving Vietnam after his first 
tour, Marcinko was convinced he was 
a warrior and leader of men. His squad 
had suffered no serious casualties -
a record he was rightly proud of -
and he had seen them transformed 
from a group of undisciplined hot
heads into an efficient team. But 
Marcinko also came back with a 
skewed notion of war and death. 

The unrestrained small-unit com
bat practiced by SEALs in the Mekong 
Delta put the final touches on 
Marcinko 's one undiluted professional 
characteristic: his knack for stepping 
on toes and ruffling feathers, usually 
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those of officers above him in the chain 
of command. Marcinko hid his temer
ity behind the mantle of "unit integ
rity," a concept he defined as "screw 
everybody but us. " 

In itself, unit integrity is a sound 

Spit-and-polish Rogue Warrior as SEAL 
Team Two commander. Marcinko made 
many enemies in the SpecOps 
community, but he did possess 
operational savvy. His book, 
unfortunately, often concentrates on 
phony heroics. Photo : U.S. Navy 

concept, one which keeps men in battle 
alive. But Marcinko took it further, 
creating a web of loyalty and patron
age that would make a mafioso proud. 
Marcinko claimed to do everything 
for his men, but in reality his career 
always came first. He wanted blind 
followers, men who were willing to 
subscribe to a world view with 
Marcinko at its center. And there were 
many who fell under his spell; he made 
them part of his gang. In the words of 
one SEAL who knew Marcinko in 
Vietnam, "He went to the top of Mount 
Olympus and looked down on his sub
jects. Anyone who would not climb 
the slopes to be with him was treated 
like a heretic." 

The bottom line was booze. It per
meated Marcinko's existence to the 
point where he made it an integral 
part of his life 's philosophy. "When, 
as an officer, my most important job 
is to build unit integrity," Marcinko 
eulogized, " there are few better places 
to build it than late at night, in a bar, 
when it's you and your five guys 
against the rest of the world." At least 
two aspects of this alcoholic ideology 

would shadow Marcinko throughout 
his career: incessant drunkenness and 
the notion that it was always he and 
his "guys" against everybody else. 

In December 1967, Marcinko -
now a lieutenant, junior grade - was 
back in Vietnam, this time as com
mander of SEAL Team Two's 8th Pla
toon. On the eve of the Tet Offensive, 
he and his SEALs were in Chau Doc 
province, right on the Cambodian bor
der at the southern tip of South Viet
nam . Although the Tet lunar New 
Year's holiday was traditionally hon
ored by both sides with a cease-fire, 
the Viet Cong could generally be re
lied upon to break the truce . In 1968 
they planned to violate the cease-fire 
in a big way, though at the time the 
U .S . military only suspected th at 
something was going to happen . 

Marcinko's platoon, along with a 
local PRU force, were involved in a 
joint operation executed along the 
Cambodian border. In the early hours 
of 31 January, they ran into groups of 
Viet Cong massing for an attack . At 
the time they could not know they 
were witnessing the Tet Offensive 's 
outbreak. Vastly outnumbered , the 
SEAL and PRU troops withdrew to 
Chau Doc City. Less than two hours 
later - a little after 0300 - the Viet 
Cong attacked, striking the provincial 
capital with 1,400 men. 

Although they were not trained in 
the deadly art of urban combat, the 
SEALs did what they could to bolster 
the local defense. Marcinko 's 8th Pla
toon and a handful of American PRU 
advisers scattered around the city, lend
ing their firepower wherever it was 
needed. In the city center, a small team 
of SEALs found the Viet Cong tactical 
headquarters, set up curiously in a movie 
theater; they tried to knock it out. 

Marcinko creates yet another 
mythological scene in his retelling of 
this battle . Once again he plays the 
warlord as savior and, once again, 
there are incompetent, higher-ranking 
fools standing in the way of his 
derring-do. But this time there is a 
new twist: Marcinko as martyr, for it 
was in Chau Doc that he lost one of 
his men. 

Petty Officer Clarence T. Risher 
was the only SEAL killed while under 
Marcinko's command, a fact which 
clearly hurt him deeply. But it should 
come as no surprise that Risher 's story 

Continued on page 71 
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The litany of lies, arrogance 
and incompetence demonstrated by the 
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Fire
arms (ATF) in its bloody raid at the 
Branch Davidian Church near Waco, 
Texas, was an anomaly, a unique de
viation. 

Or so the U.S. Department of the 
Treasury's follow-up report would 
have us believe. 

"Despite the flaws exposed by the 
events outside Waco ... ATF has a 
history of success," its final paragraph 
reads. "That fine tradition, together 
with the line agents' commitment to 
the truth and their courage and deter
mination, has enabled ATF to provide 
our country with a safer and more se
cure nation under law." 

But to those who track ATF's en
forcement operations, the facts tell 
another story. The Waco case is not 
the dead end of a temporarily aberrant 
diversion. It is only the most remark
ably tragic stop along a dark road. 
Waco is the result of a quarter-cen
tury of contempt for the U.S. Consti
tution and especially its Second 
Amendment, the logical extension of 
long-unchecked enforcement abuses 
and a fundamental belief by ATF that 
it is above the law. 

Though hardly comparing with 
what the ATF did in the Waco case, 
there are many examples that demon
strate an institutional pattern of be
havior by bureau agents. Alert 
Soldier Of Fortune readers have 
brought many of these to our atten
tion. This article is the first in a series 

ONE FLEW THROUGH 
' 

25 January 1993 - Police remove body of one shooting victim from car at 
intersection outside CIA's main gate in Mclean, Virginia, after Mir Aimal Kansi 
calmly walked from car to car firing AK-47. Inept ATF agent's dismissal of area 
gun dealer's positive ID of Kansi provided killer plenty of time to flee to Pakistan, 
then vanish. Photo: AP/Wide World 

BATF Gumshoes Let CIA Assassin Escape 
by James L. Pate 
of occasional stories that will share 
these examples in the hope that, one 
day, members of Congress will de
mand from ATF strict accountability 
for its actions - common decency 
and respect toward the citizens it 
should serve instead of subjugate. 

This case - a prime example of 
ATF's frequent investigative inepti
tude - occurred about a month be
fore the Waco raid. It is yet another 
instance in which investigators, instead 
of compiling information and evaluat
ing it logically, picked a suspect and 
then sent agents into the streets to find 
evidence to support their conclusions. 

Mir Aimal Kansi could have been 
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just another frustrated driver stuck 
in the morning rush-hour traffic of 
metropolitan Washington, D.C. But 
the long line of cars in which the Pa
kistani waited on Monday, 25 January 
1993, was poised to turn left into the 
main gate of the Central Intelligence 
Agency headquarters in McLean, Vir
ginia. And Kansi was not just another 
pissed-off motorist. 

Stepping from his car with an AK-
47 rifle, Kansi moved quickly, put
ting the rifle barrel right up to the 
window glass of each victim's stopped 
vehicle before squeezing the trigger. 
Moving methodically, Kansi shot five 
men, all but one of them CIA employ-

ees. One of the two fatalities was Frank 
A. Darling, 28, a CIA covert opera
tions officer. Darling' s wife Judy, also 
a CIA employee, was sitting next to 
him with a front-seat view of her 
husband 's murder. 

Rifle in hand, Kansi ran back to a 
brown Datsun hatchback, jumped in, 
wheeled around in traffic and sped 
away, disappearing into the rush-hour 
confusion. 

Speculation began immediately 
over whether the shooting was a bra
zen " hit," or if the crime scene' s loca
tion just outside the CIA complex was 
coincidental. ATF jumped into the case 
immediately, along with the FBI, the 
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CIA and several state and 
local agencies. No doubt 
wanting to impress the big 
boys, the A TF went in 

WANTED BY THE FBI 
city that was a launch
ing pad for CIA opera
tions into nearby Af-
ghanistan. 

thinking they had it all fig
ured out. 

According to several 
people familiar with this 
A TF investigation, the 
case supervisors quickly 
picked a suspect - the 
wrong one. A TF targeted 
Michael Murray, a 
Fairfax County, Vir
ginia, man who handed 
out meticulously typed, 
disjointed hellfire-and
brimstone religious dia
tribes. These occasional 
rantings - a copy of one 
was obtained by SOF -
were aimed at "U.S. in
telligence personnel." 

UNLAWFUL FLIGHT TO AVOID PROSECUTION 
CAPITAL MURDER 

Quetta is also the 
hometown of Mir 
Aimal Kansi, who be
longs to a politically 
prominent family. 
Kansi's uncle, Malik 
Gui Hasan Kansi, 
was an adviser to 
Pakistan's late Presi
dent Mohammed Zia 
ul-Haq. Zia and his fol
lowers were targeted by 
a terrorist group called 
al-Zulfiqar. (Zia was 
eventually assassinated, 
killed when a hidden 
bomb exploded on his 
plane in 1988.) 

MIR AIMAL KANSI 
DESCRIPTION In a scenario eerily 

Murray had been sus
pected of painting anti
CIA slogans on street 
pavement and bridge 
abutments, investigators 
told SOF. 

Date of Birth: February 10, 1964; Place of Birth: Pakistan; Height: 5'5"; Weight:154 lbs.; 
Build: medium; Hair: black, medium length; Eyes: black; Complexon: dark; Sex: male; 
Nationality: Pakistani; Remarks: Kansi was wearing a tan jacket and dark- colored pants 
(possibly blue jeans). Kansi was last seen driving a dull medium-brown 1970's or early 
1980's compact station wagon. Social Security Numbers Used: 225-65-2625, 
230-59-2345. 

prescient of the shoot
ing outside CIA head
quarters, Malik Kansi 
was killed in 1984 
when a gunman 

CAUTION walked up next to his 
A TF agents fanned 

out, checking the thou
sands of gun dealers in 
the region to find out if 
- where - their sus
pect had bought an AK-
47. The morning after 
the shootings, an A TF 
agent visited the gun 

KANSI IS BEING SOUGHT IN CONNECTION WITH THE SHOOTING OF FIVE 
INDIVIDUALS, UTILIZING AN AK-47 ASSAULT RIFLE. THE SHOOTING 
OCCURRED OUTSIDE CIA HEADQUARTERS, LANGLEY, VIRGINIA, AND 
RESULTED IN TWO DEAD AND THREE WOUNDED. KANSI HAS BEEN IN 
POSSESSION OF OTHER ASSAULT RIFLES AND SHOULD BE CONSIDERED 
ARMED AND EXTREMELY DANGEROUS. 

car and fired from ex
tremely close range. 
Pakistani officials said 
Malik Kansi was 
killed by a relative 
irate over a land deal. 

$1 million reward on Kansi 's head won 't likely be collected - he 
ducked the feds with relative ease. Poster: courtesy FBI 

But intelligence ana
lysts theorized it might 
be a hit by al-Zulfiqar 

store where the murder weapon had 
been purchased. An employee there 
who happened to see a composite 
sketch drawn from eyewitness ac
counts told the A TF agent that the 
man he was looking for was Mir Aimal 
Kansi. 

The store manager quickly located 
an ATFForm 4473 with Kansi ' s name 
on it. Kansi had picked up the AK-47 
only four days earlier. The ATF agent 
seemed disinterested, continuing to 
look through a pile of 4473s for a 
form with the name of the suspect 
ATF had already decided on. 

Interesting Coincidences 

CIA agent Frank Darling had not 
been assigned to headquarters very 
long before his murder, The Washing
ton Times reported. He and his wife, 
the former Judy Becker, had met while 
both were working for the CIA in Mi
ami; they married in October 1992. 
Frank Darling's cover assignment in 
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Florida was to gather intelligence on 
the Cuban government. But an intelli
gence source quoted by the Times im
plied Darling may have also been in
volved in a Miami-based CIA opera
tion allegedly funneling guns to Af
ghanistan through Pakistan. That op
eration, according to the Times, was 
exposed when a military-arms broker 
was sentenced to prison for selling $65 
million in weapons to Iraq's Saddam 
Hussein. His defense rested on a claim 
that he was working for the CIA, which 
he said set up an arms pipeline to aid 
the mujahideen in Afghanistan. The 
pipeline involved weapons shipped 
from the United States to Iraq, then 
forwarded to a mujahideen supply base 
in Quetta, a provincial capital about 
midway along Pakistan's border with 
Afghanistan. 

The CIA, of course, denied knowing 
anything about the gunrunner or his 
story. It was interesting that he men
tioned Quetta, though, a smaller-sized 

terrorists, proxy in a CIA plot. 
Mir Aimal Kansi entered the United 

States illegally (sound familiar?) in 
March 1991. In February 1992 heap
plied for political asylum and, in the 
meantime, was granted a one-year 
work permit. He got a job driving a 
cab in the metro-D.C. area and shared 
an apartment with Zahed Mir, another 
Pakistani. During the summer, Kansi 
landed a second job with Excel Cou
riers in Herndon, Virginia - the only 
courier service authorized to make de
liveries to CIA headquarters. (Kansi 
was not on the list of couriers ap
proved for such deliveries.) 

Excel's owner Christian Marchetti 
shares office space with his dad, Vic
tor Marchetti. Until his retirement in 
1969, Victor Marchetti was a CIA 
agent, an executive assistant to CIA 
Director Richard Helms. The elder 
Marchetti told The Washington Post 
he doubts Kansi has any link to the 
CIA, but noted " in the secret business 
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Next to portrait of her murdered husband, Judy Darling testifies before U.S. Senate 
Judiciary Committee last August during hearings on "assault weapons. " 
Photo: AP/Wide World 

of intelligence - which is a wilder
ness of mirrors, someone once said -
anything is possible." 

David Condon Inc., where Kansi 
bought the AK-47 used in the CIA 
shootings, is not just another gun shop. 
Located in Chanti lly , Virginia, its 
owner and namesake stands out in the 
retail firearms business. He is known 
throughout this country and abroad for 
fine firearms, including handguns and 
long guns, sporting and collectible 
pieces. The store does not generally 
stock military-type long guns. 

Condon and his business, as well as 
its resident master gunsmith David J. 
Fischer, are well-known to the 
Smithsonian Institution. Condon is con
sulted on firearms acquisitions and 
Fischer regularly works with the 
Smithsonian on the restoration, repair 
and maintenance of rare and antique guns. 

Waiting Period No Deterrent 

While clerks are paid an hourly 
wage plus a sales commission, Condon 
values business integrity over sales 
volume . The store has a standing 
policy unusual in the gun business: If, 
for any reason , a Condon sales clerk 
feels uncomfortable or suspicious 
about a potential customer, the clerk 
may refuse to make the sale. After the 
customer leaves, the clerk gets an im
mediate $10 bonus. 

One part-time clerk who confirmed 
that policy is City Sheriff Steve Bittle 
of Falls Church, Virginia, who assisted 
Kansi the first time Kansi ever came 
into Condon ' s store in early January 
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1993. Bittle, who has almost 30 years 
of law enforcement experience, said 
he so ld Kansi a Colt AR-15 rifle and a 
Makarov pistol. After Kansi filled out 
the state and federal forms and pro
duced a driver ' s license to prove his 
Virginia residency , Bittle telephoned 
the Virginia State Police for a crimi
nal records check, which checked out 
OK. But a 72-hour waiting period on 
the purchase of a handgun , enacted in 
Fairfax County about 25 years ago, 
made it necessary for Kansi to return 
to pick up the Makarov. 

Kansi returned for the Makarov on 
16 January , Bittle said , nine days be
fore the CIA shootings. Because his 
waiting-period card had been ap
proved, Kansi exercised his option to 
buy another handgun . He picked out a 
Beretta .25-caliber semiautomatic and 
paid cash. 

Several days later, when Bittle was 
not working at the gun store, Kansi 
called back to say he did not like the 
AR-15 and wanted to buy an AK-47 
instead. Store manager Britton 
Condon, the owner' s son, said he told 
Kansi they would arrange a trade . The 
store got the AK-47 from A&A Guns, 
a Fairfax dealer, then called Kansi back 
and told him it was ready for pickup. 

Foreboding Fieldstrip 

On 22 January, Kansi returned with 
the Colt, which he traded with addi
tional cash for the AK-47. Bittle 
wasn ' t working at the gun store that 
day, so Britton Condon helped Kansi . 
It turned out Kansi did not like the 

Colt because, after taking it apart for 
cleaning, he was unable to correctly 
reassemble the weapon. Condon asked 
Fischer to come out to the counter 
and make sure Kansi knew how to 
take the AK-47 apart and correctly 
put it back together. 

Kansi was "very well-mannered, 
very well-spoken," the gunsmith told 
SOF. "He was attentive, real quiet. I 
told him how to break it down and 
clean it. I spent about 20 or 30 min
utes with him, so I got a pretty good 
look at him." 

Four days later - the morning af
ter the CIA shootings - an A TF agent 
in brown loafers, blue jeans, sport coat 
and fanny-pack holster showed up. He 
flashed his badge, Britton Condon re
called, and asked to look through the 
store's Form 4473s to see who had 
bought any Kalashnikov-type rifles in 
the past year. 

The A TF agent, whose name nei
ther Condon nor Fischer can remem
ber, apparently had already made up 
his mind on whom the CIA shooting 
culprit was and "didn ' t ask me if any
one had bought AKs recently," Britton 
Condon said . "He led me to believe 

Falls Church , Virginia, City Sheriff 
Steve Bittle. Working as a part-time 
clerk in a suburban D.C.-area gun 
store, Bittle twice dealt with Mir Aimal 
Kansi , wanted for the brazen 
shooting of CIA agent Frank Darling 
and four others just outs ide Agency 
headquarters. Photo: James L. Pate 

he was looking for a guy named 
Murray . I did a computer search for 
Murray," which was negative. "He 
seemed sure it was Murray. " 

In the meantime Fischer returned 
from a dental appointment, asked why 
the A TF agent was there and then re
minded Condon that Kansi had picked 
up an AK-47 only days before. It was 
memorable, Condon said , because the 
store sells "very few" of that type of 
weapon. 

Condon pulled a Form 4473 with 
Kansi ' s name and address and showed 

Continued on page 7 4 
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Say " foreign legion" and most will think of 
French Foreign Legion, like this unit on Corsica, 
which has efficiently served foreign military 
interests of France from colonial times to today. 
Photo: Bill Brooks 

I'd like to have two armies: 
One for display with lovely guns, 

tanks, little soldiers, staffs, distin
guished and doddering generals, and 
dear little regimental officers who 
would be deeply concerned over their 
general's bowel movements or their 
colonel's piles, an Army that would 
be shown for a modest fee on every 
fairground in the country. 

The other would be the real one, 
composed entirely of young enthusi
asts in camouflaged uniforms, who 
would not be put on display but from 
whom impossible efforts would be 
demanded and to whom all sorts of 
tricks would be taught. That 's the 
Army in which I should like to fight. 

- Jean Larteguy, The Centurions 

I once served in a U.S. Army 
unit composed of hard-core warriors 
and led by centurions. It was the " real 
one" La rte guy wrote of. It was sort of a 
throwback to another age - the pre
World War II "Brown Shoe" army. 

My regiment, the 351st Infantry, 
was a crack unit of hand-picked 
"young enthusiasts ." To get into this 
elite unit, a trooper had to be a gung
ho hard charger with a spotless record, 
have an IQ of 100 or above - which 
was kind of rocket science stuff back 
then - have no sick call with the 
dreaded clap and no company pun
ishment (now UCMJ, Article 15). In 
short, all TRUST (Trieste U .S . 
Troops) troopers were lean and mean 
pros. This elite regiment was based in 
northern Italy between 1945 and 1954, 
and its only connection with the other 
U.S. Army was a boat that sailed into 
the port of Trieste from the States 
once a month, bringing mail, replace
ments and supplies. 

The problems affecting the other 
Army never botheied us and, for that 
matter, never contaminated the iron
disciplined TRUST, who could drill 
and drink as well as we could fight. 
We existed in a microcosm of times 
past where standards were old-horse
cavalry-unit exact and discipline was 
combat-readiness-razor-sharp . Yet 
morale was sky high. Almost every 
TRUST private first class could run a 
platoon in that other Army in the blink 
of an eye. From my reconnaissance 
squad, every member who stayed in 
the Army became at least a master 
sergeant or was commissioned . 

In many ways, our proud regiment 



existed in a time warp. It was an old 
soldier' s dream. The colonel, captains 
and sergeants were a law unto them
selves. Our skippers followed the 
tough little pre-Doolittle Board red 
book (UCMJ), which, back during 
World War II, had one hell of a bite. 
Discipline and order were never a 
problem. NCOs ran everything. In four 
years I seldom got into trouble, but if 
I did, the old Sarge would usually say, 
"You want to work for me or the cap
tain?" NCO punishment was swift, fair 
and firm : two weeks of making big 
rocks small with a 16-pound sledge, 
from after evening 
chow to taps. After 
that, all was forgot
ten . There was no 
paperwork, no bust, 
no record and no 
hard feelings when 
the punishment was 
worked off. 

super salesmen than warrior leaders 
and are quick to accept the changes 
coming down from the huggy-feely 
"the-mi 1 i tary-is-a-big-ha ppy-1 abora
tory-for-social-change" civilian lead
ers. Unfortunately, the motto of most 
of the top brass is "go along to get 
along at any price." For many, career 
and personal ambition go before the 
welfare of their men. 

Today, real warriors - those won
derful, rare animals - seldom reach 
the top NCO or officer ranks, except 
in special units: Marine Recon, Spe
cial Forces, SEALs, Rangers and the 

Storm when it refought World War II. 
The new face of war will be low-in
tensity conflicts: terrorist stuff, eth
nic, religious and tribal fights that our 
all-volunteer, down-sized armed forces 
- along with their wives, children 
and fat headquarters - won ' t be able 
to handle. Nor will our Congress or 
the American people, who want swift, 

. bloodless wars followed by confetti
sprinkled victory parades and instant 
Schwarzkopf-like heroes who mod
estly tell us, "It doesn't take a hero." 
There are more flagpoles than fight
ing holes in today ' s armed forces, and 

Clinton is doing 
his level best to 
hollow it out even 
more. Because of 
a shortage of 
funds , wrong
headed priorities 
and no real strat
egy, o u r arm ed 
forces will be con
fined to garrison 
and peacekeeping/ 
humani tari an/ re
lief operations. 

In 1950, it was 
my turn to take the 
boat home and join 
that other Army. I 
was blown away 
that we both wore 
the same uniform . 
The standards, the 
discipline, the fight
ing ability were like 
comparing a Roman 
chariot to an 
Abrams tank. In 

Former SOF staffer and French legionnaire Bill Brooks and friend guard bridge 
in Djibouti. French Foreign Legion was formed when French empire stretched 
from Africa to Asia, South America to South Pacific. Could present U.S. global 
interests be served by similar legion? Photo: courtesy Bill Brooks 

Missouri Con
gressman Ike 
Skelton estimates 
that by year' s end, 
the U.S . Arm y 
alone could have 
about half of its 

Italy, we were a lost warrior tribe in 
the middle of the Amazon, happily 
maintaining the martial standards of a 
time Jong past. 

Unfortunately, we cannot dial back 
the past. As a result, the future of the 
American profession of arms doesn ' t 
look real good. Congresspersons like 
Pat Schroeder - bleeding hearts for 
social opportunity and equality, such 
as homosexuals openly serving in our 
military, women being grunts and ev
ery recruit having a spouse - are not 
advocates of kill-or-be-killed combat 
readiness. This harebrained group of 
do-gooders and social engineers has 
lowered standards and made our mili
tary more like the post office than a 
24-hour a day, hard-charging life-and
death fighting organization. Com
pounding the social experiments 
brought on by the Schroeders and 
Clintons - who all have a record of 
" loathing" the military - are the new 
managerial-type top generals running 
the show today. They are more like 
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rare line unit whose top kick and/or 
CO is a centurion throwback willing 
to challenge a "civilianized" military 
establishment that has more depen
dents than trigger pullers. As a result, 
there are few hard-core units left. The 
U.S. military has gradually become a 
job, not a calling. It is no longer the 
selfless profession of arms that Gen
eral Douglas MacArthur spoke of at 
West Point in 1962 when he said, 
"Through all this welter of [social] 
change and development, your mis
sion remains fixed, determined, invio
lable - it is to win our wars. Every
thing else in your professional career 
is but corollary to this vital dedica
tion. All other public purposes, all 
other public projects, all other public 
needs, great or small, will find others 
for their accomplishment; but you are 
the ones who are trained to fight; yours 
is the profession of arms." 

The Army with "lovely guns, tanks 
.. . distinguished and doddering gener
als" made its last charge during Desert 

combat division 
tied up in peacekeeping roles in hot 
spots like the Golan Heights, Soma
lia, Haiti, Sinai and Macedonia. He 
says these missions cast "grave doubts 
on the ability of the U. S. military to 
accomplish the stated national mili
tary strategy." 

Soldiers To Defend Our State 
Of Denial 

Then there's all that blood - which 
few people in America have the stom
ach for - that will come our way in 
the nightmare facing the planet Earth 
during the post Cold War, new world 
disorder. Yes, the Cold War is over. 
But war ain ' t going away, it will just 
come in smaller, more nasty doses. 
Look at the Balkans, Haiti, Cambodia 
and Somalia, post-Cold War hot spots, 
where the U.N. peace force has proven 
to be a toothless, multi-layered and 
ineffective giant. 

With the end of the Cold War, the 
former Soviet enemy is eating itse lf 
up, republic by former republic . Amid 
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AMERICAN FREEDOM FORCE 

I enthusiastically endorse Dave Hackworth's "American Freedom . 
Force" concept. As usual, Hack has come forward with an imaginative 
idea that makes both military and economic sense. 

The French have been well-served by their Foreign Legion. The 
Gurkha units recruited by the British in Nepal have made an equally 
great contribution to the battle history of the British army. The recruit
ment methods of some "foreign legions" would not wash with the 
American people, but the principle is sound as long as it is used to 
recruit the cream - not the dregs - of foreign military personnel. 

Our own experience with Philippine Scouts, CIDG units in Vietnam, 
and KATUSAs (Korean Augmentation to the U.S. Army) should have 
demonstrated that the concept is both sensible and cost effective. 

Consider the KATUSA program, which was started in the Pusan 
Perimeter days of the Korean War and remains in place today. 
KATUSAs have constituted roughly 20% of the enlisted ranks of the 
U.S. units serving in South Korea. They are paid on the same scale as 
the Korean army (a fraction of the pay for U.S. counterparts) and 
remain with the U.S. units for their entire service - three years - as 
opposed to the one-year tour by U.S. soldiers. Thus, they lend continu
ity and relieve personnel turbulence associated with the one-year 
"hardship to'ur" served by U.S. soldiers. 

Hock's creative concept has been brought forward at a timely 
moment. Given the foct that we are now the only superpower, we must 
face the fact that situations will arise that make U.S. military interven
tion inevitable. Nevertheless, the sensitivity to U.S. casualties is not 
likely to lessen. Also, we should be seeking a force structure that is 
highly cost effective. Hock's idea fills the bill on both counts and 
therefore merits serious consideration. 

A final thought: only the best natural leaders have proven effective 
in the command of foreign troops. Hopefully somewhere in the ranks 
of today's Army there are some potential Hollingsworths, Hackworths, 
Moores, Halys and Beckwiths who could provide the inspiring leader
ship that such a bold concept requires. 

the debris and chaos of their collapse, 
many gang leaders, war lords and as
pirant dictators are grabbing power and 
turf, not only in the old "Evil Em
pire," but all over the world. America 
has been getting sucked into these 
quagmires one by one in our new 
Robocop/surviving world superpower/ 
Red Cross/Salvation Army role. So 
far, our win record has not been good, 
mainl y because we have sent the 
wrong teams and have been under con
trol of the United Nations. 

What is needed is a new team that 
can jump into these fights when 
America's national interest is involved 
and slug it out, take the occasional 
pounding and not draw the heat from 
a liberal press - most of whom, like 
the majority of the yuppy-filled Whi te 
House and Departments of State and 
Defense, have never worn a uni form 
except in some private finishing 
school. A reluctant Congress and reti
cent citizens will resist sending popu
lar regular personnel to fight in these 
unpopular wars. 
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- Lt. Gen. Hank Emerson 

The new military team I have in 
mind that would be designed to fight 
in the messy little wars could be called 
"The American Foreign Legion" or 
"American Freedom Force." Its mili
tary model would be the French For
eign Legion, a force I observed closely 
during Desert Storm and more recently 
in Somalia. They are the finest war
riors, pound for pound, and finest 
figh ting force I've seen since my days 
in Trieste. During the Legion's proud 
163-year history, it has served France 
well with a force of tough, nonpoli ti
cal, highly disciplined, inexpensive, 
professional light infantry fighters. 
Such warriors are ideally suited for 
the little fights wh ich are going to 
come down the track fast and furious 
in the years ahead. 

Been There, Done That 

We've used foreign volunteers be
fore, except instead of calling them 
the American Foreign Legion, they went 
under other names, such as the Ameri
can Regular Army Cadre Philippines 

external interests formed 
foreign legions. Spanish 
Foreign Legion, shown 
here during operations to solidify 
Spanish Moroccan position in mid-
1920s, was organized by gifted but 
wildly eccentric Millan Ast ray (inset) 
who recruited by emptying Spanish 
jails with offers inmates couldn 't 
refuse. No longer accepting 
foreigners or criminals, Spanish 
Foreign Legion still serves. Photo: 
Postal-Expres; inset: Spanish Ministry 
of Information 

Scouts or, during the Vietnam War, the 
5th Special Forces Group's Civilian Ir
regular Defense Group (CIDG) - a 
50,000 man, damn-capable force com
posed of ethnic and tribal minorities 
mostly from Vietnam's hinterlands, led 
by American elite Green Beret warriors. 
Both the Scouts and the CIDG were far 
more effective, less costly and less po
litically troublesome than a regular U.S. 
unit. Throughout the Vietnam War, de
spite dumb missions laid on them by 
conventionally warped brass, the CIDG 
was extraordinarily effective. 

In 1971, I had operational control 
of Company D, 5th Special Forces 
Group, when I ran the delta ' s 44th 
Special Tactical Zone's advisory com
mand. Each of the 13 Special Forces 
A teams controlled about 1,000 mainly 
ethnic Cambodian fighters . T hese bat
talions conducted highly effective op
erations along the Cambodian border 
and on occasion, when they were 
" lost," foraged into Cambodia and 
knocked the hell out of the North Viet
namese. They later conve rted from 
Special Forces to what were called 
"Border Rangers." As Special Forces 
and later Rangers, they were far more 
effective than the supposedly eli te 
South Vietnamese Rangers, marines 
and parachute units the zone frequently 
had operational control of - and they 
required far less logistical support. In 
sum, they were lean, mean, awesome 
soldiers who fought hard and had a 
lethal sting - and there were initially 
only 11 Americans per battalion. 
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The major advantage of forming 
an American Foreign Legion would 
be that the USA would have a dedi
cated light infantry force composed 
of foreign volunteers that could be rid
den hard in unpopular low intensity 
conflicts, and in peacekeeping and hu
man.itarian missions. Our regular 
forces could train for and focus on 
preparing to fight regional conflicts 
such as with North Korea, Iran and 
Iraq. Their military readiness would 
not be degraded by the "little wars" 
and our national security wouldn't be 
impaired. The press and American 
people wouldn't go nuts either, when 
the AFL took casualties, because the 
body bags wouldn't be filled with 

the longterm institutional memory that 
would come from knowing the ter
rain , the enemy and each other like 
one knows his own front teeth. Disci
pline would be Brown-Shoe-Army 
rigid and ramrod tough because in
spectors general, congressional inquir
ies and an inquiring press wouldn't be 
around to intimidate COs from de
manding that their warriors be exact
ingly trained and rigidly disciplined. 
Nor would these hard-core warriors, 
while on operations, drink cold Coke, 
watch movies and USO shows and 
have R&R trips on luxury liners or to 
foreign cities as our pampered regular 
forces did during Vietnam and Desert 
Shield. All such morale and comfort 

U.S. troops man roadblock in Panama during Operation Just Cause. Could small, 
forward-deployed legion units prove an effective deterrent to anticipated small
war scenarios of the '90s? Photo: DoD 

corn-fed boys from Iowa, but rather 
with volunteers from El Salvador, Po
land and Nepal. Our media and civil
ians would look upon their AFL casu
alties as the citizens of Rome looked 
at a gladiator going down: "Well, too 
bad, but that's the dude 's job." 

All Tooth And No Tail 

Warriors below the grade of first 
sergeant couldn't be married, so there 
wouldn ' t be morale problems or other 
such downer baggage brought on by 
low pay and long separations from 
home base. Units would deploy to an 
operational area and stay there until 
the mission was accomplished. Unit 
turbulence (which haunts our regular 
forces today, with an average turn
over of 30% to 40% in TO&E Army 
combat units) would be limited to only 
losses from casualties. Thus unit co
hesion - that critical teamwork which 
comes from working together -
would be greatly enhanced because of 
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goodies would be shut off until the 
. job was done, leaving few people bring

ing up the rear: ft would be a force of 
minimum tail and maximum tooth. 

There would be no bulky overhead 
as in the U.S. military. For example, 
during Vietnam and also Desert Storm, 
behind every frontline warrior there were 
at least 10 rear-echelon commandos 
drawing combat pay. In Vietnam, there 
were 560,000 people in the theater and 
only about 60,000 hunting and being 
hunted by Charlie. The ratio was even 
worse during Desert Storm. 

Since the AFL foreign volunteers 
would be paid less than half what serv
ing U.S. soldiers receive, Congress 
could field from three to four region
ally oriented AFL divisions for less 
than half the cost of a U.S. light divi
sion. Not only would America receive 
more bang for the buck, but we would 
have a better team on the field that 
could understand the culture and speak 
the language . In these types of opera-

tions, the latter two factors - know
ing the people and being able to talk 
to them - are more important than 
the number of cannons the AFL would 
deploy. 

The force I envision would not be 
an army like Oliver North's rag-tag 
Nicaraguan Contras, nor a cadre of 
released criminals - such as the early 
Spanish Foreign Legion - but a le
gitimate, highly disciplined outfit that 
would come directly under the chair
man of the joint chiefs of staff, who 
could further delegate AFL opcon with 
the U.S. Special Operations Com
mand, who run worldwide Special 
Forces, Rangers, SEAL and Air Com
mando operations. 

Transients and ticket punchers -
largely responsible for our loss in Viet
nam because no one stayed around 
long enough to learn the nature of the 
war, and who exist in even bigger 
numbers, from second lieutenant to 
four-star general, in today ' s armed 
forces - would be banned. Except 
for positions opened by casualties, all 
officer positions would require a four
year minimum tour. 

Platoon, company, battalion and regi
mental COs would be frozen in their 
jobs for a three-year period, after a one
year initial tour as a trainer in each 
division 's training depot. The officer arid 
initially the NCO cadre would come 
from the USMC and Army (preferably 
USMC Force Reconnaissance, Special 
Forces and Ranger units) and be sec
onded to the AFL for a minimum of six 
years. Within 10 years, the AFL would 
be producing their own NCOs from 
within, and after this, only officer re
placements would come from U.S. units. 

Promotion By Those Who 
Know 

Promotion for NCOs and officers 
would be made by the division CG 
based on TO&E vacancy. There would 
be no distant Pentagon boards to de
cide who would make 03 or E6 or 
who would command a batta lion or 
regiment. Enlisted soldiers would 
come from the area of the unit' s pri
mary interest (the Americas for West
ern Hemisphere units, Asia for Pa
cific units and Europe for the Atlantic 
units). Recruits would be strong, bright 
and motivated . Criminals need not 
apply, but no petty questions would 
be asked about backgrounds. The re
quirement should be that the volun
teer be made of warrior material. 
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When American citizens/ interests were threatened in Grenada, Operation Urgent 
Fury assembled force from all branches and many units, including these 82nd 
Airborne troopers. An American Foreign Legion could readily handle such tasks. 
Photo: SOF staff 

V alues and morals would be 
pounded into them and shaped by their 
NCOs, much as mine were as a 15-
year-old lad in Italy . Again, the French 
Foreign Legion recruit depot and train
ing system should serve as a model. 

The second divis ion to be formed 
should be built gradually along simi
lar lines as the Americas d ivision , and 
initially be based in the Middle East, 
ideally in Kuwait (perhaps with total 
Kuwaiti funding). This force would 
be a heavier unit , trained in mid-level 
conflict and equipped with "fire and 
forget" anti-tank missiles (Milan and 
Gallant) mounted in light armored and 
four-wheel -drive vehicles. It would be 
composed of volunteers fro m the 
former Warsaw Pact, and its focus, at 
least for the next decade, should be on 
Iran and Iraq. This force would be 
reinforced quickly by regular units 
when the crap hits the fan . The Pa
cific Force would be based ideally on 
Guam, where there are great training 
areas and a good airfield, and would 
train for low intensity conflicts in the 

W ith present down-sizing, there are 
more than enough great, highly moti
vated NCOs and officers who have 
gotten pink slips from our Army and 
Marine Corps. They have the right 
stuff to cadre the AFL. Age restric
tions and petty past troubles would 
not apply. Physical and mental com
petence and experience would be the 
criteri a. I ' ve know too many 50-year
old studs with years of great war-fight
ing experience, who could walk, climb 
and fight younger men into the ground: 

Gls arrive in Gulf to participate in eviction of Iraqi forces from Kuwa it. Large-scale 
operations may require bulk of U.S. assets and attention - but an American 
Foreign Legion could serve to quell small problems in small (and unpopular) 
conflicts. Photo: DoD 

The cadre should be made up of such 
centurions . 

The mission or objective of the 
AFL would be to provide, at a low 
cost with minimum political compli
cations, a fighting force of hard-hit
ting warriors to handle low intensity 
con fl ict/peacekeep i ng/h um an i tari an/ 
anti-drug operations. Because of na
tional security considerations, which 
include anti-drug operations, the first 
unit to be organized would be the 
Americas force . It should be built on 
the crawl-to-walk-to-run principle. 
First a battalion, then a regiment and 
then three infantry regiments with di
vision headquarters and a light logis
tical tail. 

The Americas force could be based 
in Puerto Rico and composed prima
rily of Spanish-speaking soldiers and 
cadre. English would be the command 
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language as French is in the legion . 
Enlistment would be for six years, af
ter which the AFL soldier could, if 
service was exemplary and he was pro
ficient in English , be eligible for U.S . 
citizenship . As an incentive at this 
time, the AFL warrior could transfer 
to the U.S. regular Army or USMC. 
After one tour, NCOs and officers 
would be allowed to transfer back to 
the regular forces or extend in the 
AFL. As a carrot, for every six years 
with AFL, the cadre would receive 
eight year's retirement credit. Artil
lery , medical, engineering, logistical 
and helicopter support would be pro
vided both at base camp and during 
operations by guard and reserve units 
on tours of extended active duty . Tac 
air an.ct airlift would be provided as 
needed . FACs (forward air control
lers) and ALOs (air liaison officers) 
would come from the supporting 
USAF/USMC units . 

Pacific Rim region . Its volunteers 
would come from all over Asia. 

Each regionally o riented force 
would serve as a multipurpose strike 
force: LIC, peacekeeping and humani
tarian missions. These forces would 
never serve as a unit in the United 
States. However, its cadre and in
house promoted NCOs should attend 
U .S. service schools, as well as the 
best of foreign schools (Israelis for 
armor/Australians for jungle warfare, 
et cetera). 

And Train Like They'll Fight 

Training would be hands-on in the 
field with maximum live-fire exer
cises. Battle drill would be just that. 
They would not follow the Army ex
ample of computer games or every
one lining up behind sandbags and 
firing at targets with more controllers 

Continued on page 83 
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In 1983 Jeff Cooper defined the "gen-
eral purpose rifle" as " ... a conveniently portable, individu
ally operated firearm, capable of striking a single decisive 
blow, on a live target of up to 200 kilos in weight, at any 
distance at which the operator can shoot with the precision 
necessary to place a shot in a vital area of the target." 

The envelope was prescribed by Cooper with a maxi
mum length of one meter (39.37 inches) and a total weight, 
empty, no greater than three kilograms (approximately 6.6 
pounds). 

The rifle resulting from these parameters was to be 
convenient, powerful (whatever that means), accurate, rug
ged, versatile and aesthetically pleasing. This concept has 
come to be known as the "Scout Rifle," and in little more 
than a decade Gunsite Training Center Inc. (Dept. SOF, 
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P.O. Box 700, Paulden, AZ 86334; phone: 602-636-4565, 
fax: 602-636-1236) has succeeded in meeting, and in some 
instances exceeding, all of the original design cri teri a. 

There have been numerous short, lightweight military 
bolt-action rifles chambered for full-size cartridges. The 
British No. 5 Mkl "Jungle Carbine" is an example. There 
were an almost infinite number of carbines based on the 
'98 Mauser action and even earlier Mauser designs. Ex
amples include the Spanish and Argentine M91 Carbine, 
Belgian M89 Lightened Carbine, Spanish M95 Carbine, 
Swedish M94/14 Carbine, Argentine Model 1909 Cavalry 
Carbine, FN Dutch Police Carbine, Iranian Models 98/29 
and 49 Short Rifles, German Model 33/40 and so on . Most 
of them exhibited an unacceptable fl ash signature and in
creased recoil. 

None of these military carbines were fitted with optical 
sights. This brings us to another important and unusual 
attribute of the Gunsite Scout Rifle. It is equipped with a 
barrel-mounted scope with an eye relief of about nine inches. 

During World War II Germany fielded some K98k rifles 
with the long-eye-relief ZF41 l.5X scope, which mounted 
on a side rail machined into the rear sight base of specially 
prepared rifles. It was not popular with the troops and 
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many were simply discarded on the battlefield. 
Nevertheless, Cooper argued the case for a low-pow

ered, long-eye-relief scope with great conviction. He was 
convinced that it permitted the shooter to see both the 
entire area in front of him as well as the cross hairs printed 
on the target - as long as the scope's magnification re
mained under "three" power to prevent a great disparity 
between the view perceived by each of the two eyes. 

He also argued that it permitted low mounting. This is 
important since a peep-aperture "ghost ring" rear emer
gency sight is another key ingredient in the scout rifle 
concept. Keeping the scope's line of sight as close as pos-
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World's Finest 
Custom-Made 
Medium-Game 

Rifle 

Text & Photos 
by Peter G. Kokalis 

sible to that of the iron sights is im
portant because it permits the 
buttstock's comb to provide a proper 
cheek-weld with either sight. 

This location for the scope also 
permits stripper clip loading, if de
sired, and more important, facilitates 
single-loading while the eyes remain 
on the muzzle and target, with 
the firearm in the outdoor ready 
position. 

Other salient features of the scout 
rifle concept include a three-point 
sling such as the CW or Ching (an 

improved version of the CW), a short and thin-walled bar
rel, a synthetic stock and sometimes an integral retractable 
bipod and butt magazine. 

To date, all scout rifles have been built on turn-bolt, 
short actions, and most have been chambered for the .308 
Winchester cartridge. Some "pseudo" scouts have been 
chambered for the .30-06 round using standard-length ac
tions like the pre-64 Winchester Model 70. Other cartridges 
presumably compatible with the scout rifle concept include 
the 7mm- ' 08, .350 Remington Magnum, .35 Whelan and 
the 6.5mm Remington Magnum. 

The first IO Gunsite Scout Rifles were built within a six
year period, with all work done at Gunsite. Scout 
I was built on the now obsolete, but highly 
sought after, Remington Model 600 action. Scout 
II was built on a Sako action. Scout III was 
fabricated using a Ruger 77 Ultraligh t rifle with 
the quarter rib from a Ruger No. 1 single-shot. 
Scouts IV through VIII employed Czech Brno 
ZKK short actions and were all too heavy. Scout 
X was built with a Winchester Model 70 short 
action of current manufacture. 

Finnish Action 

In August of 1993 I enrolled as a student in 
Gunsite No. 270, the General Rifle Course (see 
"Gunsite Gauntlet" SOF Jan. '94). I purchased, 
for this purpose, a Gunsite Scout Rifle as cur
rently produced at the Gunsite custom shop lo
cated on the ranch. 

At this time Gunsite Scout Rifles incorpo
rate the superb Sako L-579 medium-length ac
tion , which will accommodate the .243 Win
chester, 7mm- '08, .308 Winchester and .358 
Winchester cartridges. It is manufactured by 
Oy Sako AB, Riihimaki , Finland. 

Introduced in 1960, the compact and light
weight L-579 has no peer and is synonymous with the 
highest possible quality. It derived from the L-46 action 
which was first imported to the United States in 1949. The 
L-46 action, which has been described as a miniature ' 98 
Mauser, has a number of distinguishing features. 

Machined with high precision, the one-piece bolt has 
dual-opposed locking lugs at the front end. These lugs butt 
against shoulders inside the receiver ring. T he bottom lug 
is solid , and the top lug is slotted to permit passage of the 
ejector. The recessed bolt face encloses the entire rim of 
the cartridge case except for a slot cut into the recess to 
accept the extractor claw. 

The bolt handle is integral with the bolt body with its base, 
forming a collar around the rear end of the bolt. This collar 
provides a wide surface for the cocking cam notch , forms a 
cam to match the rear slope of the bridge and supply power for 
primary extraction, and seals off the left locking lug raceway. 

A guide-rib, as wide and thick as the bottom locking lug, is 
held to the bolt body by a spring-steel collar. It prevents the 
bottom locking lug from hanging up on the receiver when the 
bolt is operated and inhibits the bolt from binding during 
manipulation if excessive pressure is applied to the bolt handle. 
When the bolt is rotated into battery, this rib also seals the 
bottom Jug's raceway opening. 

There are two gas-escape vent holes. One is on the left 
side of the receiver ring where the head of the bolt meets 
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The lightweight and compact Gunsite Scout Rifle especially 
shines in offhand snap shooting. 

the end of the barrel. The other is located on the bolt body 
in front of the firing pin ' s shoulder. 

The spring-loaded firing pin is flattened at the rear end 
to match a hole in the bolt sleeve. This prevents the striker 
from rotating. The cocking piece is attached to the rear end 
of the striker on a single interrupted lug. The system cocks 
upon opening the bolt. 

The spring-loaded, one-piece ejector/bolt stop is retained 
by and pivots on a pin in the bolt stop housing (attached to 
the left side of the receiver at its rear end). Depressing a 
serrated button on the bolt stop, which projects outside the 
housing, permits the bolt to be withdrawn from the receiver. 

Cock the Trigger 

The L-579 action is fitted with the Sako No.4 trigger 
mechanism with a built-in sliding side-tang safety and is 
noted for the crisp release of its serrated steel trigger. The 
safety cannot be engaged unless the trigger mechanism is 
cocked. Slide the serrated button to the rear of the bolt 
handle to lock both the sear and striker. When the safety is 

Burris 2.75X fixed power, long-eye-relief 
scope with standard duplex reticle 
pattern is attached to the Gunsite 
Scout Rifle by integral barrel scope 
mounts and Warne in-line rings. 

engaged, the bolt 
cannot be lifted. 
Push it forward to 
fire the rifle. Un
less otherwise 
specified, Gunsite 
Scout Rifle trigger 
pull weights a re 
adjusted to 2.5 
pounds. 

The trigger 
guard and hinged 
magazine floor
plate are steel in
vestment castings. 
The non-de tach-

able, staggered-column four-round magazine is a thin sheet
metal stamping. This is reinforced at the Gunsite custom 
shop on both the front and rear ends with one-eighth-inch 
steel stock. 

Gunsite Scout Rifles have an emergency rear s ight, sil
ver-soldered and screwed to the receiver bridge. It consists 
of a fully machined "ghost ring" peep aperture that is ad
justable for both windage and elevation zero. T he low
profile, snag-free, serrated front sight blade is silver-sol
dered to the front scope mount. It remains protected and 
hidden by the scope itself. The sight radius is 12 inches. A 
large-aperture ghost ring provides a shadow-like effect 
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around the front sight blade, with extremely fast sight align
ment at close ranges, without compromising the require
ment for precision sighting at longer ranges. 

The barrel on my personal caliber .308 Winchester 
Gunsite Scout Rifle is made of chrome-moly steel and cut
rifled with six grooves and a right-hand twist of one turn in 
12 inches, which is s tandard for this cartridge. It started out 
with a length of 20 inches. Attempting to zero th is rifle 
before the Gunsite No. 270 General Rifle Course resulted 
in a great deal of frustration because the group dispersion 
continued to increase with every group fired, no matter 
who was behind the wheel. 

Richard Jee, CEO and president of Gunsite Training 
Center Inc., suggested we cut back on the barrel length. 

An assemblage of early Scout Rifles, including (top to 
bottom): Scout VI, built on a Czech ZKK 601 short action in 
.308 Winchester; Scout X, built with a Winchester Model 70 
short action of current manufacture and chambered for the 
.308 Winchester round; and Super Scout I with a Remington 
660 action chambered for the .350 Remington Magnum 
cartridge. · 

This was done immediately and after recrowning, the rifle 
started shooting consistent 0.5 MOA groups with Federal 
308M ammunition (which uses the superb Sierra Matchking 
168-grain BTHP bullet). Few custom sniper or match rifles 
will shoot this well, and almost all have significantly longer 
tubes. Apparently, changing the barrel length altered the 
barrel's harmonics in a positive manner. This also reduced 
the rifle's overall length to 38.25 inches, well under the 
magic one-meter maximum. No, this rifle is not for sale. 

The scope mounts on all Gunsite Scout Rifles are now 
machined from stock at the Gunsite custom shop and are 
an integral part of the barrel. This provides the maxi
mum possible 
r igidity for the 
optical sight and 
insures that zero 
will be maintained 
und e r the most 
adverse field con
ditions. 

A Burris 2. 75X 
fixed power scope 
is mounted on 
Qunsite Scout 
Rifles, principally 
because, at this 
time, no other op
tical sight is avail
able with the nine 

Gunsite custom-shop gunsmith file· 
finishing the integral barrel scope 
mounts on the barreled action of a 
soon-to-be Scout. Photo: courtesy 
Chris Mayer 
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GUNSITE SCOUT RIFLE SPECIFICATIONS 

Caliber: .......... . 308 Winchester (7 .62x51 mm NATO). 
Operation: ..... Bolt-action . Modified Finnish Sako L-579 action with 

sliding side-tang safety. Cocks upon opening the bolt. 
Weight, empty 
with scope 
and sling: ....... 7 pounds. 
Length, 
overall: .......... 38.25 inches. 
Barrel: ............ Chrome-moly steel with a cut-rifled six-groove bore and 

right-hand twist of one turn in 12 inches. 
Barrel length:. 20 inches or less. 
Feed 
mechanism: ... Non-detachable, staggered-column, four-round magazine 

with hinged floorplate. 

Emergency rear sight consists of a 
fully machined "ghost ring" peep 
aperture that is adjustable for both 
windage and elevation zero. 

its shoulder and wide
Sights: ............ Burris 2. 7 5X fixed power long-eye-relief 

scope with duplex reticle pattern . 
Interfaced to integral barrel mounts with 
Warne in-line, dovetailed low rings . 
Emergency iron sights: "ghost ring" peep 
aperture rear sight adjustable for both 
windage and elevation zero; low-profile, 
snag-free, serrated front sight blade is 
silver-soldered to the front scope mount. 

Stock: ...•......... Brown Precision Fiberglas stock. Action 
fully bedded, top and bottom, with epoxy 
and reinforced by granular steel. Barrel is 
bedded up to its shoulder and wide
channel free-floated for the remainder of 
the stock's length. Black or gray industrial 
epoxy paint finish. Optional woodland or 
grassland/desert camou-flage patterns 
available. Pachmayr Decel-erator buttpad 
is optional. 

Finish: ............ Block oxide on all exterior metal surfaces. 
Price: .............. $1, 99 5, complete with Burris scope and 

Galco Ching sling. Unconditional lifetime 
warranty. 

Manufacturer: Gunsite Training Center Inc., Dept. SOF, 
P.O. Box 700, Paulden, AZ 86334; phone: 
602-636-4565, fox: 602-636-1236. 

T&E 
summary: ......• Finest medium-game rifle available. 

Glass-smooth action. Superb accuracy out 
to 400 yards. Long-eye-relief scope 
provides both fast target acquisition and 
visual command of the tactical frontal 
area. Lightweight and compact. Highly 
recommended. 

to 10 inches of eye relief required. Long-eye-relief pistol 
scopes have too much magnification and eye relief of 14 
inches and more. 

The Burris Scout scope has a standard duplex reticle 
pattern (thin cross hairs in the center stepped to thick bars 
on the four corners). This will more than do for most 
applications. In fact, if the rifle is zeroed for 200 yards, 
when engaging targets at 400 yards the shooter neeJs only 
to place the top of the wide bottom vertical bar on the 
target. The scope comes equipped with lens caps; however, 
I prefer the excellent Butler Creek type. Warne in-line, 
dovetailed low rings are used to interface the Burris scope 
with the integral barrel mounts. 

All of this is fitted into a Brown Precision Fiberglas 
stock, which features foam filling in the butt end only. The 
action is fully bedded, top and bottom, with epoxy and 
reinforced with granular steel. The barrel is bedded up to 
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channel free-floated for 
the remainder of the 
stock's length. Standard 
finishes - using an in
dustrial epoxy paint -
for the Gunsite Scout 
Rifle stock are either gray 
or black. Optional fin
ishes at additional cost 
include woodland cam
ouflage or grassland / 
desert camouflage. All 
have a rough , pebble
grain texture that pro
vides a firm, non-slip 
surface. 

An important option 
that I requested was 
the excellent one-inch 
Pachmayr Decelerator pad, 
which was rounded to pro
vide a snag-free shoulder 
mount. It makes a notice
able difference in per
ceived recoil, especially 
when fired 500 to 600 
rounds over the course of 
a week, as we did in the 
Gunsite No. 270. With this 
pad installed, the length of 
pull was the 13.5 inches 
that I had specified. 

The three (required for 
Gunsite Scout Rifle, 
complete with Burris 2.75X 
scope and Ching sling. 

either a CW or Ching 
sling) Pachmayr quick-detachable sling swivels are flush 
mounted. The Ching sling, designed by Eric Ching, an 
instructor at Gunsite, is a decided improvement over the 
CW sling since it does not require the rear end of the sling 
to be unhooked from the rear swivel and reattached to the 
middle swivel when changing from a carrying to shooting 
mode. It is available in either nylon or leather and is manu
factured by both Galco (Dept. SOF, 2019 W . Quail Ave. , 
Phoenix, AZ 85027; phone: 602-258-8295, fax: 602-
582-6854) and Bruce Nelson Combat Leather (Dept. SOF, 
P.O. Box 8691 CRB, Tucson , AZ 85738; phone: 602-
825-9047) . 

Continued on page 69 
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As far as Third Mate Burton Coombes 
was concerned, 12 May 1975 looked like another unevent
ful day on the container ship SS Mayaguez. He stood the 
1200-1600 watch that Monday as the ship neared Poulo 
Wai Island, some 60 miles southwest of the Cambodian 
port of Kompong Som. 

The World War II-era merchant vessel was traversing 
the Gulf of Thailand, four days out of Hong Kong with a 
load of varied commercial cargo en route to Sattahip, Thai
land. At 1418 Coombes stepped out on the bridge's star
board wing. It was time to take another bearing. 

"I spotted a flash of light coming around the island," 
Coombes said. " It was moving too fast for a fishing boat, 
so I grabbed my binoculars - I could tell it was a gunboat. 
She had a large red flag on her wheelhouse and was head
ing straight for us. I picked up the phone and called the 
captain." 

Captain Charles Miller detested paperwork and particu
larly hated being disturbed while doing it. But the 62-year
old skipper knew his third mate wouldn't call unless it was 
important, so he answered the cabin phone immediately. 
"There ' s a gunboat closing with us at high speed," Coombes 
relayed. 

Halting his work, Miller headed for the bridge, briefly 
stopping at a navigation table to check his ship's position. 
The Mayaguez was clear of any territorial waters. Binocu
lars in hand, the captain reached the bridge to spot the 
oncoming vessel. "She was making at least 20 knots," 
Miller recalled. "She had a machine gun on her wheel
house and it was manned." Just then tracer fire began 
whipping across the bow. 

"Maneuvering speed! Give me maneuvering speed!" 
Miller shouted. Coombes was already on the engine room 
telephone relaying the command. . 

When the gunboat first opened fire, Miller had considered 
ignoring it. Most of his 40-man crew were below deck and 
a machine gun 
couldn't do much 
against a C-2 vessel 
as heavy as the 
Mayaguez. But then 
he recognized rocket 
launchers on the 
attacker's deck - a 
different story. 

As if to punctu-
ate the discovery , a 
rocket whizzed 
over the bow, graz-
ing her containers, 
and exploding 
nearby in the water; 
Miller instantly 
moved to save his 
crew . Entering the / 
wheelhouse, he or
dered the engines 
brought to idle - a 
missile fired over • • the bow meant stop 
or be sunk . 

Now the attack
ers began omi -
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nously circling the ship as a second 
gunboat appeared and advanced. 
Miller identified them as Cambodian 
naval vessels of U.S. manufacture Uust 
weeks earlier, Cambodia had fallen to 
the communist Khmer Rouge). A 
boarding party of eight men armed 
with AK-4 7 rifles stood on the first 
boat's deck. As it came alongside the 
Mayaguez, the group raced up an ex
terior ladder onto her deck. 

As one Cambodian walked point 
onto the bridge, the captain noted his 
AK and U.S. Army PRC-77 radio. 
Other men followed to fan out across 
the bridge with weapons leveled. Then 
four of them moved into the wheel
house where Miller stood. 

For a moment everyone stared at 
each other. Then Miller inquired just 
what the hell the intruders were doing 
on his ship. "I also asked if anyone 
spoke English," he said . "No one an
swered, so I asked if anyone spoke 
French, but I got the same response. " 

One Cambodian pointed at the 
wheelhouse chart table, locating Paulo 
Wai. Picking up a pencil , he drew a 
small anchor behind the island's inner 
atoll and asked Miller in perfect En
glish if the chart indicated depth in 
fathoms or meters. "I told him it was 
in meters," the captain recalled. " It 
was really in fathoms, but I wanted 
him to think it was in meters. That 
would give us an excuse to anchor 
farther offshore." 

One of the gunboats pulled ahead 
of the Mayaguez. The Cambodian 

l<.O. l<hmer Pirates 
American Quiel< Reaction Force 
Saves SS Mayaguez 
by Richard Harris Photos courtesy DoD 
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spokesman ordered Miller to follow it 
toward Paulo Wai. As the huge ship 
slowly got underway, the Cambodians 
herded her crew on deck. But Third 
Mate David English slipped away. 

"I went to the bridge and saw the 
captain talking to a Cambodian," re
called English, a burly Marine Corps 
vet who served in Vietnam. "I saw a 
soldier with a radio. That made me 
wonder if our radioman had gotten 
off a distress signal. No one saw me, 
so I backed off the bridge and went to 
the radio shack." 

He found the Mayaguez radioman 
sitting before a microphone and shak
ing with fear. "I asked if he had sent 
an SOS and he told me he had," En
glish said. He checked the log to make 
sure - the page was blank. Shoving 
the other man aside, English grabbed 
the microphone, shouting, "Mayday! 
Mayday! " - an Australian ship heard 
his distress signal and responded in 
less than a minute. 

English informed the Australian 
radioman of their being boarded by 
armed Cambodians and forced to an 
unknown port. Moments later the 
third mate heard the Aussie rebroad
cast his SOS, giving the ship ' s cor
rect position. "I didn ' t want him to 
sign off," he recalled . "I was so 
afraid he was going to be the last 
English voice I was going to hear 
for a long time. I put my head down 
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and prayed someone heard him." 
Lucky for the crew, the signal was 

picked up by John Neal of Delta Ex
ploration Co. in Jakarta, Indonesia, 
who called the U.S. Embassy. Over 
several hours, English's desperate 
alarm was repeatedly relayed to Wash
ington, D.C., where it traveled the bu
reaucratic maze of the U.S. State De
partment before ending up in the 
White House Situation Room. 

As the M ayaguez takeover dragged 
into late afternoon, it was early morn
ing of 12 May in Washington. The 
job of reconning the merchant ship 
was given to the Philippine Air Patrol 

Group at Cubi Point Naval Air Sta
tion, part of the massive Subic Bay 
complex on the South China Sea. 
There several P-3 Orion antisubma
rine reconnaissance planes took off 
for the Gulf of Thailand. 

Lieutenant Colonel Randall Aus
tin, the Marine commander of Battal
ion Landing Team, 2nd Battalion, 9th 
Marines was ordered to ready troops 
for a rescue mission. Stationed at 
Camp Shaw on Okinawa, BLT 2/9 
were the closest suitable U.S. troops 
for responding to the crisis. 

Reconning Pirates 

Night fell on the first day: Just be
fore 2230, radar on a P-3 flying near 
Paulo Wai detected three motionless 
vessels - two smaller boats and one 
large ship. The recon plane's 12-man 
aircrew watched orange tracers fire in 
their direction from the smaller ves
sels - .SO-caliber antiaircraft rounds 
arcing and falling to earth as the P-3 
flew above range. 
. The aircrew dropped parachute il
lumination flares revealing the large 
ship's black hull, white superstructure 
and steel cargo containers on deck. 
There could be no mistake: She was 
the Mayaguez, anchored and guarded 
by two Cambodian gunboats. 

Around 0900 the next day, the En
glish-speaking Cambodian told Miller 
all three vessels would head northeast 
for Kompong Som. Slowly the cargo 
ship pushed off toward the main land, 
only to be swiftly redirected. 

"We had been underway about 15 
minutes when the [Cambodian] sol
diers on the bridge started squawking 
and huddling around their guy with 
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the radio," Miller said. "The English
speaking officer ran over and told me 
they were taking us to Koh Tang Is
land [some 35 miles southwest of 
Cambodia]. This was the best news I 
had received since we were captured . 
I was afraid once they got us on the 
mainland, no one would ever be able 
to find us ." 

The ship dropped anchor about one 
mile north of Koh Tang. Soon its crew 
got another morale booster. Without 
warning, six U.S. Air Force F-4 Phan
tom fighters swooped down, dropping 
bombs around the three vessels. Huge 
plumes of water shot up off the 
Mayaguez bow and stern. "The Cam
bodians started running around like a 
bunch of chickens with their heads 
cut off," Coombes recalled . 

A fishing boat approached and 
pulled alongside the Mayaguez. The 
Americans were transferred onto it as 
darkness fell. Taken ashore to Koh 
Tang Island, the crew still faced an 
unknown fate. But just an hour later, 
the English-speaking Cambodian told 
Miller his crew would return to their 
ship the next morning. Now the cap
tives were moved offshore to a larger 
fishing boat for the night. 
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Just weeks after Cambodia fell to the 
communists, Khmer Rouge pirates 
chose to test America 's resolve. They 
lost this gamble. 

Cambodian guards started kicking 
the men awake just before 0800 on 
Wednesday, 14 May, as the fishing 
boat weighed anchor and headed out 
to sea. A whole new set of guards 
were on board, none speaking English. 
Miller could only hope they we re re
turning to their ship. 

The morning calm was shattered 
by six F-4s zooming overhead. The 
fighters split up with one pair banking 
over the horizon . An uneasy silence 
settled on the waters - then came a 
muffled explosion and a puff of black 
smoke appeared in the distance . This 
could only mean a gunboat had been 
sunk by an F-4. 

Someone shouted: "Here they 
come!" - A pair of F-4s roared by on 
the fishing boat ' s port side. Two huge 
columns of water erupted near the 
bow. The planes swung around to 
make another pass, bearing down to 
attack the boat 's stern. "They came 

over at about 50 feet. I saw lit tle car
tridges drop from thei r wi ngs but 
couldn ' t figure ou t what in the hell 
they were," English said. 

Inches above the water, the car
tridges burst. A suffoca ti ng w hite 
cloud engulfed the fishing boat. It was 
CS gas; all aboard fought for breath . 

Many fishing craft were on the gu lf 
that morning, and the stunned captors 
moved to lose themselves among the 
other boats . Yet the F-4 and P-3 crews 
all reported seeing their target return 
to Koh Tang - a mistake. The pris
oners were now headed for Kompong 
Som, a threatening destination. 

Dodging A Lynch Mob 

Miller was worried; a gunboat had 
been sunk, Cambodians were dead and 
an angry mob waited at the Kompong 
Som dock where the fishing boat even
tually tied up. This threat faded, how
ever, as 12 more Cambodian guards 
shoved their way through the crowd 
to jump aboard. Just as quickl y, the 
boat once more weighed anchor to 
head westward from the harbor. Thirty 
minutes later it slipped into a small 
cove nestled in thick jungle on the 
island of Koh Rong Sam Lem, some 
15 miles into the gulf. 

The May aguez crewmen were led 
off the boat and down a bamboo walk
way into a large building, where the 
English-speaking Cambodian officer 
reappeared . He directed Mi ller into a 
big room with a dirt floor, ordering 
the captain to sit at a table before an 
interrogation team. " I was shaking in 
my shoes," Miller said. "All I could 
think about was them shooting my 
crew, one man at a time, every time I 
gave them an answer they didn ' t like ." 

The grilling lasted an hour, with 
the questions ever more ridiculous as 
it proceeded. Air strikes frightened the 
Cambodians, so they asked Miller if 
he could radio the U.S. planes from 
his ship. " I told him we could , but 
first we had to get the plant going 
again ," the captain said. "They wanted 
to know how many men I would need. 
I told them at least nine." 

After a brief radio conference with 
superiors, the Cambodian spokesman 
responded that all could go in the 
morning. Miller was pleasantly sur
prised, but still confused: "I didn 't 
know if he meant the whole crew or if 
I could only take nine men." 

Continued on page 75 
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Dr. Alan A. Stone may never again be asked to 
serve as a consultant for the U.S. Department of Justice 
(DOJ). But as more facts trickle out about FBI conduct 
during the 51-day standoff near Waco, Texas, such a rejec
tion might be to Stone's eminent credit. Stone, one of 10 
unpaid experts empaneled to weigh the wisdom of DOJ's 
decisions in the case, quickly hit a stone wall: the never
admit-mistakes mindset of most federal bureaucrats. 

When the DOJ's panel of experts met for the first time 
with 10 FBI officials in early Jul y 1993, "we asked them to 
tell us what they thought they 'd done wrong," Stone told 
Soldier Of Fortune. "They went around the table, one by 
one, and said they didn ' t think they 'd done anything wrong." 

Stone eventually disagreed. He decided not to submit his 
evaluation until he read the official reports on Waco prepared 
by the DOJ and the Department of the Treasury. He conducted 
telephone interviews with FBI agents and DOJ officials in
volved, including Special Agent-in-Charge (SAC) Jeffrey 
Jamar, the FBl' s overall site commander in Waco who, as 
Stone noted, "impressed me as such a decent man." 

Although Stone does not accuse the feds of intentional 
wrongdoing at the Branch Davidian complex, his ultimate 
conclusions prompted an unusually testy two-page denial from 
the FBI, which declared Stone ' s independent investigation 
"went awry." Stone is the first of the government's own ex
perts to say unequivocally that the feds deserve some blame 
for the fire at Mount Carmel that killed at least 75 people -
one-third of them children - on 19 April 1993. 

His findings are particularly authoritative. Stone, a law
yer, physician and psychiatrist, is a nationally recognized 
expert on violence. He sits on the faculties of both the 

"Arsenal of assorted assault weapons and parts " is cited in 
photo caption for this "arms bunker" photo from Treasury 
report - apt shelter from encircling fire. Forensic dentist Dr. 
Rodney Crow says children were killed here from falling 
concrete, not execution. 
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medical and law 
schools at Harvard 
University. It was 
Stone ' s colleague 
at Harvard's law 
school, Deputy At
torney General 
Philip B. Heymann, 
who assembled 
the DOJ's investi 
gatory panel. 

Neither the 
DOJ evaluation of 
the Waco disaster, 
headed by Edward 
Dennis Jr. (a 
Heymann protege 
and former deputy 
attorney general), 
nor Dennis ' per
sonal report "pro
vided a clear and 
probing account of 
the FBI tactics dur
ing the standoff, 
and their possible 
relationship to the 

Dr. Alan Stone, of Harvard's 
medical and law school faculties , 
was first of government-empaneled 
experts to conclude the feds 
deserve some blame for the Waco 
standoff's fiery end. His judgment 
prompted FBI denial claiming 
Stone's independent study "went 
awry." Photo: courtesy A. Stone 

tragic outcome at Waco," Stone wrote . "The FBI .. . em
barked on a misguided and punishing law enforcement 
strategy that contributed to the tragic ending ... 

"No clear picture has emerged," Stone concluded, "of 
how and on what basis [Attorney General Janet Reno] 
made her decision" to allow FBI agents to use tan ks to 
smash holes in the complex and spray CS, a debilita ting 
and sometimes fatal chemical warfare agent, inside it. Reno 's 
decision ultimately allowed FBI tank drivers to begin vio
lently dismantling the building in a brash attempt to flu sh 
out the Branch Davidians. 

"It is difficult to understand why a person whose pri
mary concern was the safety of the children would agree to 
the FBI's plan ," Stone wrote, noting Reno "was ill-advised 
and made an ill-advised decision. None of these matters 
have been clarified." 

"I am quite convinced by the evidence provided that 
[Branch Davidian leader] David Koresh told some of hi s 
inner circle to set the place on fire, " Stone told SOF. "T here 
is some quite convincing evidence of this, but I' m not at 
liberty to discuss it. " 

But his report concludes that Koresh ' s suicide deci sion 
was prompted, at least in part, by rash, fl awed deci sions of 
the FBI. 
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"The sequence of decision-making ... indicates that the 
FBI ... made it difficult for [Reno J to make any other 
choice," Stone observed in his report. Reno "was not prop
erly informed of the risks to infants and small children 
posed by CS gas ... 

"If this had been a military operation, the Waco conclu
sion would have been a victory," Stone wrote. "The enemy 
was destroyed without a single loss of life for the FBI. This 
situation, however, was not a military operation. The ques
tion is : Did a 'military' mentality overtake the FBI?" 

Apparently so. 
After he and other experts questioned the FBI's assault 

with tanks and the CS chemical agent, Stone noted that the 
FBI "misled" panel members. Officials withheld from them 
information written early in the standoff by the FBI's be
havioral scientists, who proposed a reduction in the heavy 
show of tact ical force in favor of further conciliatory nego
tiation. The behavioral experts warned that intense pressure 
might lend credence to Koresh's apocalyptic prophecies 
and thus strengthen his leadership - which could increase 
the risk of a mass suicide. 

W hen the FBI initially took over the crisis, the overall 
strategy was based on two basic priorities: (1) insure safety 
of the children, and (2) negotiate the peaceful surrender of 
Koresh and the Branch Davidians. 

In a 5 March 1993 memo, FBI agents Peter Smerick and 
Mark Young emphasized that any good-cop/bad-cop strat
egy that coupled negotiations with increasing tactical pres
sure was inapplicable, that " .. . this strategy, if carried to 
excess, could eventually be counterproductive and could 
resul t in the loss of life." 

Smerick and Young also recommended that, "Since these 
people fear law enforcement, offer them the opportunity of 
surrendering to a neutral party of their choosing accompa
nied by appropriate law enforcement personnel." 

Instead of having this information available initially, 
DOJ's investigative panel was provided with a rewritten 
evaluation that tagged Koresh as an ordinary criminal who 
was a "con man" and whose followers were "dupes." The 
information first provided to Stone and other panelists im
plied a shortcoming by the FBI's behavioral scientists, 
suggesting that a lack of knowledge about such " unconven
tional" groups as Koresh's cult - an unorthodox offshoot 
of Seventh-day Adventism - needs to be remedied. (In
deed, all of the DOJ's suggestions for improvement are 
linked to budget increases.) 

Instead, Stone found an "excellent in-house behavioral 
science capacity ... The FBI's behavioral science experts 
who were actually on the scene ... had an excellent under
standing of Koresh ' s psychology and appreciated the group's 
intense relig ious convictions." 
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Feds• Ineptitude At 
Ranch Apocalypse 
Cited By Experts 

by James L. Pate 
Stone eventually learned how Jamar and Richard M. 

Rogers, then-commander of the FBI 's Hostage Rescue Team 
(HRT), rejected the profile originally submitted by the FBI ' s 
behavioral scientists and advised that the proposal should 
be resubmitted in favor of steadily increasing tactical pres
sure. (Rogers, who oversaw the Waco and Randy Weaver 
standoffs - both unqualified disasters resulting in the deaths 

Branch Davidian survivor Sheila 
Martin peers through quarantine fence 
at an infant's shoe amid wreaths and 
flowers dedicated to those killed at 
Mount Carmel. Her husband and four 
children died here. 
Photo: James L. Pate 

duced so little in this regard." 

of innocent 
women and chil
dren - was qui
etly replaced by 
FBI agent Roger 
A. Nisley in No
vember.) 

"One might 
think that the high
est priority after a 
tragedy like Waco 
would be for every
one involved to 
consider what went 
wrong and what 
they would now do 
differently," Stone 
wrote. " I must con
fess that it has been 
a frustrating and 
disappointing expe
rience to discover 
that the J usti ce 
Department ' s in-
vestigation has pro-

When Reno, Heymann, Dennis and other officials un
veiled the DOJ's findings on the Waco standoff at an 
8 October press conference, statements made and informa
tion released implied that some of the Branch Davidian 
children were savagely stabbed and bludgeoned to death by 
their parents. (Some children, in fact, died of gunshot 
wounds.) 

Dr. Rodney Crow, a forensic dentist with the Tarrant 
County Medical Examiner ' s Office in Fort Worth , headed 
a team of 50 dentists who helped identify the Branch 
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Treasury report photo of hand grenade casings 
recovered from ruins of Mount Carmel. Initial botched 
ATF raid stemmed from bureau 's effort to arrest 
Koresh for allegedly manufacturing grenades and 
converting semiauto rifles into machine guns. 

Davidians ' remains. Crow entered Mount Carmel' s ruins 
when the fire was still smoking, noting how "you could 
shuffle your feet around [and] .. . reignite fl ames." 

Some of the key findings from Crow ' s team - findings 
which indicate many, if not most, of the Branch Davidians 
caught in the fire did not want to die and, in fact , tried to 
survive - were not included in the DOJ's report. 

In a 9 November interview taped in Waco for The Maury 
Pavich Show, Crow said his findings had been "twisted. " 

For instance, DOJ neglected to mention in its report that 
forensic evidence recovered by Crow and other experts 
indicates 32 men, women and children who crowded into 
one small area "had blankets over their heads," suggesting 
they were trying to survive the fire. 

Crow also suggested that the gunshot fatalities among 
the children might better be characterized as resulting from 
a mercy instinct rather than suicide: " If I wa~ on fire, if my 
child was on fire, if the heat was so unbearable - I ' d shoot 
my child. I would 
hope to have the 
strength to shoot 
myself." 

Crow stressed 
that DOJ and other 
agencies he dealt 
with in his investi
gation granted "full 
independence ... 
[and did) not 
muzzle us in any 
way." But he noted 
how the final dis-
semi nation 
formation 
something 
desired. 

of in
le f t 

to be 

" I don ' t know 
how it came across 
in everyone else ' s 
newspapers, but in 
our local Fort 

Attorney General Janet Reno 
facing media upon release of 
Treasury Department's Waco 
report. Her actual reason for 
approving the FBl 's violent armor
chemical assault on Mount Carmel 
remains unclear. 
Photo: James L. Pate 
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Worth paper, on the front page, it said, ' Cultist Children 
Executed.' It said facts released by the medical examiner ' s 
office show that many of the children ... were shot, stabbed 
and beaten to death ." 

Crow added that this news account "went on to say later 
on, 'It is apparent that the parents turned on their children 
in favor of David Koresh 's teachings ' ... Our [fi ndings 
have] been twisted ... Nowhere did we say execution .. . 
What they referred to as 'beaten to death ' was blunt-force 
trauma. Three children had blunt-force trauma. But it was 
from falling concrete in the bunker that fell on them ... " 

The "bunker" that Crow referred to was a concrete struc
ture in the middle of the Branch Davidian complex. Used 
for walk-in, refrigerated food storage adjacent to the kitchen/ 
cafeteria, it also served as a foundation anchor for the four
story tower that overlooked the surrounding area . Part o f 
the concrete structure ' s interior had been converted by 
Koresh to store scores of rifles and tens of thousands of 
rounds of ammunition, prompting the FBI to label it " the 
bunker." 

Even DOJ's own report - widely labeled as a white
wash - confirms that the FBI never had but one planned 
alternative to negotiation: Smash the place with tanks and 
pump in a chemical warfare agent. This "emergency assault 
plan" was decided on "during the first week of the stand
off," the report states. "It was generally agreed [that th e 
plan would be used only] .. . if an emergency respo nse was 
warranted ... " 

The forced-eviction plan approved by Reno stipulated 
that the FBI would only spray CS into specific areas of the 
building, gradually making more and more floo r space 
uninhabitable, at least in theory. But 19 April's gale-force 
winds dissipated the CS effects, while most or all the per
sons inside had gas masks; also, the large holes battered open 
by tanks may have actually helped ventilate the structure. 

" ... The entire gassing operation may be viewed as a 
failure ," arson investigators concluded in their repor t. 

"Gas, Gas and Gas" 

Among the provisos in the Reno-approved version of 
the original assault plan: If cult members fired at the tanks, 
HRT commander Rogers could then order the tanks to 
spray CS throughout the structure. The operation was 
planned for a 48-hour period - possibly longer. 

When Reno called President Clinton on Sunday, 18 April, 
to advise him she had approved the FBI's assault plan for 
the next day, "she emphasized that the operation was in
tended to proceed incrementally, and that it might take two 
or three days before the Branch Davidians surrendered ," 
the DOJ report states. 

By the time this final solution was presented to Reno, 
"the FBI had abandoned any serious effort to reach a nego
tiated solution and was well along in its strategy of all-out 
tactical pressure, thereby leaving little choice," Stone re
ported. "It is unclear ... whether [Reno] was told that FBI 
negotiators believed they could get more people out of the 
compound by negotiation. By the time [Reno] made her deci
sion, the noose was closed and, as one agent told me, the FBI 
believed they had ' three options - gas, gas and gas.'" 

Under Rogers ' order, the first holes were knocked in 
Mount Carmel's wall and gas injected around 0600 hours 
by two Combat Engineering Vehicles (CEVs) , basicall y 
M60 tanks reconfigured with CS sprayers and battering 
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rams. Designated CEV-1 and CEV-2, one was rigged for 
first-floor demolition, the other for second-floor ramming. 

Within four minutes, agents on the inside perimeter ra
dioed that the CEVs were drawing gunfire. "When the 
Davidians started shooting, the scope and pace of the op
eration changed ... " the DOJ report acknowledges. By 
0631, "the HRT reported that the entire building had been 
gassed." 

By 0709, "the HRT reported that the Ferret rounds [tube
launched CS projectiles fired from Bradley fighting ve
hicles] had been delivered through all the windows ... where 
movements or gunfire were detected," according to the 
DOJ report. HRT members were using the CS supply so 
quickly that the FBI's command center in Washington, 
D.C., sent out a bulletin at 0745, "canvass[ing] all FBI field 
offices to locate more Ferret rounds." 

By 0920, the FBI's Houston field office had delivered 
an additional 48 Ferret rounds to the scene. By 0930, CEV-
2 threw a track after an FBI driver got it stuck in mud. At 
1000, Reno left her command post in Washington for a 
scheduled luncheon appearance in Baltimore. 
Her departure could not have come at a worse 
time. 

It was about this time, as Dennis noted near 
the end of his personal assessment, that "an 
apparent deviation from the approved plan be
gan" and violence against the building by the 
armored vehicles escalated dramatically. And 
this is where the frustrations of 
FBI agents at the scene may 
have become manifest. 

The FBI knew it was stuck 
in the middle of a monumental 
screw-up that had been created by 
the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and 
Firearms (A TF). The gassing plan ob
viously was not working. CEV-2 was 
out of commission. The HRT, which trains 
for rapid, dynamic intervention, was locked into 
a mind-numbing, prolonged siege. The cost of the 
standoff was spiraling upward, while daily TV reports 
had the same impact as media coverage of the Iran 
hostage crisis, creating enormous pressure on the FBI k> 
take action. 

CEV-2's crew was ordered by Rogers to redeploy in a 
backup vehicle, which did not have a CS sprayer but could 
smash more holes in the building. "It was ordered to breach 
the rear side of the building [out of the news media's view] 
to create escape openings near the gymnasium area," the 
DOJ report confirms. At 1130, "CEV-2 breached the back 
side of the compound ... concentrating on the right corner 
of the building, near the warehouse/gymnasium. 

" ... At 11:45 a.m., a wall on the right rear side of the 
building collapsed as a result of substitute CEV-2's breach
ing activity." 

Ordered to clear a path to the bunker, where the FBI 
believed people had congregated, the substitute tank 
plunged into the gymnasium, bulldozing its way through 
the two-story-high structure the roof and walls caved in. A 
fire immediately started in one corner of the rubble, as the 
FBI's airborne infrared video record indicates (see "Waco 
Whitewash Continues," SOF Feb. '94). Some people ap
parently were trapped and others possibly were killed by 
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falling debris, government evidence indicates. 
After viewing a video analysis prepared by the Califor

nia Organization for Public Safety, Stone told SOF "the 
video suggests to me - plus what other people have told 
me - that the tanks destroyed the gym area, where there 
might have been people who got crushed to death. It may 
be that the FBI, with the clumsiness with which they car
ried out this portion of the breaching operation, may have 
accidentally ignited a fire. I know the tanks caused a lot 
more damage than I had realized." 

Yet what happened up to this point on 19 April is de
scribed in the DOJ report as "measured steps ... While it 
was conceivable that tanks and other armored vehicles could 
be used to demolish the compound, the FBI considered that 
such a plan would risk harming the children inside. The 
presence of innocent children, and the FBI's concern to 
minimize the risk of harm to them, influenced all tactical 
considerations." 

With the building literally collapsing around the Branch 
Davidians' ears, the so-called bunker, the only part of the 

complex left standing after the fire, probably seemed like 
a safe haven. But it became a tomb for 32 men, women 

and children, including two pregnant females. 
It was standing room only in the bunker, as 
Crow observed. Evidence indicates everyone ap

parently held wet blankets over their 
heads. Some women cradled small 

children in their arms. As the 
smoke, toxic gases and heat be
gan to increase, some of those 
standing began to collapse. 
Burning timbers from above 
came crashing through the 
bunker ceiling, showering 
those inside with large chunks 
of jagged concrete. 

Still, the bunker must have 
seemed like a good place to go. In 

all, 43 bodies were found in, around 
and on top of it, according to the govern-

ment. The wives of Koresh and his lieuten
ant Steve Schneider died of suffocation in
side, apparently covered by falling debris. 
With them died Audrey Martinez, 13, along 
with three other girls ranging in ages from 2 

to 14, a 7-year-old boy, a 1-year-old too badly burned to 
determine its sex, and Rosemary Morrison, 29 - all buried 
alive before any fire reached them. 

Two sisters, Jennifer and Katherine Andrade, aged 19 
and 24 years respectively, died from inhaling toxic fumes, 
as did 17 others in the bunker area. Four others nearby died 
from blunt trauma. Rebecca Saipaia, 24, and a young man 
were burned to death. Nine in this area died from gunshot 
wounds, including 9-year-old Abigail Martinez and two 
unidentified children, a 6-year-old girl and an infant. An 
unidentified 2-year-old boy, specified in the DOJ report as 
"Doe 33, '' reportedly died of a stab wound to the left chest, 
although Crow questioned whether this might not be a 
"puncture" wound not necessarily caused by a knife. 

In ratcheting up the aggressive tactical strategy, Stone 
wrote, "the FBI's critical assumption was that David Koresh 

Continued on page 84 
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When the news got out that Wyoming 's fa
mous cowboy lawyer, Gerry Spence, had offered to defend 
white separatist Randy Weaver free of charge, "all hell 
broke loose," Spence related. His sister, whose husband is 
black, "wrote me decrying my defense of this ' racist. ' There 
were letters to the editors of several papers that expressed 
their disappointment that I would lend my services to a 
person with Weaver's beliefs ." 

But the response which evoked the most feeling from 
Spence came in a 

stinking deal survives on the commonly held myth that 
democracy is alive, he writes. The book reads by turns of 
the page like conservative thought - and then liberal. He 
expertly gigs organized religion, yet comes across as deeply 
spiritual and religious. But his arguments are compelling, 
even when you want to disagree. 

The written exchange between Hirschfeld and Spence is 
a glimpse into issues with which Spence deftly deals, chap
ter by chapter, with such subjects as "The Tyranny of 

Justice, The Tyr
personal letter 
"imploring me to 
withdraw" from 
Weaver's case, 
sent by Alan 
Hirschfeld , for
m er chairman 
and CEO of Co-
1 um bia Pictures 
Entertainment 
Inc. and 20th Cen
tury Fox, the at
torney recalled. 

Mavericl< Attorney Sounds Alarm On 
Vanishing Freedoms 

anny of Free
dom , The Tyr
anny of Fear ... 
of Work ... of the 
Corporate Core 
... of Poverty ... 
of Maleness ... of E the Media." 

OF THE Spence shares 
these incidents 
- and most of 
Hirschfeld ' s let
ter - in the 
opening chapter 
of his recently 
published book, 
From Freedom 
to Slavery: The 
Rebirth of Tyr
anny in America. 
Spence ' s in
volvement in the 
Weaver case be-

BREATH IN 

Hirschfeld 
wrote Spence, 
asking him to 
withdraw from 
the case "be
cause of the re
spectability and 
credibility your 
involvement im
parts to a cause 
which I find des
picable .. . The 
Aryan Nation , 
The Brother
hood , and the 
Order [none to 
which Weaver 
belonged] are all 
groups dedicated 
to only one 
premise - ha
tred of the unlike 
by the like ... 

comes a literary 
springboard 
from which he 
launches into ruminations on why George 
Orwell's chilling prophecies from 1984 
are here and why most people can't even 
recognize it. 

As one of the nation's most success
ful criminal trial attorneys - notable 
clients include Imelda Marcos and the 
Karen Silkwood family - Spence has 
written four other books. But none have 
been as timely as this work - coming 
on the heels of Weaver ' s acquittal and 
the federal government's follow-up di
saster outside Waco, Texas. From Free
dom to Slavery is a provocative and semi
nal treatise interpreting the abstract and 
literal examples of freedom in our soci
ety, contrasting with the subtle forms of 
nonetheless effective tyranny. 

Spence confronts the breakdown of 

by SOF Staff 

They are societal malcontents and mis
fits who espouse nothing worthwhile ... 

"This is not Huey Newton and the 
Black Panthers fighting 200 years of 
prejudice and second-class citizenship," 
Hirschfeld admonished Spence, " nor 
even the PLO seeking a homeland by 
terrorist methods. While I abhor terror
ism ... I do understand its politics . Not so 
with the philosophy of the groups Mr. 
Weaver stands for. " 

Spence 's lengthy reply to Hirschfeld 
sets the tone for the rest of the book. An 
excerpt from that response: 

"I met Randy Weaver in jail on the 
evening of his surrender ... He was un
shaven and dirty ... he was cold .. . In the 
stark setting of the prison conference 
room he seemed diminutive and fragile. 

American democracy with bold facts that reveal how our 
freedoms have been stolen by a corrupt political system 
dominated by an amoral corporate oligarchy . The whole 

He had spent 11 days and nights in a standoff against the 

Continued on page 68 
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PNEU-GUNTM The"PNEU-GUN" 
(pronounced new
gun) Is a fistful of se
curity. It Is only 14 
Inches long when as
sembled and fires out 
a lead pellet filled 
"Shotbag" at a muzzle 

Air Powered Balllstlc Baton 

velocity of 250-300 f.p.s. 
One C02 9as cartldge 
supplies sufficient energy 

to knock down a 300 lb. assailant 
20 feet away. The "PNEU-GUN" air powered ballistic 

baton Is awesome! You have to see ltln action to believe just how 
effective It really Is. Don't confuse "PNEU-GUN" with old style "stun 
guns". 'Un-Guns" or "Bean Bag Guns". There Is no comparison In 
power. quality. range. eff€ctTveness or sheer beauty of design. 
Keep one In your car, next to your bed or handy for that unex
pected emergencey. The "PNEU-GUN" air powered ballistic ba
lon Is the perfect alternative lo a handgun. Legal. effective. yet 
safe to use. 

AGl ... "PNEU-GUN" Airgun Kit ... $169.95 
(includes Airgun. 4 Sholbags. 6 C02 carlidges. 10 gas check, lOwhtte end caps, 

loading cartidge, lnslrucllon book) 

SAPGLOVES . 
Made of soft. pll- rf!J· 1t· 
able.ling wearing . 
leather. Has six · · 
ounces of pow- 1· 1 f(J"' /.,J 

PHONE CHECK 

dered lead care- r; 
fully Inserted Into ., l"r , ¢l'· 
the fist of each ~ 
glove. High qual- . 
lly and available 
in three sizes. me- I. Ii U~ 
dium.largeondX- ;•.. /A 
large. "-=,.: 
DAM ... Sap .. ,.,_. 
Gloves .•. $44.95 

LOCK 
· PICK 

GUN 
The famous 
Lockald tool 
was designed 

for law enforcement agencies 
to quickly pick pin-tumbler 
locks. Unlike conventional 
hand picks that activate only 
one or two cylinder pins. this 
tool ls designed to snap all the 
pins at once. This tool comes 
complete with 3 steel needles 
and tension wrench. 
AZL15 ... LockPick 
.Gun ... $59.95 

BALLISTIC KNIFE 
Congress outlawed the springs 
which enabled this knife to 
shoot its blade with deadly 
force. The Ballistic Knife was 
Invented by Russia and Issued 
lo their ellte 'Spetznatz" forces. 
lhls knife based on the original 
Soviet version which Is able to 
fire Its blade silently out of the 
knife handle with five time the 
force of a manual stab! This 
American made copy of far 
superior to the original and Its 
unique firing ability was so ef
fective. a federal law was 
made that out-laws any knife 
with a propelled blade. 

Our top selling pick 
set! This set has 16 
pieces and comes 

with a handy shirt pocket sized 
case. The case Is made of top 
quality leather and is zippered. 
Each pick Is made of hard fin
ished sµnng steel. Perfect for 
wafer tumblers or six or seven 
pin tumbler locks. 

AZL10 ... Pick 
Set ••. $39.95 

Now you can get this knife In kit form. The handle and sheath are 
mode of aircraft grade alumlnlum. The blade Is tempered out of 
4140 steel with a rockwell hardness of 56!) 

FCCl ... Ballistic Knife ... $139.95 
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NOVA XR5000 STUN GUN 
This model Is used by over 600 law enforce
ment agencies. The best quality and 
probably the "hardest hitting" stun gun 
around. The NOVA XR5000 has had more 
successful take-downs than all other stun 
guns put together. The NOVA XR5000 is the 
most widely accepted nonlethal defense 
device based on electronic pulse technol
ogy. ComescompletewlthNICadbattery. 
charger. and belt clip holster. 

NVl ... XR5000 ... $79.95 

Introducing --

BODYGUARD 2lllJ 
DEFENSE PEPPER SPRAY 

BodyGuard 2000 is the newest slale-of-lhe-0rl self-pro
tection product available. Easily controls drunks. psy
chollcs. multiple attackers as well as drug abusers. Nol 
a tear gas but a natural red hot pepper. 

Formula used by police worldwide! 
BSD2000 •.. BG2000 Keyring •.. $17.95 

BIONIC EAR 
This sound amplifier system In
crease sound by up to 30 db. It 
comes complete with head
phones. wrist straps that allow 
hands-free use and a 12 Inch 
parabolic booster that makes the 
unit more directional. Automatic 
safety circuit prevents sound over 
95 db from reaching your ears. 
Also has mono output jack for re-

SCll • • . Bionic Ear ••. $139. 95 

PISTOL CROSSBOW 
This complact pistol version of the 
deadly and silent crossbow is now 
available. This unit has fully adjustable 
sights. ls amazingly accurate. comes In 
two different versions (50 lb. draw and 
80 lb. draw) and comes with three 
practice arrows. 

PCl ..• 50 lb draw ••• $49.95 
PC2 .•• 80 lb draw ..• $59.95 

ORDERING INFORMATION 
By Mail: Mall coupon or separate sheet with payment or credit 
card Information to: 

SONIC TECHNOLOGY, Inc., 10105 E. Via Linda, Scollsdale, AZ 85258 
By Phone: Call l (800) 538-0787. Have all Information ready. 

Sonic Technoloy, Inc. does not warrant that you may legally possess or carry stun guns, 
pepper spray, etc. By ordering you acknowledge that you are an adull and there are 
no legal restrictions. 

~-----------------il 1 SONIC TECHNOLOGY, INC. 10105 E. Via Linda. Ste. 103-261 
I 1 (800) 538-0787 Scottsdale. AZ. 85258 I 
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I I 
I I 
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I City/State/Zip: _ I 
; n Please Send New 1993/1994 32 page Catalog. $2.00 Enclosed 1 
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LIBERTY 

Continued from page 66 

government, and he had lost. His wife 
was dead. His son was dead. His friend 
was near death ... He had lost his free
dom. He had lost it all. 

" 'My name is Gerry Spence,' I 
began. 'I'm the lawyer you've been 
told about. Before we begin to talk, I 
want you to understand that I do not 
share your political and religious be
liefs. Many of my dearest friends are 
Jews. My daughter is married to a Jew 
... I deplore what the Nazis stand for. 
If I defend you, I will not defend your 
political beliefs or your religious be
liefs, but your rights as an American 
citizen to a fair trial.' His quiet answer 
was, 'That is all I ask,' " Spence wrote. 

Spence then goes on to explain why 
he wanted to defend Weaver: "We 
embrace the myth that we are still a 
democracy when we know that we are 
not a democracy, that we are not free, 
that the government does not serve us 
but subjugates us. Although we give 
lip service to the notion of freedom, 

Exact working replicas ol Jhe infamous OSS/C IA 
death walches. The KNIFE watch produces a razor 
sharp retractable kni fe blade al the touch of a bullon, 
the GARROTE watch gives the agent a steel wire 
garrole on command. Both are lightening fast and legal. 
The HIDDEN COMPARTMENT watch was (is?) used to 
hide money, ID valuables. 

Our agents used the originals to provide an absolutely undetectable 
means of silent death if they were compromised or captured. The bad 
guys never knew what hit them. Our replicas are hand machined by a 
cantankerous German machinist who used to provide them to the three 
letter agencies. Each watch is a modified Submariner that keeps perfect 
time as well as being a deadly weapon. THESE ARE NOT TOYS. Sold for 
collection/novelly purposes only' S·1 Submariner Swilchblade Razor 
Walch $569.00. 5·2 Submariner Garrote $569.00, S·3 Hidden 
Compartment $349.00. 

OPEN ANYTHING 
II KILLER KITS-WHY OVER BUY? 
NOBODY NEEDS 1 00 PICKS-. 
Kit A features 16 hand finished steel spring J~" " 
assorted tension tools and extractors plus 
a collapsible CAR DOOR OPENER that 
assembles into a Slim Jim or Peg Leg style · · 
car popper. all in a shirt picket sized real 
leather case; PLUS 6 Super Shims thal i ! i 
click open virtually any spring live latch · : I I I ! 
boltinalewseconds ... Special .. . ~ . .' .. 
lnlroductory price $109.50! 

we know the government is no longer 
the servant of the people, but, at last, 
has become the people 's master. We 
have stood by like timid sheep while 
the wolf killed - first the weak, then 
the strays, then those on the outer 
edges of the flock, until at last the 
entire flock belonged to the wolf. We 
did not care about the weak or about 
the strays. They were not a part of the 
flock. We did not care about those on 
the outer edges. They had chosen to 
be there. But as the wolf worked its 
way toward the center of the flock we 
discovered that we were now on the 
outer edges. Now we must look the 
wolf squarely in the eye. That we did 
not do so when the first of us was 
ripped and torn and eaten was the first 
wrong. It was our wrong. " 

Be forewarned, though. If you are 
merely interested in the Randy Weaver 
case, do not buy this book. It is about 
much more than that; a searing com
mentary on our life and times, a battle 
cry to freedom on the order of Tho
mas Paine's Common Sense. Spence 
attacks many conventional notions, 
such as being politically correct: 

"In exchange for acceptance by our 
friends we give up the right to say 
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what we think. Being socially proper 
is more important than possessing a 
fresh, uncompromised soul. Being ac
ceptable to our neighbors is often more 
important than being acceptable to our
selves. For nearly two hundred years 
slavery thrived in America over the 
silent protestations of decent citizens 
enslaved themselves by the tyranny 
of convention. The price of freedom 
is often rejection, even banishment. " 

In another chapter, Spence takes to 
task " the breathing dead who believe 
they are alive. Year after year these 
breathing dead get up at the same time 
every morning on the same side of 
bed, trudge to the same kitchen, swal
low the same brand of bacon and sty le 
of eggs for breakfast, drive the same 
route to work, and wearily enter the 
same door of employment where au
tomatically they punch the same time 
clock and perform, like machines, the 
same mindless task until the same bell 
goes off at five o ' clock. Then by rote 
they return home in order to open the 
same brand of beer, and to watch the 
news on television that informs them 
of the same murders and violence, 
which are balanced against the same 
insipid sitcoms evoking the same 
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canned laughter. Ha. Ha. 
"The breathing dead emulate ma

chines," Spence writes. "Their work 
is mechanical. T hey relate more to the 
simulated life on television than to 
their own species. It ' s safer to love 
the electronic image, safer to engage 
a non-being. Moreover, the control of 
their television sets provides a power 
they do not possess in life, the power 
of the thumb that cl icks from elec
tronic life to electronic life and the 
power to extinguish such life at will. 
The bargain seems fair. By relinquish
ing their own lives, which can be petty, 
puny and powerless, they acquire a 
non-life over which they can exercise 
complete and final power. " 

If you only read one book from 
cover to cover this year, it should be 
From Freedom to S la very. X 

GUNSITE SCOUT 

Continued from page 57 

Some explanation of the CW sling 
system is required. "CW" stands for 
Carlos Widmann, a Guatemalan who, 

about a decade ago, showed Jeff Coo
per his Steyr SSG rifle on which he 
had added a third quick-detachable 
sl ing swivel to the front end of the 
magazine floorplate . When the rear 
end of the sling is attached to the stock 
at this po int, it permits a "hasty" sling 
support system that exerts positive 
load on the upper arm in the manner 
of a high-power competition sling. 

Widmann called it "an old British 
system. " I have been able to trace it 
back to the Model 1879 bolt-action 
rifle designed by James Paris Lee and 
adopted by China and the U.S. Navy 
in caliber 6mm Lee Navy. This rifle 
was manufactured by Remington in 
Ilion, New York and was the basis for 
the British trials rifles . This was the 
only rear sling mounting point on the 
ea rly Lee rifles and it was located on 
the tr igger guard just in front of the 
magazine-well. This feature was re
tained on the early Lee-Metford rifles. 
It appears on some variants of the 
Short Magazine Lee-Enfield (SMLE) 
as an extension of the front trigger 
guard screw (for example: th e 
7.62x51mm L39Al competition rifle) . 
This sling swivel position also appears 
on the Canadian Ross rifle. Regard-

less of its origin, we must all be grate
ful to Jeff Cooper who reintrod uced a 
reall y effective sling support system. 

A synthetic stock with a retract
able, integral bipod has been designed 
for the Scout Rifle. I cannot recom
mend it as currently executed, since a 
student in my Gunsite No. 270 class 
had one, and with each shot fi red, it 
would jump forward a little more out 
of its compartment in the stock. While 
this is only mildly distracting, the 
bipod itself is not substantial enough, 
in my opinion. 

Complete with scope and sling, my 
Gunsite Scout Rifle weighs almost ex
actly seven pounds, empty. This is just 
a few ounces over the arbi trary ideal 
scout envelope, but I wouldn ' t trade it 
for anything. It has a glass-smooth ac
tion that flows like butter when the 
bolt is manipulated. It 's the most ac
curate caliber .308 rifle of this com
pact size I have ever fired. It ' s more 
accurate than any number of so-called 
sniper rifles weighing almost twice as 
much . I have used it with convincing 
precision out to 400 yards. It ' s an in
credible performer for snap shooting 
at 25 to 50 yards. Once you have used 
the Ching sling, no other system will 
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suffice. The long-eye-relief scope, 
when employed with binocular vision, 
provides the shooter with both incred
ibly fast target acquisition and total 
visual command of his tactical frontal 
area and its peripheries. I have carried 
more than my share of heavy battle 
rifles in combat zones and the Gunsite 
Scout Rifle is a joy to sling and carry 
over the roughest and steepest terrain. 
Finally, and of no small consequence 
to those of us who love fine firearms, 
it is pleasing to the eye. 

From heavy brush to high plains 
there is no better medium-game rifle 
than the Scout. Cooper made only one 
mistake. He extended the Scout Rifle 
concept into an area where it has no 
legitimate modern applications - the 
military. Cooper maintained that a 
scout was " ... a specially trained sol
dier whose normal duty was to work 
alone, or with only one or two oth
ers." He envisioned the Scout Rifle as 
a "general purpose rifle" that would 
be the best sort of firearm for a mili
tary scout to carry. 

No army of my knowledge, and I 
have worked with quite a few, sends 
individuals alone on patrol missions or 
even clandestine operations anymore. 
They might have during World War I. 
I don't know about that, as it is well 
before my time. Today, patrols - even 
if they are sent out for intelligence pur
poses only - consist of at least squad
size units armed with an assortment 
of weapons from infantry rifles to 
belt-fed squad automatics and gre
nade launchers, with possibly a dedi
cated sniper system included if the 
mission calls for one. Furthermore, 
if, God forbid, I should ever again 
find myself either behind or in front 
of the enemy's lines by myself, I 
would want an M16 with an M203 
40mm grenade launcher attached to 
it, not a Scout Rifle. The Gunsite 
Scout Rifle belongs in the 
sportsman's battery, where it excels 
- not on a barracks rifle rack. 

Others may say that they make 
Scout rifles. None compare with the 
Gunsite Scout Rifle in either quality or 
price. This is the only custom-made 
Scout Rifle that sells for under 
$2,000, complete with optics and 
sling. The Gunsite Scout Rifle car
ries an unconditional lifetime war
ranty. The delivery schedule is now 
about six to eight months after an 
order has been received. ~ 
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POGUE WARRIOR 

Continued from page 44 

as told in Rogue Warrior is com
pletely wrong. 

According to the book, as the battle 
raged, Marcinko led a small team of 
SEALs to clean out the enemy, house 
by house. Suddenly the street was 
raked by machine-gun fire and the 
SEALs dove for cover. All except 
Risher, who (according to Marcinko) 
"took his Stoner and walked out into 
the middle of the street, screaming and 
firing. It was Dodge City, Vietnam." 

Marcinko claims that a Viet Cong 
bullet put an end to the one-man 
charge, then he tried to save Risher. 
"I was there quick enough to catch 
him .. . I dragged Risher out of the 
street .. . The shot had gone through. 
His brains were spilling into my hand." 

In reality, Marcinko played only a 
peripheral role. Two SEALs who ac
tually did fight alongside Risher were 
Francis F. Thornton (Marcinko never 
mentions Thornton) and Harry 
Humphries, both first-class petty of
ficers. Thornton had then been in
country for 13 months as an adviser 
with the South Vietnamese navy's 
SEAL equivalent, the Lien Doan 
NguoiNhai (LDNN, or Sea Comman
dos). Humphries was the explosives 
expert in Marcinko ' s 8th Platoon. 

Both SEALs' recollections differ 
in almost every detail from Marcinko's 
account. According to Thornton, part 
of the 8th Platoon, including Risher 
and Humphries, drove a jeep to the 
city center to help clean out the Viet 
Cong ' s movie-theater command post, 
but the enemy was firmly entrenched. 
After taking withering fire from the 
theater, the SEALs brought up a 57mm 
recoilless rifle. Firepower alone was 
not enough, however, as the Viet Cong 
held the high ground, so the SEALs 
decided to hoist the weapon onto a 
nearby rooftop in order to gain the 
upper hand. 

Humphries remembered what en
sued with remarkable clarity: "The 
three of us [Risher, Thornton and 
Humphries] climbed up the building 
from behind and looked for the best 
field of fire . Ted [Risher] went over 
the balcony first - I went last - the 
enemy saw me." Within seconds the 
bullets were flying. One round kicked 
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up chips of concrete between 
Humphries' legs. He dove for cover. 

Risher was not so lucky. "He stuck 
his head up a little high and a round 
got him," Humphries said. "I believe 
it was an Ml carbine round that, per
haps luckily, found its way to the roof
top position." The rest of the SEALs 
raced to the rooftop to aid their dying 
comrade, but it was too late. Risher 
died as they rushed him out of the 
combat zone. 

Thornton substantiated Humphries ' 
account. "Ted and I were trying to get 
a recoilless rifle onto the roof," he 
recalled. Other platoon members sup
ported the effort from the ground. 
"Risher leaned over to pull on the rope 
and he was hit in the forehead." 

Marcinko 's portrayal of Risher's 
death is more than just false. It is also 
a disservice to the dead man's 
memory . To read Marcinko 's retell
ing, it was not an act of war that killed 
Risher, but an act of stupidity. 
Marcinko twisted the incident to make 
it appear that he was, as usual, at the 
center of the action doing all he could 
to prevent the tragedy. From 
Marcinko 's perspective, Risher's death 
was unfair - not because he died, but 

because he deprived Marcinko of a 
perfect record . 

Where was Marcinko during the 
battle? At the Tactical Operations Cen
ter (TOC), about a mile away. The 
SEALs had set up shop at the "em
bassy house," a CIA compound com
prising the PRU headquarters as well 
as intelligence and interrogation cen
ters. Marcinko was there when Risher 
was killed and he was there when they 
brought in the body. The closest he 
came to the battle was in talking to his 
SEALs by radio. 

Ironically, the TOC was exactly 
where Marcinko should have been. In 
most cases a platoon leader should be 
leading his men from the front, but 
during the disorganized combat in 
Chau Doc it made more sense for 
Marcinko to monitor his SEALs from 
a central point behind fr iendly lines. 
And, by all accounts, Marcinko per
formed well in this role. According to 
Thornton, "Dick ran the whole show 
from the TOC." 

Humphries also believes Marcinko 
was better placed in the TOC than on 
the battlefield: "We had orders from 
the senior American province adviser 
to stay in the compound. Marcinko 

ignored that and sent us out in the 
city. If he had obeyed orders, we 
would not have been able to help de
fend the city." In addition to attacking 
the local Viet Cong headquarters, 8th 
Platoon ' s SEALs also rescued a hand
ful of U.S. civilians and foreign na
tionals from certain capture or death, 
which would not have happened had 
Marcinko not been running the show 
from the TOC. Humphries lamented 
Marcinko 's decision to take potshots 
at other SEALS rather than write about 
what really happened, but he stood by 
his former commander. " Dick had the 
balls to stand up to guys who wanted 
to run standard ops," he said. "He 
made people use SEALs as they should 
be used." 

After the Tet Offensive, Marcinko 
made the most of the experience at 
Chau Doc by shaping futu re SEAL 
operations. His 8th Platoon was bro
ken down into two-man teams and sent 
out with PRUs, so as to maximize the 
ability to gather intelligence and strike 
at the enemy. These teams were quite 
successful. It is a shame that this sort 
of operational savvy is le ft out of 
Marcinko 's memoirs in favor of phony 
heroics . 
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Richard Marcinko went on to bigger 
and better things after Vietnam, but his 
attitudes never changed. He made en
emies in the name of "unit integrity," 
pushing his own agenda while pretend
ing to be watching out for his men, be
coming even more convinced that his 
vision of special operations was the only 
answer. As commander of SEAL Team 
Six, the Navy's counterterrorism team 
formed in 1980, Marcinko raised the art 
of stepping on superiors' toes to new 
heights. This ultimately resulted in his 
ostracism from the SpecWar commu
nity and a Navy investigation on alle
gations of corruption and brutality, along 
with a conviction on criminal charges. 

But that's another story. 

A contributing writer for the U.S. 
Navy's official SpecOps history, Dale 
Andrade is author of Ashes to Ashes, 
published by Lexington Books. His Trial 
By Fire, a study of the 1972 Easter Of
fensive, will be published this year by 
Hippocrene Books, New York. X 

CUCKOO'S NET 

Continued from page 47 

it to the ATF agent, who "didn't 
seemed concerned or interested," 
Condon said. "We made a copy and 
he put it in a pile with a bunch of 
other paperwork." Fischer returned to 
the counter from his workshop and 
spotted a composite sketch of the CIA 
shooting suspect that the A TF agent had 
brought in and laid aside. Fischer picked 
it up and looked at it more closely. 

"The face immediately struck me 
as familiar," Fischer told SOF. "The 
more I looked at it, the more familiar 
it seemed. I knew it was Kansi. I told 
the agent, 'This looks exactly like the 
guy whose file we just gave you.' It 
kind of made me a little miffed that this 
agent didn't seemed to take it that seri
ously. He didn't seemed interested -
acted like he was more involved with 
what he was sent to be looking for." 

"Dave told that A TF agent three 
or four times that [Kansi] was the guy 
he was looking for," Britton Condon 
recalled. "But the agent was quite de
termined to find a file on Murray. But 
Dave was persistent that [Kansi] was 
the guy." 

The agent left about noon. David 
Condon soon arrived. Britton Condon 
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and Fischer related what had happened 
and how it was "just too much of a 
coincidence, the same type of gun and 
the close resemblance between the 
sketch and Kansi," as Britton Condon 
recalled. "Dad said he would call Sher
iff Bittle." 

Bittle told SOF that when David 
Condon called him at the Falls Church 
City Sheriff's office, "I was kind of 
shocked. It was the first time in the 
seven years that I 'd known him that 
he 'd ever called me. He was very con
cerned. He sells guns and he wants to 
sell them to the proper people. He sa id 
the information had been given to the 
A TF agent and the agent had not seemed 
interested. He wanted to make sure it 
got the attention it deserved. He faxed 
me a copy of the 4473. It sounded like 
the agent had tunnel vision." 

Bittle called Detective Kevin 
McCormack of the Falls Church Po
lice Department, w ho immediately for
warded the information to Detective 
Mike Little of the Fairfax County Po
lice Department, who passed the in
formation on to the feds. Kansi, mean
while, flew out of National Airport 
that Tuesday night on a flight to New 
York City, where he made a connec
tion on a weekly Pakistan International 
Ai rl ines flight to Karachi , the 
country ' s largest city. 

Two days later, on Thursday , 
28 January, Kansi's roommate, Zahed 
Mir, reported Kansi missing. Then on 
Saturday, Mir reported receiving what 
sounded like a long-distance phone 
call from Kansi, telling Mir he ' d had 
to leave town in a hurry, that someone 
would come by to pick up his belong
ings and that he would not be returning. 

After a cursory search of Kansi 's 
room turned up an AK-47, Mir called 
police. They came out on Monday -
a week after the shootings - and in
terviewed Mir, who consented to a 
search of the apartment. The AK-47 
was matched by ballistics to a bullet 
recovered from the shootings. A spent 
cartridge found at the murder scene 
had a fingerprint that matched one of 
those Kansi had been required to pro
vide on his immigration papers. In
side a suitcase belonging to Kansi , in
vestigators found the Makarov and 
Beretta purchased from Bittle, along 
with 550 rounds of ammunition for 
the AK. They also found clothing that 
matched a description provided by 
eyewitnesses to the CIA murders. 

On Tuesday - a week after Fischer 
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and Britton Condon had fingered Kansi 
to the disinterested ATF agent - an 
arrest warrant for Kansi was issued. 

Patrick D. Hynes, who heads the 
ATF's Washington field office, issued 
a "vigorous denial" of the accounts given 
by Britton Condon, Fischer and Sheriff 
Bittle. Hynes denied that A TF was in 
any way responsible for Kansi 's escape, 
and implied that Condon, Fischer and 
Bittle were all liars. 

Hynes, who refused to identify the 
investigating A TF agent, said that agent 
and another who subsequently stopped 
by the gun store were never told any
thing about Kansi by anyone. After de
clining to make the pair available for 
interviews, he told The Washington Post 
that the two agents were willing to pro
vide sworn statements. After further con
sultation with the agents, though, he said 
such legally binding documents were 
"unnecessary." 

Referring to the first agent to visit 
the gun store, Hynes said, "You' re talk
ing about a guy that 's a law enforce
ment officer for 11 years. This guy wants 
to solve the case and wants to be a hero. 
He would have followed it up. 

"It's not that he doesn ' t recall" 
Condon and Fischer identifying Kansi 
as a suspect, Hynes added. " He says it 
never happened." 

It 's academic - probably laugh
able - to Kansi. With a $1 million 
reward put on his head by the FBI, he 
remains at large in Asia. X 

USS MAYAGUEZ 

Continued from page 61 

At this point U.S. officials still be
lieved the crew was on Koh Tang Is
land. After being airlifted to Utapao 
Air Base in Thailand, BLT 2/9 read
ied to launch its rescue. The operation 
would kick off at dawn on 15 May 
with a force of 227 Marines. 

One group of leathernecks would 
secure the Mayaguez, still anchored 
off Koh Tang. The 48 Marines, six 
Navy EOD personnel, one Army cap
tain who spoke Cambodian and six 
civilians would transfer from CH-53 
transport helicopters to the destroyer 
USS Harold E. Holt. This vessel would 
pull alongside the Mayaguez so the 
Marines could recapture it. The EOD 
men would search for booby traps and 
the civilians would operate the ship 
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once she was secure. 
"At first we thought about landing 

on top of the containers on the deck, 
but no one could tell us how many 
Cambodians were on the ship or what 
kind of weapons they had," recalled 
Marine Capt. Walter Wood. His group 
left Utapao shortly before 0230 on 
15 May. As dawn broke, the three 
choppers carrying the boarding party 
rendezvoused with the Holt off Koh 
Tang Island. Since the choppers were 
too big to land on the destroyer's small 
helipad, the Marines descended rope 
ladders to its deck. 

Holt Commander Robert Peterson 
recalled aiming his binoculars at the 
cargo ship anchored dead in the wa
ter. He had noticed six heavily armed 
Cambodians on the deck. "I chuckled 
to myself, because in about 90 sec
onds those jerks were going to get one 
hell of a surprise." 

As Peterson ' s destroyer drew 
within 500 meters of the objective, 
Air Force jets swooped down, dous
ing the Mayaguez with tear gas. Ma
rines crouched along the Holt's rail 
with protective masks on and weap
ons ready. "Let's go Marines! Let's 
go! " Wood shouted as the two ships 

touched - it was 0728. 
Leathernecks swarmed over the 

Holt's side. One group cautiously se
cured the bridge while others began a 
methodical search of the ship. The six 
armed Cambodians had disappeared, 
perhaps swimming for the mainland. 

"It was tough going," Wood said. 
" It was unbelievably hot on that old 
tub. There was no power and it was 
dark as hell below deck." By 0830 the 
Stars and Stripes waved above the 
Mayaguez. The ship had been recov
ered without a shot. Koh Tang was 
another story. 

The assault on Koh Tang involved 
179 Marines under Lt. Col. Austin's 
command. The objective: securing a 
small piece of real estate about three 
miles long and two miles wide. ".Our 
first element would consist of a rein
forced rifle platoon. They would land 
on the western end of the island," Aus
tin explained. "The other element con
sisted of two rifle platoons supported 
by an 81 mm [M29] mortar section. 
They would land in the eastern zone." 

The sun rose on eight CH-53s ap
proaching Koh Tang. As the lead he
licopters neared their eastern landing 
zone, they ran into a hail of antiair-

craft fire. One went down just off
shore as another crashed on the beach. 
A third chopper managed to drop its 
Marines after taking fire, then crashed 
into the gulf about a mile away. 

"We had just been told to lock and 
load," said Larry Yerg, then a private 
first class. "All of a sudden there was 
an explosion and the chopper went 
out of control. We hit the ground so 
hard everyone was thrown into the 
middle. I could smell smoke. Some
one started yelling, 'Get out! This son 
of a bitch is going to blow up!' 

"We were in the middle of the 
beach. As soon as we stepped off the 
choppers we came under fire. Man, 
there wasn't even a seashell to hide 
behind. The only thing we could do 
was to try and get out into the surf and 
hope the Cambodians would forget 
about us. I was standing in waist-deep 
water when something slammed into 
my left shoulder. Next thing I knew, I 
was face-down in the water." A corps
man rescued Yerg, but 14 other Ameri
cans died in the assault - 10 Ma
rines, two Navy men, one airman and 
another Marine KIA by a Cambodian 
claymore mine. Added to the fatali
ties were numerous wounded. 
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Things were going slightly better 
on the island's western end, where 
U.S. helicopters came under heavy 
fire, but none were shot down. How
ever, one chopper was hit and had to 
abort; of the remaining three, only one 
landed where it was supposed to. 

"We were scattered across hell's 
half-acre," Austin said. "Fortunately I 
could communicate with all of my 
companies. I told them to forget about 
our original mission. We were in no 
condition to rescue anyone. In fact, I 
was afraid someone was going to have 
to rescue us." 

On the destroyer USS Henry B. 
Wilson, Commander J. Michael 
Rodgers watched through binoculars 
as the battle raged on Koh Tang. There 
were more than enough Cambodian 
targets for his ship's 5-inch guns, but 
so far Austin hadn't requested any fire 
support. Then a lookout shouted that 
men were in the water. "There was a 
strong current and they were being 
swept out to sea," Rodgers said. "I 
stopped the ship and we put our gig in 
the water. " 

According to Yerg·: "I had lost a 
lot of blood and was drifting in and 
out of consciousness. I heard some-

one yell there was a ship coming to
ward us. I looked up and saw them 
put the gig in the water. When I saw 
that, I started crying like a baby." 

Oblivious to the firefights on the 
island, a Cambodian gunboat was es
corting the Mayaguez crew's fishing 
boat to Koh Tang. "We had been un
derway about an hour when the gun
boat signaled for us to stop." Miller 
said. "The English-speaking officer 
hopped on our boat and ran to the 
wheelhouse, then he came to where I 
was standing. Without any explana
tion, he held out his hand and told me 
goodbye, then hopped back on the 
gunboat and hauled ass back to 
Kompong Som." 

Earlier that morning Miller had or
dered his crew to tie their white T
shirts to long bamboo poles. Should 
their fishing boat be pounced on by 
U.S. planes, Miller wanted banners a 
blind man could see. Just before 0900, 
the crew spotted their ship off Koh 
Tang. Then they heard the planes -
"I told every man to start waving those 
flags, " Miller said. 

Having retrieved the unlucky Ma
rines from the gulf, the Wilson was 
also headed toward the Mayaguez. 

"He downed four North Koreans before 
emptying the clip ... and then charged, 

swinging the pistol like a club." 
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"We were listening to a patrol plane 
report that it had spotted some kind 
of boat heading toward the sh ip," 
Rodgers said. "I knew we would be 
getting orders to intercept, so I 
turned in that direction. We had our 
fire control radars locked on the tar
get and were ready to blow the ship 
out of the water if she made a hos
tile move." 

"First they said it was some kind 
of pleasure craft. Then the pilot got 
all excited and said he could see Cau
casians on deck waving white flags," 
Rodgers said. He soon observed them 
as well : "I could see them crowded on 
the foredeck." 

Rodgers reached for a PA system 
microphone. "Are you the crew of the 
Mayaguez?" - his voice boomed out 
over the water. Miller shouted back 
requesting permission to come along
side. They went aboard the Wilson at 
1107. One minute later the Oval Of
fice phone rang in Washington with 
news that the crewmen were safe on 
an American destroyer. 

For hours the skies over Koh Tang 
were filled with tactical aircraft cov
ering the Marines' withdrawal. To ease 
the extraction, one C-130 Hercules 
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bombed Cambodian positions with a 
15,000-pound daisy cutter, the larg
est non-nuclear weapon in the U.S. 
inventory . At 2010 the last Ameri
can left the island, airlifted with 
other BLT 2/9 Marines to the carrier 
USS Coral Sea. 

In retrospect, one tragic aspect of 
the rescue operation was that there 
was never any need to attack Koh 
Tang. The Mayaguez crew had been 
released at sea before the assault 
started, yet the lack of direct com 
munications with Cambodia pre
vented American authorities from 
knowing this. 

Miller visited the Wilson's sick 
bay to thank the brave young air
men and Marines there . " It was the 
most moving experience of my life." 
Miller said. "I had to fight to hold 
back the tears. The only thing I could 
think about were those kids - those 
brave young men. They were fight
ing and dying for me. At that mo
ment I was so damn proud to be an 
American." 

Richard Harris is a Texas based 
freelance writer. 9(' 

THROUGH THE WIRE 

Continued from page 35 

As Watkins crawled down the hall
way, several explosions ripped through 
the building. He rubbed his eyes in 
disbelief as he saw two officers look
ing out a nearby window. "I told the 
officers to get down on the floor or 
they weren't long for this world." 

By then men in camp began to put 
up flares, lighting the camp-turned
battlefield. 

At some point, an AC-130 Spectre 
gunship with four miniguns and two 
20mm cannons arrived over CCN. 

"Spectre did a hell of a job," 
Watkins said. "They dropped flares 
and caught some NV A in the wire, 
plus they were able to hit a couple of 
pockets of NVA in the camp." 

Good Morning, Vietnam 

At first light, Lieutenant Colonel 
Roy Bahr led a relief force from FOB 
1 down the coast of the China Sea 
into FOB 4, clearing all NV A sappers 
who had escaped north along the beach 

from the camp after Spectre arrived. 
Also at first light, SF troops tracked 

two NV A soldiers to an outside la
trine at the northeast corner of the 
compound. Accounts of this are 
mixed: One officer said the NV A 
killed themselves with a frag grenade; 
a second account said the SF troops 
opened fire on the latrine, venting pent
up anger over the carnage wrought by 
the daring NV A night attack. 

Staff Sergeant Robert J. "Spider" 
Parks returned to FOB 4/CCN shortly 
after first light. "It was a sight I' ll 
never forget," Parks reminisced re
cently. The road into camp ran from 
the highway along the northern edge 
of the perimeter, with tum-offs for the 
helicopter pad, headquarters, and at the 
eastern end of the road, for the NCO 
club, mess hall and Recon Company. 

As Parks walked down that road "it 
looked like a hazy movie scene. There 
was a haze hanging over the camp -
you could still smell the cordite from all 
the weapons fire. People were running 
around, some of them still dazed by the 
night's tragic events ... 

"There were still some sappers 
around in the camp and snipers firing 
down from Marble Mountain. The 
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NV A fired on the ambulances leaving 
camp as well as the one pulling in. · 
People in the camp got organized and 
linked up with the relief force Colo
nel Bahr brought in from Phu Bai." 

Parks pulled out his camera and 
took pictures of the dead enemy, in
cluding the NV A soldier Watkins 
killed with his .45 . Some are in
cluded here . 

Later that day, Watkins and sev
eral SF and indigenous recon troops 
went to Marble Mountain and found 
the sand table the NV A had used to 
rehearse their attack on FOB 4/CCN. 

The Enemy Within 

There were several facts about the 
attack which were confirmed by 
Watkins and·numerous survivors inter
viewed shortly after the FOB 4/CCN 
massacre: 

• "It was obvious they had worked 
months on the attack ... the NVA had 
good intelligence from inside the camp 
which helped them pick that night for 
the attack," Watkins said. 

• Prior to the attack, warnings about 
security problems along the southeast 
perime ter , whe re locals walked 
through the barbed wire, were ignored. 
Additionally, the local security force 
appeared to cooperate with the NV A 
instead of defending the camp. NV A 
weapons and satchel charges had been 
cached inside FOB 4/CCN. 

•The attack could have been worse: 
Some NV A troops carried maps which 
the local Viet Cong had drawn upside 
down. Thus, they ignored the indig
enous recon billets at the southeastern 
corner of tbe compound, instead bit
ting the BOQ at the northern side of 
the compound. "That was a major mis
take, because the recon indig reacted 
quickly and severely hurt the NV A 
that night. In '68, the indig at FOB 4 
were outstanding and they stood tall 
that night," Watkins said. 

• "We were very fortunate in an
other aspect," said Bahr, "because af
ter our commanders meeting, many of 
us flew back to our FOBs. Thus, when 
we heard about the attack, I was able 
to put together the reaction force. We 
flew down in Kingbees (Vietnamese
piloted H-34s) before first light .. . oth
erwise the losses could have been 
much more crippling." 

• Many SF troops reacted slowly 
because there was too much boozing 
the previous night. 

The total of 17 SF troops killed at 
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FOB 4/CCN "was the heaviest USASF 
loss in a single incident in SF his
tory," according to Green Beret maga
zine. Plus, " In the subsequent three 
days, eight more USASF were killed, 
six at Due Lap" - Special Forces A 
Camp (A-239). 

According to Green Beret, those 
killed at FOB 4/CCN were: SSgt. 
Talmadge H. Alphin Jr. • Pfc. Will
iam H. Bric III• Sgt. 1st Class Tadeusz 
M. Kepczyk • Sgt. 1st Class Donald 
R. Kerns • Sgt. James T. Kickliter • 
Master Sgt. Charles R. Norris • Sgt. 
Maj . Richard E. Pegram Jr. • 1st Lt. 
Paul D. Potter • Master Sgt. Rolf E. 
Rickmers •Spec. 4 Anthony J. Santana 
• Master Sgt. Gilbert A. Secor • Sgt. 
James W . Smith • Sgt. Robert J . 
Uyessaka • SSgt. Howard S. Varni • 
Sgt. 1st Class Haro ld R. Voorheis • 
Sgt. 1st Class Albert M. Walter• Sgt. 
1st Class Donald W . Welch. 

A frequent contributor to SOF with 
chronicles of the daring exploits of 
special operations troops in the Viet
nam war, Isaac Staats has been there, 
done that, and now is a California 
based journalist. 9'! 

TROPHY TREK 

Continued from page 37 

an impossible shot, but a difficult one 
that is also very deadly if it is handled 
right. " The bull faced away from them 
at a slight angle; Brown had only a 
partial view of his target ' s neck. He 
placed the cross hairs of his Bausch & 
Lomb scope low on the animal, so the 
bullet would go through its shoulder 
and then into the neck - Brown 's 
shot was ideal. 

Cape buffalo are among Africa's 
most dangerous animals . A wounded 
buffalo can kill a hunter before the 
man even realizes he is being charged, 
so every professional hunter/guide 
wants his hunter to make an incapaci
tating shot that keeps the animal down 
and the hun ting group out of the trees. 
Brown did so - he, Lexon and Gioia 
were able to walk up to the mortally 
wounded bull to give it a mercy shot. 

From the moment Lexon started 
into the bush until Brown shot and 
then turned off his stopwatch, the stalk 
took 12 minutes, 36 seconds. Finally, 
for Brown, everything worked right 
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on a buffalo hunt. 
In the skinning shed later, the bul

let that kept Brown's buffalo down 
was found in the shoulder opposite 
the entry point. This RWS 300-grain 
monolithic solid bullet had entered the 
bull ' s left shoulder, turned into and 
shattered its spine, then turned to lodge 
in the right shoulder - a perfect shot. 

For information on SOF's 1994 
South African hunt, contact Galen 
Geer at P.O. Box 808, Canon City, 
co 81215. 

Galen Geer is SOF's Contributing 
Editor for Outdoor Affairs. 9'! 

RENT-A-GURKHA 

Continued from page 31 

R&R, and sent hone to Nepal every 
six months. Each team is accompa
nied by liaison officers from both 
Renamo and the Mozambican armed 
forces, and works closely with the In
ternational Red Cross. 

Because mining of roads was such 
a widespread and successful tactic of 
Mozambican guerrillas during more 
than 20 years of anti-colonial and then 
civil war, antipersonnel and antitank 
mines are found on virtually every 
road in the country. No records of their 
locations or types were kept, and many 
of the mines shifted during successive 
rainy seasons so that even areas adja
cent to roadways are dangerous. 
Nearly all the mines discovered are 
former Warsaw Pact devices but some 
captured from colonial Portuguese 
warehouses still infest the African 
landscape. 

As locals observe the Gurkhas 
calmly going about their hazardous 
task, they are filled with amazement 
and gratitude - especially gratitude, 
because as the Gurkhas clear stretches 
of road, the Red Cross brings in aid, 
and because the villagers themselves 
can resume pre-war patterns of move
ment and commerce without fear of 
death from the menace of hidden ex
plosives. 

Gurkhas on GSG contracts spent 
six months in Kuwait clearing the 
whole spectrum of bang-bangs used 
by both sides during the Gulf War, 
and came to be regarded as the best 
operators in the theater. There they 
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used state-of-the-art equipment and 
techniques learned during service with 
the British army, and cleared their sec
tor ahead of schedule. Despite the fact 
that much of the ordnance they lo
cated in the desert had been subjected 
to a great deal of stress and was in 
highly unstable condition, they neu
tralized or destroyed everything they 
found - without casualties. By con
trast, prim1t1ve conditions in 
Mozambique require that most detec
tion, clearing and disposal is done by 
hand, often with a good deal of im
provisation. 

In addition to guard duties, mine
lifting and local security forces train
ing, other GSG contracts involve em
bassy protection and U.N. deployment 
aid. There are Gurkhas guarding 
American embassies in Bahrain, Abu 
Dhabi and Dubai; Gurkhas in Yugo
slavia driving U.N. aid trucks, Gurkhas 
guarding diamond mines and oil fa
cilities in Africa, and Gurkhas con
ducting anti-piracy patrols off the 
shores of Africa. In total, nearly 250 
Gurkhas are currently on GSG's pay
roll and the company maintains a large 
data base of prospective employees. 
Interested clients should plaq a six-

week lead time, and normally are re
quired to make the arrangements for 
getting the Gurkhas into their country 
and providing them with equipment 
and weapons. 

So - do you think you need a 
Gurkha platoon, or better yet, a Gurkha 
battalion? A 1000-man battalion, ex
clusive of weapons, will cost $2.5 mil
lion to assemble at your location, and 
$1.5 million per month in operating 
costs. You can get a lot done with a 
thousand Gurkhas. Perhaps U .N. offi
cials should consider a few divisions 
of them for duty in Somalia or Bosnia. 
Just call GSG. 

S. W. MacKenzie is a frequent SOF 
contributor on African topics. 

FINEST SOLDIERS 
IN THE WORLD 

What is a Gurkha? Back when 
the British Empire was spreading 
over the surface of the globe, the 
benevolent rule of the Crown met 
with occasional resistance which had 
to be put down, gently, or often, not 
so gently. In Nepal, however, the 
armed forces of the Crown got 

stopped cold by the ferocious local 
tribes. Rugged terrain and fierce, 
militant fighting men repeatedly 
cleaned the figurative imperial clock. 
Eventually reason prevailed with the 
signing of a treaty, one of the 
provisions of which allowed local 
warriors to be inducted into the 
British army. "Gurkha" originally 
referred to a village and area in 
Nepal, but now has come to mean 
any of the hill tribesmen who fight 
for pay in the British, Indian or 
Brunei armies. The Indian govern
ment, one of the most stridently (and 
hypocritically) anti-mercenary 
regimes in the world, actually has 
l 5 battalions of Gurkhas in its 
service . One of them is an elite 
parachute unit. 

Selection for military duty is 
extremely rigorous, and only the 
cream of applicants are accepted. 
Inducted under a 1947 agreement 
between the Nepalese, the Indians 
and the British, Gurkhas are trained 
to exacting British army standards. 
Since most recruits are from remote 
mountain villages and can neither 
read nor write, getting them up to 
speed requires a bit of extra effort 
which is repaid tenfold by loyal, 
unwavering devotion. In many 
families it has become a tradition to 
have a son in the Gurkhas, and 
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pressure to get accepted is intense. 
British Gurkha regiments have a mix 
of European and Gurkha officers and 
NCOs, and Indian army Gurkha 
regiments have a similar structure. 
Curiously, as a result of international 
arrangements, Gurkha soldiers are 
paid the same amount whether 
serving the Crown, the Sultan or New 
Delhi. More Gurkha soldiers were on 
active duty with the British army 
during World War II than before or 
since, and now, with current defense 
cuts, they are being cut back to only 
2,000 men. 

Gurkhas in the British army used 
to spend a minimum of 12 years in 
the ranks, more usually 15, with 
officers serving .even longer. Now, 
however, they are being forcibly 
retired and, despite having given 
years risking their lives for the Crown 
(and their pay checks), and paying 
British income taxes, they don't leave 
with many perks. Returned to their 
poor villages in Nepal, they don't get 
British citizenship. Nor do they even 
get preferential treatment when 
applying for visitors' visas to the 
United Kingdom . Also, except under 
very special circumstances, they are 
not allowed to work in England. They 
do, however, get a pension, and a 
hearty "thanks a lot, chaps." 

A typical Gurkha is about 5'7" 

(GEN I) 

The AN/PVS-28 mounted on M-16. 
(Rifle not included) 

AN/PVS-4 
(GEN II) 

and stocky, with a wheat-colored 
complexion. Intelligent and pleasant, 
they make almost ideal soldiers. They 
are polite, hospitable, friendly (except 
to foes), incorruptible, incredibly 
loyal, and tough, really tough. 

As a famous Gur~ha officer, Sir 
Ralph Turner, M.C., M.A., reminisced, 
" ... my comrades, the stubborn and 
indomitable peasants of Nepal. Once 
more I hear the laughter with which 
you greeted every hardship. Once 
more I see you in your bivouacs or 
about your camp fires, on forced 
march or in the trenches, now 
shivering with wet and cold, now 
scorched by a pitiless and burning 
sun. Uncomplaining you endure 
hunger and thirst and wounds; and 
at the last your u·nwavering lines 
disappear into the smoke and wrath 
of battle. Bravest of the brave, most 
generous of the generous, never had 
a country more faithful friends than 
you ." Fine tribute, indeed, for some 
of the finest soldiers in the world. 

- S.W.M. 9(: 

FOREIGN LEGION 

Continued from page 53 

and safety personnel than firers . 

"Safety first " should not control real
istic preparation for battle. These Spar
tan warriors should train for war-fight
ing with maximum realism, under 
stressful conditions as close to battle 
as can be replicated . Training doctrine 
would be: "The more sweat on the 
training field , the less blood on the 
battlefield." 

Initially , during individual and unit 
training cycles, U.S. Special Forces 
would be ideal trainers - one A team 
per rifle company . They'd teach the 
basics - shoot and salute, to the more 
complicated stuff- scoot and loot. 

AFL members would take an oath 
just as U.S . armed forces members do 
to swear to defend the Constitution of 
the United States. Discipline would 
be Brown Shoe Army and NCO jus
tice would be the law. Great pride 
would come from being in one of the 
toughest, most demanding and highly 
disciplined forces in the world. As 
Arnold Joseph Toynbee said, "The 
sterner the challenge to men, the finer 
the response. " 

Hopefully, every member of AFL 
would be airborne/Ranger-qualified 
and units would be capable of con
ducting airborne operations. The AFL 
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object to the 
idea and say 
it ain't the 
American 
way to have 
"mercenar
ies." They'll 
have forgot
ten Desert 
Storm, when 
the Saudis 
and Kuwaitis 
paid big 

SF Capt. Daniel Egan (center right) describes guerrilla attack on 
National Train ing Center in La Union, El Salvador in October '85, 
as SF troops and Salvadoran medics load the worst wounded 
aboard U.S. MilGroup commander's UH-1H for medevac. When 
American SpecOps troops are deployed under fire as "advisers," 
political niceties require they lose combat awards. Could a 
foreign legion serve as well, less hampered by political 
correctness? Photo: Greg Walker/J. Guzman 

dough to 
have Ameri
can "Chris
tian soldiers 
marching 
onto war," 
and they may 
never have 

should wear a distinctive uniform. 
Heroism awards should not be given 
for "having been there" or "just doing 
the job." 

One can anticipate objections to the 
formation of an AFL. The Army chief 
of staff and USMC commandant will 
scream bloody murder, seeing a rival 
for defense dollars and roles and mis
sions. Some members of Congress will 

heard of the 1775 mercenaries like La 
Fayette, Kosciuszko and that little fag 
Baron Von Steuben who drilled 
Washington's troops with such Teu
tonic precision and delight. 

A mercenary Army? No. A band of 
great warriors configured to fight the 
wars of the future, yes. This is the 
Army in which I should like to fight. 

America's most decorated living 

veteran, Col. David Hackworth served 
25 years in the U.S. Army, and in 1989 
authored the international best seller 
About Face. Hackworth continues his 
career.as a military analyst and jour
nalist, and is a frequent contributor 
to SOF.'X 

MERCY KILLINGS? 

Continued from page 65 

and the Branch Davidians, like ordi
nary persons, would ... conclude that 
survival was in their self-interest and 
surrender. This ill-fated assumption 
runs contrary to all of the relevant 
behavioral science and psychiatric lit
erature. 

"Furthermore, there was direct em
pirical evidence supporting the as
sumption that the Branch Davidians 
... were in the 'gamble with death' 
mode," Stone observed. "The direct 
evidence for this was their response 
to the ATF's misguided assault. They 
engaged in a desperate shoot-out with 
federal law enforcement, which re
sulted in deaths and casualties on both 

r-----------------------------, 
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sides ... Branch Davidians were will-
ing to ... kill or be killed as martyr-
suicide victims defending their 'faith. ' 
The idea that people ... expecting the 
apocalypse would submit to tactical 
pressure .. . flies in the face of their 
past behavior in the A TF crisis. 

"I am now convinced that the FBI's 
noose-tightening tactics may well have 
precipitated Koresh 's decision to com
mit himself and his followers to this 
course of mass suicide. The official 
reports have shied away from directly 
confronting and examining the pos
sible causal relationship between the 
FBI ' s pressure tactics and David 
Koresh ' s [suicide] order to the Branch 
Davidians. I believe that this omis
sion is critical, because if that tactical 
strategy increased the likelihood of the 
conflagration in which 25 innocent 
children died, then that must be a mat
ter of utmost concern for the future 
management of such standoffs." 

Destroying The Crime Scene 

Jamar 's unilateral decision-making 
throughout the operation upset Will
iam Johnston, the assistant U.S. attor
ney in charge of the Waco office, the 
DOJ report notes. Johnston wrote a 

23 March 1993 letter to Reno 's of
fice, complaining " that the FBI was 
destroying important trajectory evi
dence" by removing vehicles from 
around the Branch Davidian complex 
that had been used for cover by A TF 
agents during the shoot-out. 

"Johnston expressed his concern 
that the FBI was ... making no effort 
to preserve the crime scene ... It ap
peared to Johnston that whatever the 
FBI wanted, it got," according to the 
DOJ report. As a result of his com
plaints, Johnston was removed as lead 
attorney from the case. The DOJ named 
Ray Jahn and his wife, both assistant 
U.S. attorneys in the San Antonio of
fice, to take charge of prosecution. 

FBI agents at the scene even an
gered each other, according to the DOJ 
report. The tactical teams and the ne
gotiators "were not always coordinated 
and, on occasion, were in conflict with 
each other ... The negotiators felt that 
the negotiating and tactical compo
nents of the FBI's strategy were more 
often contradictory than complemen
tary." For instance, each time in early 
negotiations that Koresh made some 
concession, it was followed by pun
ishing tactics - the cutoff of electric-

ity, bright lights, loud music, etc. -
from the tactical teams. This eventually 
prompted Koresh to renege on prom
ises for other concessions, citing the 
negative results of earlier agreements. 

"For their part, the tactical person
nel reported they were often unaware 
of the status of the negotiations," notes 
the DOJ report, which goes on to de
tail the anger of tactical-team mem
bers at the negotiating team's telling 
Branch Davidians to remove a .50-
caliber sniper rifle from a window. 
The tactical team also knew about the 
sniper rifle - and could tailor their 
movements accordingly. But now they 
had no idea of where the Davidians 
had repositioned this weapon. As for 
Jamar, the site commander "believes 
all supervisors were given the neces
sary information, and is unaware of 
any failure in communication." 

Abandoned Negotiations 

Backed by the opinions of expert 
psychologists and psychiatrists, nego
tiators also complained about the con
tinued participation of ATF agent 
James Cavanaugh in the negotiations. 
He not only participated in the initial 
raid, but was one of its commanders. 
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~~;pl- Model HFS Do you ow n any Semi-Automatic and want to Rock 'N Roll! 

Jamar overruled repeated recommen
dations that Cavanaugh be removed even 
though his presence was a deterrent to 
establishing trust between negotiators 
and the barricaded cult members. 

(Universal) Have you bought books or toys that didn 't work? Well, the 
For most all new "HELL-FIRE" Trigger System ls herel You won't find 

Semi- anything closer to a "Select Fire" Conversion, BATF approved 
Automatics and LEGALi The unit Is Installed externally In seconds. It does 

not Interfere with the normal operation of trigger. When 
S 2 9'{~. engaged, you may fire burs!s, to emptying complete magazines 

at a full automatic rate accurately and legallyl Hurry and 
complete get yours now before It's too latel 

PREPAID Minimum age to order - 18 years 

Model HFS 22 
for 10122 

SEND YOUR NAME, ADDRESS AND QUANTITY DESIRED TO: 
......... # CASHIER'S CHECK OR MONEY ORDER ... 

H~ I. RRE~ PERSONAL CHECKS DELAYS ORDER 

....... - SYSTEMS INC. PREPAID 
"" / TM P.O. Box 549, Olathe, CO 81425 

u.s. Pl!.,°''* Plltr11 Pend. Colorado Residents Add 3% 

A TF agents also were assigned to 
assist Texas Rangers with their inves
tigation of the raid. The DOJ report 
confirms how ATF remained directly 
involved in both negotiations and the 
raid investigation almost until the day 
of the fire. 

Stone's independent investigation 
reveals that by 21 March - not yet 
halfway into the siege - the FBI had 
already abandoned negotiation, except 
as a means of communication, in favor 
of tactical pressure as a way to resolve 
the standoff. It was a fatal mistake. 

Targeted at the hunting, law enforcement and mllltary markets, Fighting Firearms is 
the only forum for new, in-depth, up-to-date information for the growing number of 
paramilitary firearms users and enthusiasts. 

"The FBI hoped to break Koresh 's 
hold over his followers," Stone wrote . 
"However, it may have solidified this 
unconventional group's unity in their 
common misery ... The FBI agents did 
not adequately consider the effects of 
these tactical actions on the children 
... I can testify from personal experi
ence to the power of CS gas .. . Ironi
cally, while the most compelling fac
tor used to justify the Waco plan was 
the safety of the children, the insertion 

At your local newsstand or 
send $5 to Soldier Of Fortune, ON SALE 

2/8/94 P. 0. Box 693, Boulder CO, 
80306 ATTN: Helena 
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of the CS gas, in my opinion, actually 
threatened the safety of the children ... I 
find it hard to accept a deliberate plan 
to insert CS gas for 48 hours in a build
ing with so many children. It certainly 
makes it more difficult to believe that 
the health and safety of the children 
was our primary concern. As a physi
cian, I have concluded there are serious 
unanswered questions about the basis 
for the decision to deploy toxic CS gas 
... Further inquiry will be necessary to 
resolve the many unanswered questions. 
Based on my own medical knowledge 
and review of the scientific literature, 
the information supplied to [Reno] 
seems to minimize the potential harmful 
consequences for infants and children ... 

"In my discussion with the Justice 
Department, I encountered a certain 
skepticism'' about the conclusions he 
reached, Stone wrote. But he added he 
was "quite reassured by interviews with 
the FBI's behavioral scientists and ne
gotiators, who confirmed some of my 
impressions ... Because they share my 
belief that mistakes were made, they 
expressed their determination to have 
the truth come out, regardless of the 
consequences." 

Stone continued: "What went 
wrong at Waco was not that the FBI 
lacked expertise in behavioral science 
or in the understanding of unconven
tional religious groups. Rather, the com
mander on the ground and others com
mitted to tactical-aggressive, traditional 
law-enforcement practices disregarded 
those experts and tried to assert control 
and demonstrate to Koresh that they 
were in charge ... 

"Koresh had an absolute need for 
control and domination of his followers 
that amounted to a mania. He also had 
the ability to control them. The intensity 
and depth of his ability and need to 
control is attested to by everyone in the 
FBI who dealt with him ... Unfortunately, 
those responsible for ultimate decision
making at Waco did not listen to those 
who understood the meaning and psy
chological significance of David 
Koresh 's 'mania.' Instead, they tried to 
show him who was the 'boss.' 

"The FBI apparently assumed that 
... the war of stress would establish that 
they were in control, but would not con
vey hostile intent .. . Wizen the FBI 
thought they were at last taking control, 
they had in fact totally lost control of 
the standoff " 

A frequent contributor and former 
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SOF Associate Editor, James L. Pate 
has provided ongoing coverage of the 
Waco tragedy and its aftermath. ~;z 

PARTING SHOT 

Continued from page 98 

caused backups of 40 calls, requir
ing police to devise a kind of triage 
system . 

. But even better equipment can't 
seem to solve the department's 
more basic shortcomings. In the 
late 1980s the police began to 
phase in new 9mm service pistols. 
Within a short time, it became 
evident that such weaponry was 
beyond the grasp of many cops. 
Between early 1989 and late 
1992, more than one out of ev
ery seven shots fired by Wash
ington police officers was fired 
accidentally. 

If some cops consider their guns 
hard to operate, others find police 
reports even more challenging. Gary 
Hankins, former head of Wash
ington's police union, claims many 
young officers appear baffled by rou
tine paperwork. "Reports they turn 
in may be unusable, unreadable," 
he says. 

A Washington prosecutor says 
poorly written reports or incomplete 
police work can make it impossible 
to win convictions in criminal cases. 
The proof is in the courts: Between 
1986 and 1990, about a third of 
murder cases brought by the police 
were dismissed. According to The 
Washington Post, police failed to 
arrest anybody in nearly half the 
city's murder cases between 1988 
and 1990. And for the 1,286 kill
ings during those years, only 94 
people were convicted of first
degree murder. 

Obviously, until the city reforms its 
own police department, it's unlikely 
that additional warm bodies in uni
form - whether they are National 
Guardsmen or Foreign Legionnaires 
- will be able to bring peace to 
Washington's streets. 

Mr. Carlson is on editorial writer 
for the Arkansas Democrat-Gazette 
in Little Rock. A longer version of this 
article appeared in the winter 1993 
issue of Policy Review. X 

SECRET GUNBELT 
• The ultimate in self defense! 

THE BEST CONCEALED CARRY 
Left & Right hand holsters. Fits all Autos & most 
Revolvers . Shoulder Strap to support heavy 
gun s Carry high or around waist. St rong 
medical grade 5" wide elasti c, plush inner side, 
comfortable , cool all day. Exact fit wi th 
VELCRO® closures. Qui ck cross draw. Beige. 
Wear with or w/o vest Sizes 526-32, M32-42, 
L42-52, XL52-62 plus Made in U.SA 

The sneakiest holster ever! 
The Original CONCEAL-IT™ Secret GunBelt 

is the new Best Selling accessory. 
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 
1 (800)442-3627 
MastercardN ISA OK. Dealers Invited. 

$25 plus $3 S&H (CA res. + $1.94 S.T.) 
Send to DOCTOR CENTER, 334 North Euclid 
Ave - Dept. WOR, Ontario, CA 91764. Allow 4 
weeks delivery Credit card order 10 days 

DID YOU KNOW 
that SO F reaches 

over a quarter 
million readers 

each month 
and over 83o/o 

of those readers 
buy from our 
advertisers'? 

If not, call now 
for our competitive 

ad rates! 
1-800-800-7630 
Start increasing 

your sales NOW! 
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- ·BRITISH DPM PARA SMOCKS 
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I 
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C13 O Special Investigator C41 O Intelligence Officer 

I
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U.D.T. "The Combat Divers" 
Commentarv by· 
Commander Francis "Fearless- Douglas Fane USNR 

See how NAVY SEALS were born 111 
1st Rebreather Toro Tube Exit Capsule Recoverv 
An jncredjbly entertajnjng yjdeo 
documentary detailing the history of SCUBA & 
Naval Special Wartare 
Meet the creators of today's Naw SEALs! 
Send $30.00 Chk/M.O. lo' Shogunite Inc. 
Suite 103-360 
10 E. Palmetto Pk Rd. Boca Raton Fl. 33432 
For FAST! UPS / COD Call 1-305-753-6692 

LEGKmAIRES 
SURVIVAL 
BOOT KNIFE 
ONLY 

•12111 

Add $1.05 Hndt. 

Double edge 440 stainless steel blade. 
Full tang one piece construction. Leath
er sheath with quick release snap and 
metal boot/belt clip . Money Back 
Guaranl-1 ff Not Fu/Iv Satltdledll 

WESTBURY SALES CO. DEPT BK-03-SF 
156 Post Avenue, Westbury, New York 11590 

N.A.l.T INDUSTRIES ELECTRO-OPTICS 

U.S. THIRD GENERATION 
NIGHT VISION SYSTEMS 

NEW FROM FACTORY WITH 
ONE-YEAR WARRANTY 

~~S-7,,B 
1X Lens 
LR.Lighl 
Case/ 
Headstrap 

SCOUT 
POCKETSCOPE 

~rl~~:ll .JI 
Case •-

$3,995.00!!! $3,450.00!!! 
N.A.t.T. offers a complete line of over 100 models of I, II , 
Ill Gen Systems. We pride ourselves in providing quality 

systems to fit your specific needs. Recondi tioned units are 
available at over 50% savings to you! For example ... 

PVS-7A PVS-5 A,B,C 
Genl l &ll .. Genii ~ I.A. Lighl I.A. Light 
1Xlens 1Xlens 

Headstrap 

Slarting lrom Starting from 

$1,995.00!!! $2,495.00!!! 
Over 25 different scopes to choose from! 

N.A.LT. INDUSTRIES' overhaul facilities can 
accommodate repairs, modifications, upgrades, and 

retrofits lor most night vision systems. 

Send $1.00 for a catalog to: 
NORTH AMERICAN INTEGRATED TECHNOLOGIES 

1911 Douglas Blvd ., Suite 85-104 
Roseville , CA 95661 

(916) 784-3316 INFO (916) 774-7525 ORDERS 

This product is to be taken orally. 
No harmful side effects. 

S&K Performance Product Boron! 
Can dramatically increase you r 

Testosterone levels up to 300%! 
Higher Testosterone means faster, easier muscl 

growth! Greatly enhance your physical 
appearance literally sculpting your own body with 

huge healthy, hard muscle. 
Get that lean awesome body builder physique 

now with one 3 month cycle for only $15.951 
If you are not completely satisfied 

with the growth you obtain within 15 days 
return it for a full refund. 

Money back guarantee! To get your 
super anabolic growth cycle from: 

S&K Performance Products 
.--.1 Order Now!!! _ -~ 
: __::_ ·· < < $15.95+shipping VISA ,I 

1 ·800·398·6946 
24hrs. 7 days a week 

C.O.D's welcome add $4.00 shipping. 
Check or money order send with 
$15.95+shipping and handling lo: 

S & K Labs, 2637 E. Atlantic Blvd. Suite 101, 

Pompano Beach, FL 33062 

We offer the largest 
selection of BDU's of anyone! 

100% Cotton Rip Stop: Navy Blue, Black, 
Grey, Olive Drab, Tiger Stripe, White, 
Woodland Camo - $29.95 ea. 50/50 Fab
ric: Urban Camo (with white), Subdued 
Urban Camo (No White), Black, Navy Blue, 
6-Color Desert, and 3-Color Desert $29.95 
ea. (Woodland Camo $26.95 ea.) Brown 
Realtree with lead $34.95 ea. Blaze Orange 
$33.95 ea XXL add $4.00; XXXL add $6.00 

• Anorack/Pullover Parka: Woodland Garno, Tiger Stripe, 
Black, Navy Khaki, Off-White, Olive Green, Trebark, 6-
Color Desert and 3-Color Desert ............................... $39.95 
(Brown Realtree with Leaf Garno) .. .. _ ... $46.95 

• Olive Drab Jungle Fatigues Cot Rip Stop 
(Slanl Pockel) ...................... . .. 529.95 

•Two Pocket Tuck-In BDU Shirt (Black, Woodland 
Garno. Navy, Khaki) .... .. ................................... .. ..... $29.95 

•H i-Tee Super Magnum Boots (Black) . . _ ...... ..... 573.95 
•Hi-Tee All Leather Super Magnum Boots 

(Black) .. .. .. ........... ..... ...... $78.es 
·Desert Storm Boot (Tan). Official Issue ......... $49.95 
• GJ Quick Lace Combat Boot .. .................. .. .............. $58.95 
• Speedlace Jungle Boot (Black) Official Issue .......... $59.95 
• Traditional Olive Drab Jungle Boot ........................... $56.95 
• Comercial Jungle Boot (Black, Olive Green and .... .. 

Woodland Garno ........................ .. ... .. $29.95 
•Large GJ Field pack with Frame .... ................... . $116.90 
• Military Shorts - Seals, Army, Navy. AF, 

U.S.M.C .............. ........... . $15.95 
• Gerber Stainless Multiplier Tool ... .. ......................... $5B.95 

(Black) .. .. ................. .............. ................. .. ... $63.95 

Mail proper amount plus $4.95 (double for Canada) (TN 
residents add 8.25% sales tax) for shipping & handling to: 

GREENE MILITARY DISTRIBUTORS, INC., 

~ ~~~:v [ .. ·~0:1 f""'W 
7215 Kingston Pike, Dept ., SF, Knoxville, TN 37919 
•ORDER TOLL FREE 1-800-521 -7977 in TN (615) 
588-5945 Satisfaction Guaranteed or Your Mone Back 
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BULLETPROOF 
VEST 

Will stop the .357 Magnum, 9mm and 00 
Buck. Meets and exceeds "Threat Level 
II-A" tested in accordance with the NILECJ
STD-0101.01. Weighs 23/4 lbs. Fits easily 
under T-shirt. 

Front & Back Protector $220 
Detachable Side Panels $45 

Chest Trauma Plate $35 

Officially tested by the U.S. Government 
Edgewood Arsenal at the Aberd2en Prov
ing Grounds under the U.S. Department 
of Justice Standards. State height, chest 
and waist measurements. 

MATTHEWS POLICE SUPPLY CO. 
(a division ci David Matthews, Inc.) 

P.O. Box 1754 Dept. Sf 
Matthews, N.C. 28105 

Ph. (704) 847.a793 FAX: (704) 847-4447 

SUB IRON CROSS WOUND 
Your choice any one=510.00 or all 3=525.00. All are full size, not 

miniatures. These made from originals. Your choice 

t WWI or WWII (state choice). We have most 

( 
complete stock of WWII German 

badges-caps, etc. in U.S. 
- WWII U.S. CAP 

_ U.S. Officer 's Cap (new from 
original U.S. maker). Tan with 
brown leather visor, chin strap 

S. Eagle pin. State size S, M or L, 568.00. 
Have few Olive Drab, Wool 574.00 = 

GENERAL'S CAP . ' " ), 
State S, M or L ,,;;c. · J 
Size=588.00. Shoulder .&:A __ . 
Boards , Set=S31 .00 . , ~ 

Collar Tabs, Set=S18.00. 1F 
.. 

Complete , Knights I'. 
Cross=S21.00. The 
Complete Set. IN . 
STOCK. ALL 4=5137.00 

AFRIKA·KORP. CAP & GOGGLES 
• German 1942 Mfg. ORIGINAL sand & dust 

• 

goggles. Still in their pocket pouch Tan Ofc. 
caps=New REPLICA. , , 
State S, M or L size, 
Both Only $39.00 , 

U·BOAT 
1 CAPTAIN'S CAP 

White top Gold insignia and 
visor braid Leather chin -
strap State me wanted ~- . ,. 

- 5110 00 Knights Cross with .,.. ..,,. 
ribbon and oak leaf with swords 521.00 Jl:. i\ . ;f t 
PANZERFAUST ANTI-TANK ; • .Jl - t jf) 
WEAPON :t .i1.. 
Full Size 1 .' _ • ~ } ; 

Movie Makers @ ~ 
RepUca . , .a..._ For the back or your jack· 
5185.00+ ' · 'r::.. et.. .Fl ylng Tigers BloodChlt 
Sl0.00 • - Patch 7" X 11 " good repro· 

handling - . -- ~~~t~~r~::~ ·~~ 6·:1~~~~~1~~)~ 
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VIDEO - our collecllon 
w/prlces ... on VHS VIDEO 
only $20.00 poetpald.(Free 
w/any $25.00 + order. 

Mo. 63158 

Then you need this collection of 
valuable information. advice. and 

opinion. Whe
ther you are 
curious or am
bitious. you can 
get it by sending 
$5.00 to: 

Larry Loper 
P.O. Box 542 
Sugar Land. 
Texas 77487 

Featuring an inventory of over 450 million gun 
parts we have for sale. A 650 + page catalog with 
exploded drawings that are invaluable to the gun
smith or hobbyist Commercial, military, an
tique and foreign gun parts (many exclusively 
available from us) are listed and priced along with 
accessories. surplus & specialty items. A veritable 
encyclopedia of gun parts, this catalog will pay for 
itself time and time again with information and time 

saved in identifying parts. 
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Onlf $545.00! On~ $795.00! 

lb$ 12.00 S& H. Californians add 7.15% sales /rJx 0,., #ow: J·IOtMJl-7121 IJU 
or fax oirleis tJ: (714) 4974683 

M·O·l·O 1111EllMnOIW 
219 BROADWAY, SUITE 307 IAGUNA BEACH, CA 92651 

-.ll'=r-~~~~~~---,~ 

::r 
l"D 

"' l"D 

Develop the body you' ve always dreamed ofhaving. '.:1 
Add inches to your chest, arms, and thighs. Scul pt ~ 
yo ur stomach, buttocks, and ca lves . The Body ~ 
Sculptor tones muscles, and re li eves stress and 
tensio n. Adjustable e lectri cal impulses work your t'l 
muscles more effective ly than regular exercise. ;;' 
lt 's medicall y proven, effortless and safe! Use it at ~ 
home, in the o ffi ce, traveling, even wh ile reading ; 
or watching T .V. Results guaranteed in 30 days ::i . . ~ 

C/J 
::;. 
3 
= t> .... 
0 ., 
"' 

Your unj! im:!udes the fol!owj 1w· • 24 hr. cuslOmcr ~crv icc • > 
• Free AC wul l ada pter • C o mplet e ins1ruc1i o ns • 
5 year Iron-Clad wa rranty • Free C:irry Case • .10 day trial pe riod ~ 
A. BM-1004, 6-pad model w/AC adapter, $2 19 :.: 
B. BM- I 006, 8-pad model w/ AC adapter,$259 ~ 
C. BM-1 008, 12-pacl model w/AC adapter, $359 ;;-
D. BM-1 0 12, 16-pad model w/AC adapter, $459 

~~~~;~ ~~1~;11:,~ -£~~:11~~~~~ 1· ~~ ~c~. ~~:I~'. ~~~:~: ~ 
Call Now For immediate Delivery! 

1-800-428-7825, Ext. 33 (U.S. & Canada) 
or send check/money order to: David Steele 

64 Lehigh Aisle, Irvine CA 92715 
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U.S. CAVALRY ..... 
W<>• <O S • l#l : l MIUlA~·A# fJ .. O'o'>l'aWOHW• ~"ltN I 

At Your Comman_d 1 
Take charge with U.S. Cavalry's high-quality 

I military, outdoor and adventure merchandise. I 

1 Over 100 full-color pages Including official 1 
military uniforms, knives, survival and camp· 

I Ing gear, working collectable firearms, target I 

1 practice aids, personal protection devices, 1 
binoculars, and much more. For a catalog, 

I send your name, address and $3.00 to I 
I Name: _____________ _ 

1 Address:-------------

1 City:--------------
State: ______ Zip: _____ _ 

WOllLD'S Fl/If.ST •tUTAllY AllfO AOllE#71/llE EQUl-EllfT 

Avoid BIG BROTHER. 
Best techniques for creating 

COMPLETE PRIVACY! 
• Avoid Surveillance, Eavesdropping 
• Become "Invisible" to Investigators 
• Stop Generating Financial Records 
• Communications Privacy .. Phone, Mail 
• How to Stay Out of Government Files 
• Begin Eliminating Negative Records 
• How to Create Helpful New Records 
• Generating Quick Cash Income 
• Hiding Your Assets • Privacy Afloat 
• Banking Alternatives • "Low Profile" 
• Privacy from Taxes • Nomadic Living 
• Multiple Addresses 
• Hideouts, Deep Cover 
• How to "Disappear" 
ALL THE PRIVACY YOU 

WANT - and MORE! 
Visa/MC: 800.:)39.9494 

ONLY $18.95 ... ------• EDEN PRESS liiiiiiiiiiil I 1 !623 Slaler "C°'. Box 8410·AP Founlain Valley. CA 92728 I 
I Your jO Regular P&H, $3.00 (Please add I 

Choice lo FIRST CLASS,$6.00 lo order.) 
I (California re.sidenls please add 7. 75% sales lax.) I 
I D Send latest Book Catalog - FREE. I 
I Name I 
I Address I 
I City I 
I State Zio I ... ________ ... ___ .. 
90 SOLDIER OF FORTUNE 

FREE! 
Discount 

Knife Catalog 
Save up to 50% or more 

s Huge selection 
• Top quality--no seconds 
• Fast service 
• Satisfaction guaranteed! 

cu~~ 
5461 Kendall Street Dept. SF 
Boise, Idaho 83706-1248 
Phone: 1-208-376-0430 
Fax:l-208-376-7608 

JOIN WAR ON CRIME 
AND MAKE BIG MONEY! 

Buy direct from manufacturer: stun 
guns, pepper sprays, stun batons, per
sonal alarms, portab le door locks , 
counterfeit detector pens and more! 

Before You Buy, 
Price Us First 

1867 Caravan Trail #105 
Jacksonville , FL 32216 

1-800-477-1739 
904-720-2188 

FAX (904) 720-0651 

I I 
D-BALL 
JET 

TEST 
DECA 

Anabolic Steroids increase Testosterone 
levels to Build Muscle Mass and Strength 

Now there is a safe and effective replace
ment for steroids . Boron*. Tens of thou
sands have used Boron from JTR Labs to 
sucessfully replace steroids without the 
harmful side effects. Guaranteed. Check out 
these results . All from Boron users. 
" ... 20 pounds of muscle in three months .. . " 
Willie Beck III. AL 
Terry Goetz from VT put 90 pounds on his 
bench. 
" .. . two inches in my chest... " John Ramsey. 
TX 
" ... its the extra edge I needed .. . " Charles 
Walters, Military 
All these amazing gains using Boron. 

For your own Huge Increases - Order your 
3 month cycle of Boron today. Only 
$19.95, shipping included. Blow away 
your competition and order now. 

*Boron is a safe, 100% natural nutrient 

COD's,Credit Card,Catalog orders call: 
1-800-962-4769 .. .. ask for dept.#586 

Order lines open 24 hours 7 days a week 

• 
Send check or money order to : 

JTR LABS 
10230 Bach Blvd. 

Dept.#586 
St. Louis, MO 63132 

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 
WARNING: Accept no imitations or copy 
cats. JTR Labs, gives you the highest quality 
Boron. For 5 ears. l.Jnlimited Guarantee. 

REFUGEE RELIEF 
INTERNATIONAL INC. 

There are still a lot of Nicaraguan refugees in 
Honduras. Our main activity the last few years 
has been sending medical and other supplies to 
them, and also to medical projects in Guatema
la and El Salvador. The need is still there. Too 
many people are dying for lack of simple medic
al care. 

Medical supplies of most types are still 
urgently needed. We can't handle items that 
have to be locked up or refrigerated or bulky 
items of equipment. Checks and money orders 
are welcome. None of the funds collected go for 
staff salaries or other administrative expenses. 

Please send letters and checks to: 
REFUGEE RELIEF INTERNATIONAL 

P.O. Box 693 
Boulder, Colorado 80306 

Please send UPS and other packages to: 
REFUGEE RELIEF INTERNATIONAL 

C/O SOF Warehouse 
5735 Arapahoe Avenue 

Boulder, Colorado 80303 
All donations are tax deductible. Put a packing list with name and 

address of donor with each package, and indicafe whether you 
wish to be listed as a donor in SOF. 

WE CARRY THE BEST LINE OF SECURITY SPRAYS, I 
~Tlu~~su'!sN 6E~c>~:L,Jg~~o wAELA5RP~~,!~i~1L~~ I 
S't:;~~8 ~H~o~~~:LsEe~~1ig~i. $~:'citu~r~.Ar THE I 

' PERSONAL I 

It
·~. KEY ~ POCKET I . ' PEN ,..._.. SOUND 

I t~:,,_.. CHAIN SPRAYER - ALARM I 
I (!jl SPRAYER - RETAILS• 130 DECIBALSf 

1 ~11 m:J~S },'_ $14.95 RETAILS•$39.951 
.~, ~~~~LE ~~~ 1 ~~~. 

\..: '~ I 
E~CTRONIC STUN GUNS l~:1~~0NIC B~~~~ I 
~·;~~·~Sj~: 

~:r:s· ~~· 
-~;,.. CALL OR WRITE TODAY! I 
- 1e WE ARE COMMITIED TO YOUR SUCCESS. I 

t:'!! _ _ CRIME DOES NOT WAIT! WILL YOU? I 
L.A. LAW ENFORCERS I 

1005 No 1st St .. Dept. SOF 
1
1 

Yakima. WA 98901 
' (509) 457-9033 FAX (509) 575-1875 I 
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NOTICE TO 
CALIFORNIA RESIDENTS 

Some firearms advertised in this magazine 
may or may not be lawful for sale in California. 

1. Avlomat Kalashnikovs (AK) series 
2. UZI and Gali! 
3. Beretta AR-70 (SC-70) 
4. CETMEC3 
5. Coll AR-15 series and CAR-15 series 
6. Daewoo K-1 , K-2. Max 1, and Max 2 
7. Fabrique Nationale FN/FAL. FN/LAR AND FNC 
8. FAMAS MAS223 
9. Heckler& Koch HK-91 , H-93, HK-94 and PSG-1 
10. MAC 10 and MAC! I 
11 . SKS with detachable magazine 
12. SIG AMT. SIG 500 Series, and SIG PE-57 
13. Springfield Armory BM59 and SAR-48 
14. Sterling MK-6 and SAR 
15. Steyr AUG 
16. Valmet M62. M71S and M78 
17. Amalite AR-180 Carbine 
18. Bushmaster Assault Rifle (amgun ) 
19. Calico M-900 Assault Carbine 
20. Mandall THE-TAC-I Carbine 
21. Plainfield Machine Company Carbine 
22. PJK M-68 Carbine 
23. Weaver Am Nighthawk 

L UZI 
2. Encom MP-9 and MP-45 
3. MAC 10 and MAC 11 
4. INTRATEC TEC-9 
5. Mitchell Arms Spectre Auto 
6. Sterling MK-7 
7. Cal ico M-900 

C. All of the following shotguns: 
!. Franchi SPAS 12 and LAW 12 
2. Gilbert Equipment Company Striker 12 and 

SWD Street Sweeper 
3.· Encom CM-55 

SOLDIER OF FORTUNE MAGAZINE 

THE HOUND DOG 
Sniffs Out Hidden Transmitters 

Throughtout the world today. corporations. professional 
men . and businessmen are spending millions annually 10 in
sure privacy in !heir olfices and homes where imporlant plans 
and policy making decisions are discussed and formulalcd 
The " HOUND DOG" is a wise inveslmenl for anyone wno has 
reason to believe that an eavesdropping device is now hidden. 
or may be hidden in !he future. in either home or oflice . No 
radio transmitter . no matter how well it may have been hid· 
den . can escape detection by the " HOUND DOG .. 

The " HOUND DOG" is an advanced eleclronic instrument 
designed for the sole purpose of locati ng hidden transmillers 
An average size oflice or room can be thoroughly searched m 
only a maner ol minutes. The '" HOUND DOG '. sniffs out any 
transmilters hidden in pic tu res . wall s. desks. cha irs. etc .. 
regardless ol their opera ting frequency . 
The " HOUNO DOG " is simple 10 use . Sing le knob ad1us1-

ment calibrates the meter and any transmitter signal rece ived 
is indicated by lhe meler movement. By simply sweeping the 
probe past walls. chairs. pic tures. desks. elc . the presence 
ol any transmi ller will cause a nse in the meler reading . The 
meter reading will continue to rise as the probe approaches 
the transmilter 

We believe you will lind lhe " HOUND DOG .. ou tperforms 
most other units selling lor seve1 al times lhe price . This item 
has been buill since t962 . Each one 1s backed by a J·year 
warranty by us . 

Meter Calibrate 

SIZE 1.6x2 .4x6 .21NCHES $195.00 
USES A COMMON RADIO BATTERY 

Super Powerful 
FM TRANSMITTER 

Many times more powerful than other lransmitters. 
·. Transmits up to'!. mile lo any FM radio - Easy to 

Assemble Kit - up lo 9V battery {not incl.) 

$19.95 
Call 407-725·1000 or send $195.00 plus $5.00 shipping for 
Hound Dog and $19.95 end $1.00 shipping for FM Transmitter 
to USI Corp. F' .0. Box SF-2052, Melbourne, FL 32902. 
COD's OK. For a catalog of transmitters, voice scramblers & 
other speclalty Items enclose $2.00 to USI Corp. 

MILITARY 
NIGHT VISION 
RIFLE SCOPES 
BRAND-NEW $995 I ~~u~ 
FROM ONLY · • s&H 

Compare with U.S. units selling 
brand-new at $5,000.00 and more! 

Own the Starlight technology used 
by the KGB, Russian Commandos 
and Military for night surveillance and 
combat! Feather light; U .S. mount; 
adjustable windage & elevation; 
optional infrared il/uminator pin
points targets with invisible light! 

• 

Investigate f' 
our full line 
of superior
quality, low
cost Night 
Vision devices. 

30-Day Money-Back Guarantee! 

Use of this product for hunting & other I f.:X). I 
activities may not be legal in your area ~ 

Californians add 7.75% sales tax 

Call Now: 1-800-54-NIGHT J J 

Hi"TEK VISA 

490 El Camino Real, Redwood City, CA 94063 
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Show dates & hours 
Sept. 16, 1994 1000 - 2000 hrs 
Sept. 17, 1994 0900- 1800 hrs 
Sept. 18, 1994 0900 - 1600 hrs 

Our 1994 SOF EXPO 
will be held at the Sands 
Convention Center Las 
Vegas, Nevada. Products 
displayed and purchased 
include military equipment, 

weapons, ammo, gun parts, holsters, misc products, optics/scopes/ 
mounts, police equipment, re-loading, security, surplus, training and 
many more!! 

Reserve your space now: Exhibitors are reserving space and we 
are 60o/o booked. Don't miss this exciting opportunity to sell your 
merchandise to an entirely new group of potential buyers. For info 
on the 1994 SOF EXPO call: (303) 449-3750 Fax: (303) 444-5617, 
or write to SOF '94 Convention, P.O. Box 693 Boulder, CO 80306. 
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CLASSIFIEDS 
CURRENT REQUIREMENTS - 2.00 per word per insertion · - $40.00 
minimum. All ads MUST BE PREPAID. Ad copy must be typed or written 
clearly with authorizing signature, a telephone number (for our files) and full 
payment. Advertisers offering information packets for a fee must send sample of 
packet (packets wi ll not be returned). Name, add ress and telephone number are 
to be included in your word cou nt. EXAMPLE: P.O. Box 693 = 2 words; 80306 
= 1 word. Abbrev iations such as DI, SGT, 20mm, U.S. cou nt as one word each. 
Hyphenated words and telephone numbers are counted as two words. No personal 
services ads accepted. We reserve the right lo refuse, delete or change any copy 
which we determine lo be objectionable. Mail classified ads with payment to 
SOLDIER OF FORTUNE, Classified Dept., P.O. Box 693. Boulder, CO 80306. 

NOTICE TO READERS 

SOLDIER OF FORTUNE Magazine is a magazine of national and 
international dis tribution. There maybe products for which sale, possession 
or interstate transportation may be restricted, proh ibited or subject to 
SlJecial licensing requirements in your slate. Purchasers shou.ld consult 
the local law enforcement authori ties in their area 

READERS OF BOTH DISPLAY AND CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING ARE ADVISED THAT SOLDIER OF FORTUNE MAGAZINE DOES NOT VERIFY 
VALIDITY OF EVERY ADVERTISEMENT AND/OR THE LEGALITY OF EVERY PRODUCT CONTAINED HEREIN. SHOULD ANY READER HAVE A 
PROBLEM WITH PRODUCTS OR SERVICES OFFERED BY AN ADVERTISER, HE SHOULD SEEK ASSISTANCE FROM HIS NEAREST POSTAL 
INSPECTOR AND ALSO CONTACT OUR ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT. SOLDIER OF FORTUNE DOES NOT INTEND FOR ANY PRODUCT OR 
SERVICE ADVERTISED TO BE USED IN ANY ILLEGAL MANNER. 

SOLDIER OF FORTUNE 
DEADLINES FOR ALL 

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING 
'94 Issues Deadline 

May .................. ...... ... , ...... . January 21 
June .. .... .. ..... ..... .. .... ........ .. February] 8 
July .. .. ........................ ....... .. March 18 
August .... ... ....... ... ..... ..... ... .. .. .. April 22 
September ... ............................ May 20 
October ....... ..... .. .. ..... .. .... ........ June1 7 
November ............ .......... .......... July 22 
December ....... .. .... ............. .. August 18 

Classified Dept. P.O. Box 693 
Boulder, CO 80306-0693 
Classified ads cannot be 

taken over t elephone 

ANADlAN VIETI'IAM VETERANS 
QUEBEC MEMORIAL 
NEEDS YOUR SUPPORT 

T-s hirts Jbtack or blue) S 18.50 
weats hirts (black or blue) S27.00 

Pa tches (Vet or supporter) $5.50-Plns S6.00 (all ppdl 
Address your donations to the CVVQ and your 
orders to : ROVEND, 5740 Coolbrook Avenue 

Montreal, Quebec, Canada H3X-2Ml ..------- .... I AMERICA'S NO. I HOME STUDY PROGRAM: I 

I Be a paralegal! I 
I The paralegal field will I 

grow faster than any other 
in the 90s, according to 

I the Dept. of Labor. Train I 
now for a great career 
working with attorneys. 

I Free career book: I 
800-223-4542 

I Name Age _ I 
Address Phone I I City State_ Zip ___ _ 

School of Paralegal Studies, Dept. LCl 71 
I 6065 Roswell Rd. Atlanta, Georgia 30328 I .... ______ .... 

APPAREL 
MILITARY CAMO UNIFORMS FROM 45 NATIONS! Newly 
updated 16-poge catalog of rare & unique mlll tory 
comoufloge uniforms from around the world . $1 .00. 
A.H.A .. Box 21606. Denver. CO 80221. (197) 

FRENCH FOREIGN LEGION tee shirt with Legion Motto 
In French end Latini $10.00 each. WOLFGANG. Box 
709H, Prudenvllle. Ml 4865 1. (197) 
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Disolay Your Patriotism! 
***I**************** 

American Eagle with magnificient wing 
spread. Italicized U.S.A. Sapphire blue, 

ruby red & white sparkling stars. 
T · Shirts (Choice o f 

100•1. co tton or blend) 
• ••• 

0 516.00 
Swentshirts !bland) e522 .oo 

(90°/. co tto n) ... • $30 .00 
·plus $4 .00 S&H 

Check or Money Order 
Design Front & Back 

or Front Only 
Black. While & Ash 

100°a Collon or Blend 
S·M-l- Xl -XXL 

Allow 4 to 6 weeks for delivery 

PATRIOTIC EAGLE T-SHIRTS 
P.O. BOX 9785 

TULSA, OK 74157 

WIN YOUR ISRAELI 
JUMP WINGS!! 

Mass Drop For Airborne Veterans, 
and Full Jump School for Legs! 

May 1994 - Contact: 
Airborne Operations Group 

201-986-0120 

AUTOMOTIVE 
CARS FOR $200? Trucks . boots. 4wheeters. 
motorhomes. furn iture. electronics, computers. e tc .. 
by FBI. ins. DEA. Available your oreo now. Coll 1-800-
436-4363 Ext. C-8258. (199) 

DOOKS & PUDLICATIONS 
MEN OF ACTION AND ADVENTURE - Paladin Press has 
been described cs "the most dangerous press In 
Amer ica.· Mlll lons of sat isf ied readers disagree. 
Outrageous end controversial books and videos on 
firearms. exotic weaponry, new Identity, creative 
revenge. espionage and Investiga tion, privacy. action 
careers. end morel To order our 56-poge catalog 
send $2.00 to : PALADIN PRESS, Box 1307-4AQK, 
Boulder, CO 80306. (303) 443-7250 (200) 

Mini Stun Gun 80,000 volts ~ 
The smallest stun gun on the market. ONLY 4-1/2 inches ~ 

TI1is new design ruld technology has cnabkd us to produce a 
full strength stun gun in a compact si1.c (4-1/2 x 2- 1/2 x I'"). 
llK: h:uldy. small si1.c ullows you Ill slip ii in :1 pocket 
or purse easily. Cornes wich dcLlchablc belt clip um.I 
wrist strap. Have instru11 protcclion whcre\·cr you 
go. Purchase one for each member of your family 
am.I those pt.'Oplc you cure about. Satisfaction 
Guaranlcl>dor Full Refund! 

FREE C:ualogue call I (717) 656· 1~ lca\"e msg. 
lntroduciory Price: S 95 

Send Now ONLY 39. 
Safe 1\farkciing • 90 W. f\.fontgomcry A'· No.366SF * Rock\i lle Md 20850 

KNOW THE SECRETS and 
TECHNIQUES USED by 
the TOP PRIVATE INVEST· 
!GATORS IN THE NATION; 
on Domeslic, Adoplion, 
Missing Persons, Tracking, 

lnlerrogation, Wofkman's Comp., and much, much more in lhis 473 
page manual wilh fw hours of personal and candid inleiviews 
wilh lhe experts. Learn in a tow hours, how lo gel that confidential 
informalion from the banks, insurance corr.panies, telephone & 
eleclnc companies, !race out your adoption or find that love one, 
catch that chealing spouse and know where lo buy the spy equip
ment tised by lhe professionals. This course sails for $795.00 
through correspondence. ORDER TODA YI LIMITED OFFER! 

1-800-544-4779 OR 813-653-9568 
SEND $199.95 plus $10.00 S&H 

INTELLIGENCE GROUP SCHOOL OF INVESTIGATIONS 
110 W. Robertson St.• Brandon, FL 33511 

OFFICIAL SOF LOGO MAGAZINE BINDER. Holds 12 
issues. $12.00 p lus $4 .00 P&H. VISA/ MC ac cepted. 
No COD's. SOF BINDER, P.O.Box 693, Boulder. CO 
80306. (205) 

THE ANARCHIST COOKBOOK Is now available ogoln l 
Complete. uncensored edition . Send $25 to : 
BARRICADE BOOKS, PO Box 1401-Z. Secaucus. NJ 
07096. (206) 

ENCYCLOPEDIA OF REVENGE - NOW IN SOFT COVER 
- The Most Devostatlng Manuel Ever Published I Over 
1000 Entries. Completely Cross-Referenced. It would 
toke 15 books to Equal the lnformotlon Jorn-Packed 
In this Giant 8 1/ 2 x 11 Volume. $19.95 plus $3.50 
Shipping/ Handling lo : ANCHOR PUBLISHING, P.O. Box 
2630-S. Landover Hiiis. MD 2078A . Visa/M astercard 
orders coll 24 hours. (800) 448-6280. Dealer Inquiries 
Invited. (197) 

BOOl(S ON AFRICAN WARS , hunting , poll tlc s. 
Cotologue $2 write : Lemur Books. P O Box 1645. 
Alberton, 1450, SOUTH AFRICA: Fax 011 -869-0890 (200) 

TREASURE QUEST MAGAZINE . The Journal of Lost 
Treasure. Shipwrecks end Recovery. Selvage. metal 
detecting. archaeology. Covers both land and sec 
treasure huntng. Subscription, 5 Issues. $16.00. 160 
pages . Semple copy $A .00 . TR EASURE Q UEST 
MAGAZINE, P.O.Box 10030, Mcleon. VA 22102-8030. 
(197) 
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SURVEILLANCE 
SHERWOOD - The first name in surveillance 

equipment. Complete line of investigative, 
communications & countermeasures equipment. 
CONTACT THE SURVEILLANCE SPECIALISTS 

SHERWOOD COMMUNICATIONS ASSOCIATES, LTD. 
PO Box 535S, Southampton, PA 18966 

(215) 953-5800 

TO THE MAGAZINE THAT 
MORE THAN 10,000 READ· 

ERS TURN TO FOR AR
TICLES, ADS & NEWS 

~ ABOUT MILITARY JEEPS, 
TRUCKS, TANKS & MORE/ 

Full fisting of upcoming rallies. 

HIU'l'AllY B \TEDICIJ~S 
MAGAZINE 

USA: l Year (6 Issues) $15 • 2 Years (12 Issues) $25 
Canada: 1 Year $24 • 2 Years SM. All Others: 1 Year $26 • 2 Years S46 

P.O. Box 1748-L • Union, NJ 07083 
'l'DE MAllKll'l'PIACE 

FOil MllJ'l'AllY VllDICIJlS 

******************* 
BEATING RETREAT (60 Minutes) 

VHS ONLY $39.95 
By the massed bands or the 
Royal Marines. A spectacular 
rousing performance. 

BRITISH REGALIA IMPORTS 
Department 6 

P.O. Box 50473, Nashville, TN 37205 

NUDISM LIFESTYLE: 
FAMILY RECREATION 

Publications •
0 

Videos 
$3 for details: 

LIFESTYLES-SF 
Box 661268. Los Angeles. CA 90066 

UNDERGROUND SOURCE BOOK OF RARE DEVICES and 
knowledge. The Underground Is alive and welll Write: 
Box 365·U3. Penfield. NY 14526·0365. ( 197) 

OFFICIAL U.S. ARMY FIELD SURVIVAL HANDBOOK. Over 
300 pages. Fully illustrated. $14.95 plus $4.00 S&H. 
MERIDIA, Box 1343, Philadelphia. PA 19105. (197) 

WHO KILLED KENNEDY? Assassinat ion research 
m ateria ls: Videocassettes. photographs, books. 
unpublished manuscripts. Catalogue: $3 .00. 
COLLECTOR ' S ARCHIVES. Box 2. Beaconsfie ld . 
Quebec. H9W 5T6 CANADA. (204) 

THE POOR MAN'S JAMES BOND $22, The Outlaw's 
Bib le $15. The Anarchist Cookbook $25. Exotic 
Weapons $15. Armed Defense $15, Priva cy $18. 
Underground Book Catalog $3. Visa/MC 916-725-0341. 
Checks and Money Orders Accepted. FS BOOK CO .. 
P.O.Box 417457 Dept SF. Sacramento, CA 95841-7457. 
(197) 

GAMBLING'S GREATEST WINNING SECRE.T revealed! 
Win consistently with flat bets. Scientific proof 
provided. Free report. PROSPER PUBLISHING, Box 7521-
S. Dallas. TX 75209. (197) 

MILITARY MANUAL REPRINTS-Ten survival orientated 
tittles. $6.00 per book plus S&H. Some accessories. 
Send tor list. DVK SALES. P.O.Box 362, Plainville, CT 
06062-0362. (197) 

DIRECTIONS FOR SURVIVAL, America 's oldest survival 
and selJ-rellance newsletter Is better than ever. Get 
12 great monthly Issues p lus membership in America 's 
oldest and largest survival organization for only $20.00. 
Sample and Information $2.00. LIVE FREE. Box 1743. 
Harvey. IL 60426. ( 197) 
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Maybe Clinton never inhaled, 
But as president, he sure does SUCK! 
Bill Clinton 

for 
Change 

When Clinton says he has a new plan for America, just say 

BOHICA! 
Bend Over, Here It Comes Again! 

If Bill Clinton is the answer, . 
Somebody asked a real~ stupid question! · 

··1111ti:1 
School of Hard Knocks 

Box 181-SOF 
Cut-N-Shoot TX 77303-0181 

.. . iiffe1i9!!1'.90!~!1fi~#WWJ!~W 

MEDALS OF AMERICA 
1929S2 FAIRVIEW ROAD 

FOUNTAIN INN ,S.C. 29644 

MEET WOMEN WORLD-WIDE 
FREE 32 page photo catalog frqm A[!Jerica's most 
respected correspondence service since 1974. 

CHERRY BLOSSOMS 
190FT Rainbow Ridge 
Kapaau, Hawaii 96755 
1-408-980-7 488 

REWARDS' REWARDS! Federal. state. local statutes offer 
millions to public . 191 pages $12.95. KAPLAN. P.O . 
Box 11106. Ft. Lauderdale. FL 33339. (197) 

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 
LET THE GOVERNMENT FINANCE your new or existing 
small business. Grants/ Loans to $500.000. Free 
recorded message: (707) 449-8600. (KW5) (198) 

COLLECTORS 
VIETNAM WAR INSIGNIA AND UNIFORM LIST. I mall a 
list of Vietnam War Milltarlo six times per year. Buyers 
rec eive a list free. others pay $3 per list. Insignia are 
pictured so you know what you are buying. I always 
hove a nice collection of original patches. Insignia , 
books. maps. uniforms. field gear etc. Both U.S. and 
VC/ NVA. I a lso buy singles and collections of Vietnam 
War souvenirs. 100% guarantee from me. Buy with 
confidence. Write or coll. I always enloy getting the 
straight skinny from the troops In the field. BILL BROOKS. 
P.0 .Box 230832. Montgomery. AL 36123. (205) 244· 
1916. (205) 

r.-------BE A HOME INSPECTOR! ~----
1 Train at home. Start a profitable busi

ness. Free literature: 800-223-4542. I Name _ ________ Age_ 
Address _____ _____ _ 

I City State_ Zip __ _ 
School of Home Inspection. Oepl. PC17t 

I 6065 Roswell Road, Atlanta, Georgia 30328 

~---------

A.ppro••d by Calif. D<pt. of Public l1utn1<1. 

THE ROUSE SCHOOL of Special Detectfve Training 
r Dept. SG403 P.O. Bax 25750, Santa Ana CA 92799 , 

I I 
'-----------•-1 
I :-.:...D, I , ______________ ;.a 

~ 
I RATTLER RIDC.E 

I Name 

I Address 

I city 

.. ~ _:io.:E~ 

MMC 
UNIVERSAL 
AK SCOPE 

MOUNT 

I 
I 
I 

State Zip I 
::~ ,:.u:.R:.N~E'i..*- .. 

MILITARY COLLECTIBLES: WWI/ WWII /Korea/Vietnam. 
CURRENT: Potches/Badges/Rank Insignia/etc. Catalog 
$3.00. CALL (408) 295-1136 or write: LEE-JACKSON 
MILITARIA, P.O .Box 8663. Son Jose. CA 95 155-8663. 
(197) 

BRtTtSH/ SCOTIISH MILITARIA COLLECTORS. Regimental 
Insignia and accessories of e lite Regiments: Including 
SAS: Paratroopers; Royol Marines: Black Watch: 
Guords. etc. Import Catalog $6.00. BRITISH REGALIA 
IMPORTS. De portment 6. P.O.Box 50473. Noshville . TN 
37205. (197) 
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The only LICENSED reproductions. Each blade is 
1/4" thick. Rambo I & JI have hollow handles complete 
with survival kits, liquid filled compass on inside of bun cap, 
saw teeth (that really work) on backside of blade and 
bladeguards that feature phillips head and standard 
screwdriver points on each cod. 

Rambo I measures 1411 with a 9" blade. 
Rambo JI measures 15 3/8" with a 10" blade. 
Rambo III measures 16" and features full-tang 

construction and" an anti-glare sighting slot in its 11 '' blade. 
The superior design of its hardwood handle fits beautifully 
in your hand. Each comes with a top-grain leather sheath 
and a full-color gift box. Money-back if not completely 
delighted. Send check or money order to: 

SPOTLIGHT SPORTS CO. 
P.O. Box 1050 

Saugus, MA 01906 

$40 hr/& recovery fee. No exp 
req/ work on taskforce or by self. 

Write or send $29.95 to: 
Pro-Tech, 2968 W. Ina Rd 

Suite 232-B, Tucson, AZ 85741 

*FREE* 
TELEPHONE 

TRANSMITTER 
with catalog purchase. Space age micro 
wafer design. Line powered, never needs 
batteries. Long range! You tune with simple 
screwdriver. Ours is the best! It will o.ut per
form $50.00 units sold elsewhere. Hightech 
Equipment catalog with free transmitter only 

$10.00 (U.S. offer only) 

To: Spymart 
P.O. Box 2343-F 
Atlantic Beach, NC 28512 

SKELETON KEY 

Cbo~~~,8 d~1?c~T& ~?,.~!,~ks) 
Amaze Your Friends 

Wilh A Lock Picking Dcmonstrntion. 
You get 3 sized mc1al tension keys. 1he sl ide 
pick, precise instructions & more. Note: this 
device is to be used for demonstration 
purposes only! Salisfaclion Guaranteed or 

Full Refund ; 2 weeks delivery. 
To get this exciting device, Send Now ONLY 58.95 + $2 S&H to: 

Safe Marketing • 90 W. Montgomery A\' No_l66.SF • Rockville Md 20850 

, 
BETTER TOBE 

JUDGED BY TWELVE 
THAN TOBE 

CARRIED BY SIX 

100% CO'l"l'ON, HIACU 
SCllEENJm 'l'·Slllll'l' 

H, I., XI.: S 15.00 
XXL, XXXJ.: $20.00 

i\IJD s :1 1'&11 ··o n FlllST SUIUT, S I i\DIJ'I. 
lllJMl'Ell S'l'ICKEllS: S 1.00 lli\CII 

VEllllAHllN 
P.O. BOX 2o:wo 

Nl!lf YOllll, NY 1000!1 
NV HESIDENTS i\DJJ U.25% SAi.ES l'i\X 

UNITED NATIONS ITEMS, Blue Beret with Enamelled 
U.N. Badge $30.00. Inspector's Baseball Cop $20.00. 
U.N. Logo T-Shirt $14.00. U.N. Patch $4.50. ldenfificotion 
Co rds $4.00. A.H.A.. Box 21606. Denver. CO 80221. 
(197) 

WWII RELICS! Cheaper than certain "well-known" relics 
deolersl We beat their prices tor flogs. daggers. 
medals, helmets. C atalog, $5 (refundable). Telephone: 
(612) 689-1146. Milifarla . Box 261-D. Cambridge. MN 
55008. ( 197) 
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ffl~fllln:lf.l~GI SUPPLY 201·948-6260 
W~WLILIWW"CI Rt. 10 Box 10419 Dept. SOF 

NEWTON, N.J. 07860 

We have not seen a hammock of this good quality in a 
tong time. This Hammock is a copy of the Hammock used 
in WWII and Vietnam. II is a combination insect proof 
hammock or stake it as a tent. Full length canopy keeps 
you dry and the nylon netting keeps those flying and 
crawli insects off of ou. 

Cashiers check. money or er. personal checks or Visa & Master arCl 
glaClly acceptea NOCOD"s Altme1chanCl1se 1s IOOl\loguaranteeCl 
Res1Clents o f Alaska. Hawau anCl Pueno Rico add 5% ror sn1ppin9 

,. SOLID BRASS 
'-".-~ PAPER WEIGHTS 

Made from 1/2 lb of solid brass. 
Polished to a smooth finish 

$12.95 Each or 2 for $22.50 
Send check 01 money order plus .$4,00 Shipping & Handling 10· 

Bud K World Wide MC or VISA call 

P.O. Box 565 Dept SF l-S00-543_5061 Moultrie, GA 31776 

EMERGENCY 
PASSPORTS 

Alternate Identification 

PROTECT YOURSELF AGAINST: 
I TERRORISTS I HIJACKERS I KIDNAPPERS 

I ANTI-AMERICAN ZEALOTS I UNSCRUPULOUS PERSONS 
•AN AMERICAN? - NOT MEI" 

TRAVEL IN SAFETY AND CONFIDENCE WITH OUR 
EMERGENCY PASSPORT AND 'IWO PIECES OF 

SUPPLEMENTAL LD. ALL COMPLETELY LEGAL 
TOfAL l.D. PACKAGE- $115.00 

SAFEGUARD SERVICES 
P.O. Box 689-F Ely, NV 89301 

(702) 289-4229 

OUR BOOKS HELP YOU GET: New identity & credit. 
• Jobs in 48 hours. College degrees. ID by mail. 
•Cash income. Private loans. Asset protection. 
•Offshore banking. Foreign passports & MORE! 

FREE 40 pg. PRIVACY CATALOG: 800-338-8484 
EDEN PRESS ·Box 8410-PS •Fountain Valley, CA 92728 

RHODESIAN ANO SOUTH AFRICAN BADGES. Medals 
and unifo rms for sole. For a list send $1 to KAPLANS, 
Bax 890638. Lyndhurst 2106 South Africa. (198) 

FREE NAZI RELIC with $5.00 cotolog(retund). Pre-1945 
Nazi daggers. flogs. medals. patches. misc. S.C. 
MILITARIA, P.0 .Box 104, Columbia, SC 29202-0104. 
(197) 

COMPLETE 1980's DECADE OF SOF MAGS. 1980 · 1990 
inclusive. All in SOF b inders. Will NOT divide set. Over 
$600 at today's prices. If they could be replaced ! 
Best Ofte r over $200 tokes all! Shipping extra. Phone: 
719-574-9911 or FAX: 719-574-6612. (197) 

CAMOUFLAGE COLLECTOR? Australia's own pattern 
combat uniforms now available . Shirt $50. Pants $50. 
Full Suit $95. Sizes S.M.l.XL. Send U.S. Funds. TROOP 
ISSUE MILITARY. P.0.Box 872, A rcherfleld . Qld .. 
Australia. ((197) 

CIA -PRODUCED IRAQUI FORGERIES! Obverse exact 
ringer for currency with color and full bust of Saddam: 
reverse Is propaganda and "Safe Conduc t ". Real 
Desert Shield artifac t $10 with SASE. $ENDMONEY. 
1624 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, PA 19103. (197) 

BEAVTIFVL 
ORIENTAL LADIES 
PENPA LS, ROMANCE, 

MARRIA(iE! 
Videos available! Details, 

color photos - $1 to: 
r.1.c .. r.o. Box 461873-SF. 

Los Angeles, CA 90046 

Get Your Own Military Style 

- ROCKET LAUNCHER -

Out they Go! 

$39.95 
30 day Money Back 

Guarantee! 
I 

........ 
Voted One of the Best New Products For 1992 and Featured in 

Americ;rn Survival Guide and Machine Gun News! 

The XK- 1 A puts power at your fingertips! 
D~s.igned after 1he LA \V Rocke t Launcher used by the US 
M1l11ary, th~ XK- 1 A features a two-stage c lec1ronic ignition 
system that fires rockets over 500 feel at anlncrediblc 100111.p.h.! 
Lcgal-XK- 1A-Lcng<h 35"-Rockel I 2" Saf<y Shei lcl- Weigh< 6Lbs 

Special Bonus! 
Order today and receive our Exclusive simulated "Lock On'" 

B~fiT~r~~Y~~~~e~Y~~~r·b~ 1i1~151)~e~f1S611jb$sf.~3e~6'r ~~0~~1!ati~~ 
ORDER NOW!! 

XK-1A Launcher $39.95. FX-2A Reusable 
Rocket $12.95, 2 for $19.95 + $9.00 S/H 
Cheque or Money Order (US Funds) To: 

OLEN INDUSTRIES 
#478-21-10405 Jasper Avenue 

Edmonton, Alberta, Canada TSJ 3S2 

U.S. MILITARY INSIGNIA 

•

1940 through Current § 
Large Catalog, $.3.00 · 

' Box 3133 •SF • Naples, FL 33939-3133 

. SAUNDERS 

EDUCATION 
TERM PAPER ASSISTANCE. 19,278 topics available! 306· 
page catalog-rush $2.00. Research, 11322 Idaho, 
#206EX. Los Angeles, CA 90025. TOLL-FREE HOTLINE: 
800-351·0222 (California: 310-477-8226). (200) 

EMPLOYMENT 
INTERESTING CAREER LISTINGS: Police. security, 
Investigation. Nationwide. some lnterno f lonol. 
Executives to $1 19,300. Positions explained. Fo ur 
monthly Issues. $2 1.95 PSIC / FO, P.0 .Box 383 1. 
Springfield. IL 62708. (197) 

OVERSEAS, STATESIDE. $100-$1.000 doily . Now hiring. 
FREE list. ZINCS 117. Bax 585. Dearborn. Ml 48120 (202) 

BOUNTY HUNTERS WANTED. Work In your area. Send 
resume and 3 references to DANICK ASSOCIATES. 
Denick Building. 495 Broadway, Lowell. MA 01854. 
(197) 

WORK IN PARADISE: Secrets of Overseas Employment. 
Tax Free Income. FREE Info: IES. 15327 Sunset Blvd. 
# I 06. Pacific Palisades. CA 90272. (202) 

FIREARMS - ACCESSORIES 
NATIONAL MILITIA NEEDS YOU! United States Specia l 
Field Forces: Government chartered. needs leaders 
as volunteer officers in home town. Courageous. self· 
relian t 18 or o lder. $5 brings information a nd 
application for commission. W1ite: GENERAL. Box 432. 
Comp Bradley. FL 32066 (200) 

FOR SALE 
MILITARY "DOG TAGS" . 2 fogs. chains. silencers. 5 
lines engraving. 16 spaces per line. Send $8.00: TAGS. 
P.O . Bax 26942, Tempe, AZ 85285. MONEY BACK 
GUARANTEE.( 197) 
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FREEJlOM COUNTRY 

~ 
20 BIG acres in WESTERN MONTANA, starting at $9850. 

~~~ ~d;J~~;~~·Fc~~t~ar~~~=: 
Yellowstone and Glacier National Parks nearby. GUARAN· 
TEED ACCESS, INSURED TITlf, WARRANTY DEED. FREE 
color brochure, photos, maps. 

FULL MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE 
"Video Available" 

CALL TOLL FREE 1-600-592-5990 
TREASURE STATE RANCHES 
De«~~se~~)k.1000 

UNUSUAL BOOKS 
MANY AVAILABLE NOWHERE ELSE 

100's of Titles to Choose' 
CREDIT • EMPLOYMENT • EXOTIC WEAPONRY • MARTIAL 
ARTS • PRIVACY • NEW IDENTITY • DISQUISES 
• SURVEILLANCE • FIREWORKS and Much, Much More! 

Best Prices and Selection. Money Back Guarantee. 
Catalog . . . $1.00 

ALPHA PUBLICATIONS 
PO Box 308-M Sharon Center. OH 44274 

HUNTING RETREAT, 34 room fully equipped. semi
lsoloted northern fores!. Alberio. Canada , river. 
pavement. $200.000.00. l-403-927-4470. (199) 

IRISH PRIDE BERETS. Block or green beret with Bross 
Ir ish Harp Crest . ST . PATRICK 'S DAY SPECIAL $23.00. 
A.H.A .. P.O . Box 21606. Denver. CO 80221 . (197) 

20 -40 ACRES-$5,995 & UP. MONTANA LAND CO ., Box 
5237 . Helena. MT 59604. (406)442-7696. (201) 

FREE 
FREE CATALOG- Milltory/Educot ion Diplomas. 
Certiticotes. Awards: ony High School. University, 
Government Dept, New European & Corporate coot 
ot arms. COUCH POTATO PUBLISHING, 421 l little Rd .. 
Suite 9, New Port Richey. FL 34655 . USA. ( 197) 

DRIVER'S LICENSE (entire USA). Must be U.S. citizen . 
Free application . intormotion. MAXSELL. Box 23021. 
Ft. Lauderdale . FL 33307 . 305-568-1480 (24 HRS). (199) 

INSTRUCTION 
INVESTIGATION CAREER. Quick. easy home study. 12 
lessons. Become a professlonal. Free Information. 
SHAW IN VESTIGATION. (Since 1971 ). Coll (800) 272-
6680. (197) 

SKS FULL AUTO CONVERSION. No modif ic ation. 
a lteration or deletion of orig inal ports. Simple illustrated 
Instructions $10 . SA RDAUKAR. Bo x 3853 l ·S . 
Germantown. TN 38138 . All BATF Rules A pply. (204) 

LEARN SKIP TRACING . Find m issing persons for 
bol l b ondsmen. detectives, yourselt . Send $10 .00 
money order to : P.0 .Box 633. Seabrook. TX 77586-
0633. (197) 
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Super V<Jwerful 
fM Transmitter 

Nt 

FM Transmitter Inside Common Dual Modular 
Telephone Adapter. Has up to 1/4 mile range. 
New EZ Snap Fit Kit. Super Powerful, Tunes 88· 

108 Mhz. Can be picked up Crystal Clear on an FM 
Radio. Transmits both sides of the Conversation. 

Uses Phone Line for Power and Antenna. 
()V()f'V l'ol()'W? Limited ()ttert 

SEND $99.95 PLUS $!;.00 Shipping & Handling 
MO, Check, or Am. Ex. (No COD's) 

TO 
SPY SHOPS OF AMERICA 

1335-F BRANDON (813) 684-8081 
BLVD., STE. 190, -Today& Tomorrow Jesus 

BRANDON, FL 33511 Reigns. 

Features: Dlocast Gun Body. Polyoster String, 

Adjustab!o Sights (wind, olev) Suspension Stool 

Bow. 5 Aluminum Tlppod Bolts, EZ· Hand Cocker 

!argot fnctudod and 45LB draw 

Spero Slring S5.00: Spero Bolts (10 pad<) OS7.00 

$34.95 or 2/$31.95 Ea. 
Ck/MO plus SS.OD 
S/H Guaranteed 

S.R. BARCLAY, P.O. Box 370024, Denver, Colo. 80237 

KNIVES - BAYONETS 
NAVY SEAL DIVER'S /COMBAT KNIFE, $44.95 plus $5 .00 
shipping. Mone~ bock guarantee. WORKMAN'S, Dept 
SOF. Box 312. Edinburg, PA 16116. (197) 

COLD STEEL, SPYDERCO, GERBER. SOG and more. 
Huge discountsl Free list. KNIVES PLUS, 2435 Interstate 
40 West. Ama rillo, TX 79109. (800)687 -6202. (200) 

SWITCHBLADES: The real thing ! Powertul spring action . 
High quality. Mode In Italy . Many d esigns d iscoun ted. 
100+ page catalog of swi tchblades/exotic knives 
$3 .00 APEX ORDNANCE. P.O .Box 363, Batavia. NY 
14021 (198) 

MISCELLANEOUS 
50,000 TOPOGRAPHIC MAPS. Tact ical quads. tra vel. 
pol itica l (Europe. Vietn am . Guantanamo , 
ANY PL AC E!). Amazing catalog $3 .00(refundoble) . 
MONARCH. P.0 .Box 42003-A203. Phoenix. AZ 85080. 
(197) 

TOBACCO: SWEET CHEWING. Moist/Dry Snuff, Pipe/ 
C igoretfe Smoking, Twist / Plugs. Catalog $1.00. USA 
ORDERS ONLY. FRED STOKER & SONS. INC., P.0 .Box 
707-SOF. Dresden. TN 38225-0707 . (1 97) 

VANISH FROM POLICE RADAR! Legal Jommers defeat 
rad a r a nd loser speed guns. Cop sees ·oo· true 
stealth hos arrived! Brochure: JAMMERS. INC . 800· 
451 -4477 . (197) 

RQYAL CREST 
13 Blade - 16 Function 
SURVIVAL 
KNIFE 

Be ready for any emergency 
or adventure. You are pre
pared with this 314' Roy a I 
Cres t 13 blade, 16 function 
suivival knffe made from the 
finest surgical stainless steel. 
Handle is made of durable 

Leymar. Tools consist of cutting blade, scissors, fish 
scaler, cap lifter, corkscrew, hook disgorger, reamer, man· 
icure blade, sturdy reamer, pflill1ps screwdriver, 
wood/rope saw, slot screwdriver, key ring, toothpick, 
tweezers, and can opener. Thousands of uses. Satisfac
tion Guaranteed, or return within 30 days for a full;. no 
guestions askea refund. Only $9.95 plus $3.00 ::./H. 
FREE SPECIALS: #1 FREE with every order· The PER· 
MANENT MATCH · instantly lights indoors or out, even in 
strong winds. Get unlimltecflights. Great for camping. #2 
FREE· $5.00 cerificate toward any purchase from our 
camping/sporting catalog. ORDER NOW! Send your 
check or money order tocfay to: 

J. V. ENTERPRISES • Dept.18 
P. 0. Box 1033 • Somerset, NJ 08875·1033 

(NJ Residents, add 6% sales tax. Please allow 2·3 weeks for 
delivery. Allow 10 days extra for personal checks to clear.) 

THE 
5~88~ 
ASb'~·ll~-loc* 
1tF<>Jbiddo.nTKtlnology 

Mick Tyner 

The book that blew the lid off Forbidden Technol· 
ogy' Building Tellon ' ·coated bullets. re-arming 
inert grenades. secrets of titanium warheads, hy
persecure encryption, roc.ket weapons, clandes· 
tine pyro expose. wearing a wire, defeati ng 
alarms. torbidden tech marketplace. surveillance 

~~~~~IT~:· uTt~~f~~~ ~~~segris~c~~~i'to~~i 
B.5x11, 2si mealy pages. a fresh & lucid look at 
Forbidden Technology' $33 domestic postage 
paid. Regislry Distributing. 200 Union Blvd, Suite 
430. Denver. C0.8022B.Sold on lyto inform. 

Pf #102 NATO 
MILITARY 

3'!.'' Stainless 
blade. Front open· 

ing, fast lever·actioo. 

#104 THE GODFATHER. 
Stiletto. 4" lightning-quick 

side open stainless steel blade. 
Lifetime Mooey-Back Guarantee. 

I Order 2 knives & get FREE! Swiss Army Kn if et 
I Check or M.O. to PERFORMANCE KNIVESI 
11202 Lexington Ave (Rm 192) Dept A-3, New York 100281 

1
1Limited offer, ACT NOW 1-800-324-43711 

------------------J 
NEW IDENTITY! Everything Included to completly 
change identity . Driver ' s license. Social Security, Birth 
Certificate. Identification Cord . Complete Instruction 
Booklet . Send $29.95 to "CAS ". P.O .Box 2392. Redondo 
Beach. CA 90278. ( l 97) 

l<NIGHTS OF THE MOST NOBLE Order ot the Tower. 
mili tary knights ot charity . Free lntormo tion . TH E 
GRANDMASTER. Chancery Office. 3310 Tyrone. El 
Paso. TX 79925. (197) 

SECRET SCANNER. Frequencies' Federal Agencies. 
Police . Surveillance. etc . Big Free Cotolog l CRB. 
P.0 .Box 56-F.Commock. NY 11725. Phone (516) 543. 
9169. (198) 

MALE POWER PACK. Creates/ builds muscle. strength. 
sta m ina. endurance. Con e levate testosterone level 
200%! Enhances vi rili ty. Safe. ON SALE: l-800-878-8844. 
(197) 

SEEKING HARMONIOUS RELATIONSHIP? Meet 
beauti ful educated ladies local & worldwide for 
fr iendsh lp/moirioge. 600 p hotos brochure . Send 
US$5.00. EAST-WEST. Box 814, Tolland. CT06084. Limited 
Issue. (197) 
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$5000 Per Month ... 
.. Deposited in your bank account just for filling out 

a special form that I will send to you. Need more 
money? Just fill out another form. It's that simple! 
Limited time only. Send $15.00 today. 

PROCUREMENT 
Box 163933F 

Miami. FL 33116 
Money Back 
Guarantee! 

FREE! 
GIANT DISCOUNT CATALOG 
with 3 FREE VIDEOS 
Introductory Bonus Offer 
For All N~w Customers. 
Enclose $3 shipping. 

GIVEAWAY PREMIUMS DeplSF34 
Box 85311, Holfywood, CA 90-072 

Amazing one-of-a-kind home 
study course tells all! Want 
a li fe of intrigue, excitement, 
adventure?! Quickly learn from 

the experts: 
• How To Earn $100,000 A Year As Your Own Boss! 
• How To Conduct All Types Of Private Investigations, 

Skiptracing & Surveillance! 

• How To Start Your Own Private Detective Agency! 
• How To Work From Home, Part-Time or Ful!Time! 
• No Experience Necessary, No Investment Required! 

STA TE APPROVED 

UNITED STATES ACADEMY 
FREE OF PRIVATE INVESTIGATION 
DETAILS P.O. BOX 2133 (SF) 

BEVERLY HILLS CA 90213 

ISRAEL MILITARY PRODUCTS 
"'\·n·..J--

* ,,,,,,, .... I" 

AIRBORNE T-SHIRT S-XXI $11 +$3 POST 
IDF WEBBING, HELMET, INSIGNIAS, UNIFORMS, T-SHIRTS 

CATALOG $2 (FREE WITH T-SHIRT ORDER) 
IMP P.0 .B. 31006, TEL AVIV 61310, ISRAEL 

BEAUTIFUL MEXICAN WOMEN seek romance!! Free 
photos. full Information. LATINS. Box l 716(TN). Chula 
Vista . CA 91912. (619) 6B5-5195. (197) 

ASIAN WOMEN DESIRE CORRESPONDENCE! Overseas. 
sincere. attractive.traditional. Free details! SUNSHINE 
INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE. Box 5500-ZH. 
Kailua-Kona. Hawaii 96745 (808) 325-7707 (198) 

R & R FOR SINGLE MEN. Dream vacation with beautiful. 
playful Filipinos. as featured on "Inside Edition". BIG 
APPLE ORIENTAL TOURS (SOF), 24912 Elkmont Ave .. 
Bellerose. NY 11426 (197) 

INTELLECTUAL WORLDWIDE LADIES. Accurate names. 
addresses. descriptions: Indonesia. S.Ame ric a , 
Norway, Russia, Philippines. New Zealand, Poland. 
Malaysia. Taiwan. Hong Kong. Each group 50 
addresses US$15.: HUISU, Box 582, Tolland. CT 06084. 
(197) 

MEET THAI, ASIAN, WORLDWIDE, LADIES! desiring 
romance, llfemates. through correspondence. 275 
photo catalog. Your personal a ds p laced in over 40 
countries. FREE Brochure: TAWL. P.O. Box 937(SOF). 
Kailua-Kona. Hawaii 96745 (808) 329-5559 (197) 

BIG BROTHER KNOWS YOUR LIFE STORY. Order your 
FBI. CIA, IRS. DoD. NSA. State records. more. $35 
Send full name. birthdale/place. SSN: INFORMEDIA, 
Suite 376F. 2020 Pennsylvania Ave .. N.W., Washington. 
DC 20006. (197) 

PHOTO l.D. CARD (50 states) . Send photo. eye/hair 
color. height. weight. b irthdate. $15.00. MAXSELL. 
P.0 .Box 23021. Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33307. (197) 
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#
~.PY ~UPPLY 

AMERICAN 
EXPflESS 

ACCEPTED 

LARGEST 
SPY 
CATALOG 
INTHE 
INDUSTRY 

600 Pages of stuff too hot to handle for local 
stores! Unique and unusual security products, 
surveillance, countermeasure and micro 
video items. ORDER TODAY! 

"Jesus is Lord" 
1-800-544-4n9 or 813-653-9568 

Send $44.95 Plus $7.00 Shipping/Handling 

~PY ~UPPLY CATALOG 
1335·F Brandon Blvd., Ste. 188, Brandon, FL 33511 

~ U.S. GOVERNMENT LAND ~ 
Federally owned land currently available in AK. AZ. AR, CA, 
CO. ID, MT, NV, NM, OR, UT, WA. WY for $2.50 per acre. 
U.S. citizens entitled lo purchase up to 160 acres per 
person. For complete informalion package including maps. 
telephone helpline, filing forms. etc. send $20 check or 
money order lo: FEDERAL LAND CD., Dept l, Box 21598, 
Washington, DC 20009. (Note: lhis is not homestead
ing- lands are sold outright.) MONEYBACK GUARANTEE! 

.. 
1500+ MILITARY DESIGNS 

" 

FREE 24 Page ILLUS. CATALOG 
WE DO CUSTOM WORK 
Dealer Inquires Welcome 

HOOVER'S MFG. CO. 
401 SSF PROGRESS Bl VD. 

PERU, IL 61354 

815 223-1159 Ask For David 

TEENAGE ASIAN GIRLS desire men over 40! Marriages! 
250 girl video $17.95. Tours! ROY ALE, Box 957. Deerfield 
Beach. FL 33443-0957 (197) 

LOST DOCUMENTS REPLACED. College Degree, High 
School Diploma, Birth, Baptismal. Marriage. Divorce. 
Discharge Etc. SASE to MAXSELL. P.O. Bax 23021, Ft. 
Laud. FL 33307 (198) 

BEAUTIFUL RUSSIAN WO MEN! through oversea s 
correspondence! eager. sincere and faithful! FREE 32 
page - 500 photo catalogue. CLUB PRIMA, 13164 
Memorial Drive. #233DD. Houston, Texas 77079. (713) 
973-1515 anytime. (203) 

BEAUTIFUL, TRADITIONAL, ROMANTIC Asian ladles 
desire friendship and marriage. Free photo brochure. 
ASIAN CONNECTIONS, Box 1230, LaGrange. TX 78945. 
(409) 242-5820. (197) 

ADVENTURE IN PARADISE! Beautiful South Pacific 
Islands con be acquired for as lit11e as $200.00. For 
info write or call PACIFIC ISLANDS CONSULTING, P.O. 
Box 1010. Dept. B. Blue Jay, CA 92317. 1-800-854-
0866 (198) 

RUSSIAN LADIES, truly beautiful. educated, want to 
meet YOU. Free color photobrochure. Russia46. P.O.B. 
888851. Atlanta. GA 30356. (404) A58-0909, Anytime. 
(203) 

HOW TO ROB BANKS LEGALLY! Make $9,000 per bank 
account opened. Comple te package send $24.95: 
PROCUREMENT, Box 9522. Cora l Springs. FL 33075. 
(197) 

PASSPORT ESTA BLISHES 2ND IDENTITY For International 
Sa fe Travel. En try and Exit Stamps. Ultimate 
Identification Worldwide. Legal U.S. Customs. 3 Backup 
Photo l.D.s Complete $400. (305) 568-1480 (24hrs). 
(197) 

WHAT DOES BIG BROTHER KNOW ABOUT YOU? Your 
FBI. CIA, IRS. records & more. $49.95 & $6 shipping. 
Send name. SSN. birlhdate & p lace: BLUETREE. Box 
4 l 77FP, Mountainview. CA 94040. (197) 

TELEPHONE LISTENING DEVICE 
Record telephone conversations In your office or 
home Connects between any cauelle or tape 
recorder and your 1e1ephone line. Starts aulo· 
matically when phone Is answered. Records bolh 
sides ol conver5atlon. Stops recorder when 

s1u 1 cu. in. phone is hung up. 

$19.95EACH 

Super Powerful 
FM TRANSMITTER 

Many tines mor1 powerful tnanolher transmlter>. 
Transmits up to v. mi" to any FM radiO ·Easy 10 
Asstmble KK · up ta 9V banery (nol Incl.) 
For catalog of Transm•1ers, Voice Scramblers tind 
othllrspeciafty nems. enc~se $2.00 to USI C0<p 

Call 407-725-1000 or aend $19.95 + $1.00 
shipping per llem to: USI Corp, P .0. Box 
SF,2052, Melbourne, FL 32902 COD's OK 

r-- -sr..eer-L.eth&r--., 
I SPEED KILL I I ctr can you hit a man 11 llmn or more In one second or less? I 
I 
ctr Can you drop a man to his knees with one blow? I 
ctr can you win a fight In 3 seconds or lea? 

I WE TRAIN PEOPLE WHO CANI FREE DETAILS I 
Wlmor Publl;llllo111 

L 6252 Dark Hollow Rd., Medford, OR 97501 1503) 535-3188'..J 
CUT OUT AND MAIL THIS AD TODAYI -----------

World's Most Fascinating Police Catalog! 

112pg. Catolog t 
Badges; ID Cords; 
Bocks; Clothing; 1 
Ammo;Weapans · · 
Spy Equip; Posters; ! : ·..., 
Hats& more! 
World's Best Catalo 

:. •I 

Send $3.00 for 
Catalog, o r Call 
1-900-226-2444 
for RUSH shipment! 
FREE $3.00 Caupan 

included with 
each catalog! 

SUPPRESSED INFORMATION: Cable & Satellite Secrets. 
Elec tronic Surveillance. Loc ksmithing Secrets. 
Weapons. Investigation. l.D .. and more. Free brochure: 
MENTOR. Box 1549-G Asbury, NJ 077 12. (199) 

CROSSBOW PISTOLS AND RIFLES. Accurate. powerful. 
d lecast aluminum body, polyester string. adjustable 
sights. 40 lb. draw Pisto l send $39.95 plus $5.00 S&H. 
801b. d raw Pistol send $49.95 plus $5.00 S&H. 1501b 
draw Rifle send $179.95 plus $10.00 S&H. Each includes 
extra string. 12 bolts and 6 inch throwing knife FREE! 
Rifle orders also Include 2 piece hunting knife set 
FREE! Send check MO. VISA. MC to: ARC 
TELECONNECTORS, 1438 E. Dixie Drive. Suite 180. 
Asheboro, NC 27203. (197) 

15-DAY DIVORCE: No court appearance. Private. 
Easy. Q uick. Effective. No wa it ing . Divorce 
guaranteed. For FREE Information FAX (801) 268-2999. 
(197) 

OPTICS 
INFRARED NIGHT VIEWER PLANS. Build your own with 
complete plans and Instruc t ions. Send $8 to 
INFRATECH S.F., Box 1660. Southampton. PA 18966. 
(197) 

REMAILING SERVICES 
CONFIDENTIAL ADDRESS. Mall received here. then 
fo rwarded to you worldwide. Volcemail, tao! 
MAILPOST. 2421SOF Pratt. Chicago, IL 60645 (312) 
764-0100. (800) 890-3199. (197) 

DEGN FORWARDING. We get ii here. You get it there. 
CONFIDENTIALLY! For information send SASE: DEGN. 
912 McArthur. Cuero. TX 77954. (198) 

SECURITY PRODUCTS 
CONFIDENTIAL Ca talog of Police and Investigation 
Equipment $2. IPEC. Department SF893. P.O.Box 7638. 
Moreno. CA 92552. (197) 

SURPLUS 
MILITARY CLOTHING, GEAR, Boo ts . Jackets. 
Collectibles. etc . Call (408) 295-11 36 tor FREE catalog 
or write: LEE-JACKSON MILITARIA. P.O .Box 8663. San 
Jose. CA 95155. Foreign catalogs are $3.00. (197) 
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BE A PROFESSIONAL SKIPTRACER & 
MISSING PERSON INVESTIGATOR! 

AMERICA'S FASTEST GROWING INVESTl· 1 
GATION INDUSTRY! LEARN SKIPTRACING & 
MISSING PERSON INVESTIGATIONS . ATC'S JS 
THE NUMBER ONE PROFESSJ ONAL TRAIN I NG 
PROGRAM ; PROFESSIONAL TECHN IOUE TO 
TRACKOOWN FUGITIVES, SKIPPERS & MIS-
S ING PERSONS. TH IS EXCLUSIVE PROGRAM 
HAS BEEN DESCRIBED BY PROFESSIONAL BOUNTY 
HUNTERS AS THE "1 -2-3 H I DEOUT BUSTER 11

• OVER 
5SO PAGES (7 PROF. BOOKS). INCLUDES COMPLE
TE US & CANADA SEARCH REFERENCES (800 PR 1-
VATE & PUBLIC INFO . SOURCES). CHARTS , 
CHECKL ISTS , ONLINE DAT ABASES. THE BEST 
TRA INING PROGRAM ALL AROUND ~ ---

DZ 'S OF EXCLUSIVE INVESTIGATION FEATURES. 
STUDY TODAY, ST ART TOMORROW! $50- $100 , 000 
YEAR !!! ST ART WI TH MIN I MAL IN VESTMENT . P~O
GRAM COMES WITH "FASTRACK GU IDE TO SUCCES
SFUL SK IPTRACING" FORMSETS AND MORE!!! 
TREMENDOUS OPPORTUNITIES TODAY "IN TH I S 
FIELD OF THE FUTURE"!!! 

( .. SEND $2.00FOR16 PAGES INFOPACK! 

ATC: PROFESSIONAL TRAINING IN 

~ TRACKING DOWN FUGITIVES! 

~ American Tracing Corp. * 289 College Street, Burlington, VT 05401·8320 * 
HOMEMADE ROCKET MOTO!:I~ 

Make your own Commercial-Quality rocket properlantas wen as 
slmple sugar and fertilizer luels.Explicll diagrams show you how 

to make molor casings.nozzles, electric ign!ters, rockel 
designs & recovery devices with a complete list of 

suppliers. Order your book Today and 
receiveFREE Tennis Ball Cannon plans. 

Send $15 to: 

AEAOTEK 
P.O. BOX 37152, MILWAUKEE, WJ 53237 

ORDERS SHIPPED IN 48 HOURS 
100% MONEY B ACK GUARANTEE 

FREE 
CANNON 

~NS 

NOT FREE-BUT CLOSE! Comping, Boots. Tents, Miii tary 
Surplus. Books, Kara te. Surviva l, Knives, Swords . 
Blowguns. Backpacks. Cata log $2.00(refundoble) : 
GENERAL LOGAN PX STORE , 3222 South Logan, Suite 
SOF, La nsing. Ml 48910. (197) 

M ILITA RY SUR PLUS & SURVIVAL ITE M S; Lorge 
inven-lory, new and used. Mo il $1. (refundable) for 
price list: HUGH WADE'S, 2120 West Reelfoot Ave .. 
Union City, TN 38261-9732. (197) 

GOVERNMENT SEIZED Security Equipment, Tents, Cars, 
Trucks, Boots. Surplus Barga ins Ga lore! Your Area . Toll 
Free Information: 1·800-601-2212. Ext.SP7770. (197) 

WORLDWIDE MILITARIA. Como uniforms & gear from 
around the world, Ca ta log $1.00. i.M.S .. Box 21606, 
Denver, CO 80221. (197) 

BUS HPILOT WINGS 
BADGE QUALITY - CORROSION FREE RHODIUM 

SEND $6.95 TO: BUSHPILOT 
P.O. BOX 541384 
DALLAS, TX 75354-1384 

CATALOG WITH PURCHASE - ALLOW 4·8 WEEKS 

REGIMENTAL INSIGNIA & WEAPONRY 
• SAS • RRF • BLACK WATCH /(l)i\ · PARR • RM • CRMERONS 

~ IJ,__._R_SD~G~~· R~N~·~G~UR~R~DS~e~tc~.__. 
Import Catalog $6.00 

BRITISH REGALIA IMPORTS 
Deportment-6 

P.O. Box 50473 ·Nashville, TN 37205 

• 6:2 

-BEWARE-
The World 's Most Powerful Blowguns 

are DOWN & DIRTY! 
Wrile or Call For Immediate tnro. 

J,W. McFARLIN COMPANY 
P.O. Box 209, Lake Havasu City, AZ 86405-0209 

Tel. (602) 855-8095 

MILITARY SURPLUS. New and used, also surviva l Items. 
Send $2 for cata log. REMA MILITARY SURPLUS. P.O .Box 
7039, Canton. OH 44705. (197) 

SURVIVAL 
SMOKE BALLS, CARTRIDGES, Candles. Bom bs, Pots. 
Grenades. l argest selection anywhere. Write tor 56· 
page c a ta logue of 500 p roduc ts. U.S.-$3.00, Canada· 
$5.00. Others-$ 10.00. SIGNUS, Box 33712-W49, Phoenix, 
AZ 85067 (197) 

ENVIRONMENTALLY SAFE REFRIGERATOR. Req uires no 
moving po rts o r electricity. Send $5.00 for plans. MD 
INDUSTRIES. P.O. Box 109, Youngstown, Fl 32466. (197) 

WANTED: Bushwockers, Revolutlonorles. Pirates, Bounty 
Hunters, Soldiers. Men who o re TRULY TOUGH! you 
NEED our book cotolog l Moil $1.00 lo: GADDIS 
PUBLICATIONS, P.0 .Box 411476-SOF. Los Angeles. CA 
90041 . (199) 

ROC K BOITOM PRICES! Pickgun $57.95, 80,000 Volt 
Stun Gun $38.95, Soda Con Sa fe $9.95, 4 oz. OC 
pepper spray $15.95. Add $2 S&H . AMPLE DE FE NSE. 
P.0 .Box 313, Allendale, Ml 4940 1. (197) 

r &;c;.;;; g..;; i 
1 repair expert! 1 
I I 
I Professional- I 
I level home study I 

trains you to do 

I expert work on all kinds of I 
firearms. Call today for free I literature: 800..223-4542. I 
Name~------1 Address Phone I 

I 
City State __ Zip 

1 School of Gunsmithing, Dept GCI 71 
I 6065 Roswell Rd., Atlanta, Georgia 303281 
... ___ _____ .... 

U-BUILD POWER TOOLS, m achine tools. garden tools, 
photo equip .. from stock porls, recycled materials. 
Save 50-90%. POORMAN, 7000 20th, #930-SF, Vero 
Beach. FL 32966-1 807. (198) 

TRAINING 
RANGER, AIRBORNE, Bodyguard Training . Catalog 
and intormotlon $7 .00 ($ 12.00 Foreign). USTC. 2024 N. 
Broadwa y, Suite 205. Santo Ano. CA 92706-2623. (714) 
547-2567. (199) 

CATALOG for special Interests. INFO that hos never 
before b een published by former SPECO P 
PERSONNEL. Rush $1 .00 to ASP, 600 First Ave .. Ste.632. 
Pioneer Bldg .. Seattle. WA 98104. (197) 

NAVY SEAL FITNE SS PROGRA M. Goin strength and 
self-confidence. Get In shape using the methods of 
the world 's most elite combat unit. Send $10.95 to 
T·N ·S ENT, P.0 .Box 16297, Seattle, WA 981 16. (202). 

VIDEOS 
YOUNG VOLUPTUOUS NUDE Models. Videos from 
Russia . Asia , Lat in Americ a . Europe, Scandinavia. 
Arobio!I! "Cherry Girl Serles·. Sample $19.95 . 37 
Country Photolog $1 .00. TLC, Box 330, Deerfield Beach, 
FL 33443-0330. (199) 

PLA Y POOL WITH THE SPORT BABES VI DEO. Professional 
instruction, tips. The "BABES" show the way. Try to 
concentrate! Send $19.95 plus $4.00 S&H to: PANTHER 
PRODUCTIONS, P.0.Box 164404-B, Miami, Fl 33116 or 
coll l-800-269-6468. (1 97) 
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PARTING SHOT 
by Tucker Carlson 

Although President Clinton eventually told 
Washington's mayor that he would not mobilize the 
National Guard to patrol the city's streets, he claimed 
to be "very sympathetic" to the idea. Who wouldn't 
be? Like mar:'ly other American cities, Washington is a 
violent place. Mayor Sharon Pratt Kelly's request, al-. 
though criticized by many, was not illogical. It came 
around the time Washington had recorded its 376th 
homicide this year. 

The problem with the request is that Washington 
already has enough police. In fact, it has more of them 
per capita than any city in America. So far, however, 
they haven't done much to control crime. Indeed, 
Washington residents are saddled with a police de
partment that is inept qnd unresponsive at best, crimi
nal at worst. How did this happen? 

Foryears, Washington's police force enjoyed a repu
tation as one of the best in the 

Washington's Rule Of Law 

Chief Melvin Clark, "we kind of rushed the training 
process." That is a diplomatic assessment. Mr. Hubbard 
puts it simply: ''We swore in entire classes - hundreds 
of people - without background checks." 

Often it seemed that police officials weren't inter
ested in what an applicant had done before signing up 
for a gun and badge. Like other cities, Washington 
seals the criminal records of juvenile offenders once 
they become adults. Apparently the policy is not to 
eliminate people with criminal juvenile pasts. 

To find out more, I called the recruiting office and 
spoke with Investigator Debbie Reid. I explained that I 
wanted to join the force, but was worried that my 
"extensive juvenile criminal record" would make that 
impossible. "No," she assured me, "that alone will 
not keep you from coming aboard." I then told her 
that; truth be told, my juvenile record was pretty bad. 

country. In the 1950s, it was not 
uncommon for detectives to 
solve 'all the district's murder 
cases in a given year. Then, in 
the mid-1970s, the city adopted 
a residency requirement for new 
police officers. The rule limited 
the pool of applicants dramati
cally by preventing experienced 

In fact, I said, I had spent con
siderable time in jail for an 
armed-robbery conviction. Surely 
that would disqualify me. Not 
necessarily, she said. "It depends 
on what your disposition was at 
the time." 

"I've seen people 
diagnosed as 

borderline-retarded 
graduate from the 
police academy.,, 

As word of the department's 
new and inclusive hiring proce
dures leaked out, thousands took 

advantage. "A lot of people who were in the drug cops fr.om joining Washington's force without moving 
their families to the city. Although the regulation was 
later repealed, it caused the department to adopt 
slack hiring policies that remain in place. 

Even with an affirmative action policy that adds 
points to the scores of candidates simply for attending 
Washington's public schools (and not necessarily gradu
ating), many potential officers couldn't pass the police 
academy's tests. So the department changed require
ments. In May 1985, a recruit at the police academy 
could be expelled for failing two exams. Seven months 
later, the same recruit would have to fail six exams to 
be sent packing. 

But dropping the benchmark wasn't enough. Then
Mayor Marion Barry came to the rescue. His solution: 
appoint officers by lottery - the ultimate in equal 
opportunity. Even by Mr. Barry's standards, this was 
pretty wacky. Congress thought so, too, and ultimately 
squelched the idea in its budget appropriation for the 
city. But the spirit of nonjudgment lived on. In 1988, 
after 40% of graduating recruits failed the final com
prehensive exam, the police academy abolished 
the test. 

All this had a predictable effect on the caliber of 
Washington cops. "I saw people who were practically 
illiterate," says Mike Hubbard, a detective who spent 
five years training recruits. "I've seen people diag
nosed as borderline-retarded graduate from the po
lice academy." 

Things had gotten worse by 1989, when, in an 
attempt to fight rising crime, the city hired nearly 
2,000 new officers. "In our zeal to get as many offic
ers on the street as are being demanded," said Deputy 
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. rackets joined the police department," says former 
Washington cop Montague Holmes. "Some of them 
went straight when they joined the department, and 
some of them didn't." 

Last year, 36 officers were indicted on charges such 
as dope dealing, sexual assault, murder, sodomy and 
kidnapping. In one instance, scores, perhaps thou
sands, of confiscated weapons (sloppy police record
keeping makes it impossible to know the exact num
ber) were stolen from a police warehouse by employ
ees. At least one was later used in a murder. 

Even honest officers often are ill-suited for police 
work. Aside from a basic agility test, the department 
applies almost no physical standards to recruits. For 
instance, it does not require strength or endurance 
tests, either of which might bring the city into conflict 
with the Americans With Disabilities Act. Candidates 
for the force, a recruiting pamphlet says, must be at 
least five feet tall and "carry proportionate weight." 
According to one officer, officials are lenient in deter
mining how much weight is proportionate. As a result, he 
says, the force has a nationwide reputation for fat cops. 

In addition to its personnel problems, the police 
department often operates with inferior and outdated 
equipment. Many station houses make do with rotary
dial phones. Mr. Hubbard says the clerical equipment 
in his office consists of two manual typewriters. A 
report by The Washington Times found that in one 
police district 12 out of 19 patrol cars were out of 
service. In another district, a lack of cars sometimes 

Continued on page 87 
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Pinhole CCTV 
Camera 
System 
Complete pinhole system 
includes; 4mm pinhole lens, 
mini-CCD camera, mount, 
B&W monitor, cable, power 
supplies and a 24-hour time 
lapse VHS recorder. Retail 
$3,650. SALE $2,495 (ship/ 
ins $35). 

Disguised cameras from 
$495. (Smoke detector, 
emergency lights, etc.) 

COVERT VIDEO SPECIALISTS 
Wireless Video Transmitters & Receivers. Call. 

Complete CCTV system design and installation available 
worldwide. 

Match Box Transmitter 
TK-100 Tuneable FM Transmitter Kit* with 
matching receiver $199 (ship/ins $7). 

TK-500 UHF Crystal Controlled Professional 
Transmitter Kit* $349 (ship/ins $7). Available 

on two frequencies. Extra lithium batteries $8 each. 
Professional High Gain Two Channel Receiver $1,200 (ship/ins $20). 

Telephone Transmitter 
TK-200 FM Tuneable Transmitter Kit* with tunable 
receiver $199 (ship/ins $7). 

TK-600 UHF Crystal Controlled Professional 
Quality Transmitter Kit* $399. Two frequencies 
available. Works with scanner or professional high 
gain receiver. 

•NOTICE: Transmitter kits require simple 
(10 minute) final assembly. 

• Body Wire and Receiver Set $299 (ship/ins $10) 

• Body Wire Detector $695 (ship/ins $10) 

Telephone 
Recording System 
Complete system includes; extended 
play recorder, 140 minute cassette, 
power supply, telephone interface for 
standard single and multi-line 
telephones, al ligator clip adapters for 
attaching the recorder anywhere along 
the telephone line. Includes everything 
you need to record your calls. 

Starts and stops automatica lly. Voice activated. Optional "beep" mode. EP-500 
Telephone Recording System $195 (ship/ins $7). 

Record for 12 hours with EPPl 's Professional Model Pro-12 Telephone Recording 
System $399 (ship/ins $19). 

• Call Logger II - keeps an electronic record of all OUTGOING calls (phone numbers) 
made from any single line telephone. Even shows local numbers that your phone bi ll 
won't. Attaches anywhere along the line. $189 (ship/ins $1 0). 

• Telephone Taps and Room Bugs. How they're done and how to defe#a the . 
Surveillance expert reveals trade secrets, step by step. Shows many of the 
actual devices. One hour VHS $49.95 (ship/ins $4). JOE 

• Israeli Instinctive Combat Shooting Method. One hour step by step 
lesson. Filmed in Israel. VHS. Retail $49.95 Limited Offer $29.95 (ship/ins 3). 

KGB Photo Sniper System 
Camera, shoulder stock, 
300mm lens, filters, carrying 
case etc. A tremendous value. 
Only $599 (ship/ins $25). This 
is THE system used by 
surveillance teams in former 
East Block Countries. 

Night Vision 
WARNING! 

Not all Russian night vision is equal. Don't get burned buy
ing cheap junk or units that produce dangerous x-rays. 

• Binoculars 

• Riflescopes 

• Handheld viewers 
• Complete Basic Countermeasures Kit $1,495 (ship/ins $35) • Complete camera systems 

• Tap Nullifier. Jams telephone taps. $695 (ship/ins $1 0) 

Audio Surveillance Kit 
Includes; 

Body wire and receiver, 
VHF crystal controlled 

Telephone recording system 
Mini microphone w /amplifier 

and 25' cable 
FM Match Box Transmitter Kit 
FM Telephone Transmitter Ki t 

Receiver for FM Transmitter 
Touch Tone decoder 
Call Logger 
Lineman's handset (telephone) 
Contact microphone 
Telephone Infinity Ear 
Taps & Bugs Video 

Assembled in a briefcase. $1,495 (ship/ ins $25). 

Invest in quality at excellent prices. Call EPP/, 

NOTICEI ~ pioducts &re in!endtd and sold only IOI the purposnol 1ut1n9 llf'ld vcpauncnt4tron dl"ld tr61nns in e:lcctroo1c coun!rtmcm.ufn. Nrt 
othtr UK moy be 1llcs<ll. FCC l!Ccnsms moy be 1cauntd PflOI' to om:mbly. Not to be used fet SU11q>t1tiotn W.aetpt1cn of orol cormuuc4tions. A.II 
t QU•Pmtnl is ~d 9.lbJCCI to ptbhc 1- 90-l S 1. 11tle Ill, 18 U.S.C. Sec11on 2S 11, A.II local, sl4tc. ~nd ledaol 01dm<'lnccs, rules, IC~l<'lhons. ttc. n is 
tile W e 1Csponsib1h1y o l the buya (not tne scllu) to consult rcsal counsel fOf 1ntap1Cl<'ltH)l'I of any laws applicable to the /JI UI ol ml ended use. 
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Surveillance/CounterSur. 
Hands-on Seminars 

Two days - held bi-monthly 

$495 
Call for dates and reservations --
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